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translational shells with rectangular "" ..... "' ......... ,"" ... 
of doubly-curved 
The ourvatures of the 
generating ourves are assumed be oonstant v and the loading is considered 
to be norma1 to the shell surfaoe 0 
objectives of 
10 To assess the relative merits and aoouraoy of several approx-
imate methods of analyzing wch shells II and 
20 make a comparative study of the magnitude and distribution 
of stresses and displaoements shells of different shapes~ 
dimensions and oondi tiona of npporto 
Primary attention has been given to elliptic and hyperbolio 
paraboloidal shells 
Same oonsideration 
ourved boundaries having reotangular planfo11l o 
also given 
The study "lI"~~S,A"'~lP developed by Vlasove 
The methods of 
both in its oonventional form 
by Chuang and Veletsos(9) 
of eaoh node in seoond the 
nodal values of the displacement component of an 
funotiono 
of same the aoouracy 
of the resulting solution is essentially the same in both caseso The formula-
tion involving the use of the Ai~ stress function leads 9 of coursen to a 
smaller number of algebraic equations for the same number of node pointsc This 
advantage is offset somewhat by the greater care required in formulating 
,certain boundary conditions" 
The second method corresponds to the Rayleigh=Ri tz methodo For the 
case when the approximation functions satisfy all bounda~ conditions~ it 
becomes identical with .,the well-known Bupnov""Galerkin methodo In the present 
,studyapproxirnation functions that satisfy only the geometric boundary conditions 
,",'," Qn .. w·cmd,the static boundary conditions on cp have been usedo Alsos the 
Lagrange multiplier method is used for cases where the approximation functions 
do not satisfy the above boundary conditionso 
The majority of numerical studies concerns shells with two opposite 
edges simply supported9 / For this class of shells an exacts Levy type v 
solution of the governing differential equations can be obtained and used as 
a reference for purposes of comparisonQ 
To accomplish the first objective of this studY9 it was necessary to 
develop computer programs for the different versions of the finite=difference 
method 0 Because the accuracy of the modified method of finite differences was 
found to be more than adequate for all practical purposes v it was felt that 
the computer programs developed for that method could be used to accomplish 
the second objectiveo In view of the limited number of types of boundary con= 
dltions used v the tabulated results are not sufficient for design pUrpO$8S o 
However y they do provide considerable insight into the behavior of these shellso 
The contents of this study are arranged as follows g 
Chapter II provides a review of the basic equations used in the 
present study Q 
In Chapter 1II9 the two methods of analysis as applied doubly= 
=)= 
curved shells are discussed in detail 0 
In Chapter IV ~ the accuracy and rate of convergence of the di.f\,. 
ferentmethods of analysis used are discussed with reference to two classes 
of ' shell so The first class has two opposite edges simply supported and the 
other two simply supported v free or fixed 0 The second class consists of 
shallow p doubly-curved shells with all edges fixed 0 
Chapter V presents the results of a comparative study of the 
behavior of shells of different shape s and dimensions 0 
1020 Brief Review of Previous Pertinent Work 
The theory of shallow shells is one of,the most recent develop-
ment's of shell theoryo Vlasov(26) initiated the study of the general 
bending theory of this class of shells in 19440 For cylindrical shells» 
Vlasov's shallow=shell equations become identical with Donnellas equationsl! 
Since the development of the shallow shell theoryll a voluminous 
literature has been devoted to the theory9 arlalysis and design of this 
class of, shells 0 BasicallYii the research work in this area may be divided 
into three categories 0 The first comprises investigations I;' of the errors 
introduced by the shallow shell theo~J and limitations~ The second 
group inclu.des work directed towards explori.ng the appl:tcabili ty of some 
approximate techniques to problems for which exact solutions ar'9 either 
unobtainable 9 or become too complicated~ The third group of work 
directed towards the practical analysis of shells and study of 
their behavioro 
II though the first category includes many papers ~ definite conclu-
sions have not been reached as yet~ and further investigations seem to be 
necessary~ An extensive list of references on tbe second category can be 
found in (16) and (17)0 
In the rest of this section p a brief review is given of the special 
literature of the third categoryv devoted to the comparative study gf the be= 
havior of do~bly~curved shells subjected to static loadingo It is to be noted 
that very little work has been done in this areao 
The first noteworthy contribution was that of Ambartsumyan(1) in 
19479 where he applied Vlasov'i s theory to the analysis of shallow shells with 
simply supported edgeso He isolated as the basic party the solution for a 
flat plate and represented the correction for the curvature in the form of 
6 ·· (12) a rapidly converging series 0 In 19.5 v flugge and Conrad v - apparently 
unaware of Ambartsumyan's work p using the same method 9 presented some solutions 
for translational shells subjected to concentrated loadingo 
In a series of studies g Shaishmelashvili applied the method of 
fini te 'differences to the analysis of shallow shells 0 Of special interest 
are his papers on shallow spherical segments with simply supported edges and 
rectangular planform subjected to normal loadingv(21) to edge momentsp(22) and 
to given edge displacemento(23) In a more recentstudyp(24) the same author 
solved the problem of normally loaded spherical segments with rectangular 
planfor.m and with rotationally restrained edgeso In all these casesv tabulated 
resul ts were given for wide range of variation of the risec=>to=thickness 
parametero 
Bouma(6) considered the bending problem of normally loaded transla= 
tional shells with rectangular planfoI'mo The shells treated had two opposite 
edges simply supported and the other two either simply supported or freeo 
The rise (or sag) of the shell was the only parameter consideredo Tabulated 
results were given·for the characteristic coefficients for elliptic and 
hyperbolic paraboloids 0 
A fairly extensive study along with numerical data for normally loaded 
spherical segments having simply supported edges has been given in a book by 
=.5= 
Dikovicho(10) In this bookD tabulated results and graphs for the distri-
bution of the displacements and stress resultants for poth shells with square 
pI anfoI'm 9 and with rectangular planform of side ratio 2z 1 may be found. 
Quite recently, a series of studies(2 9 )9 4) has been made by 
Apeland to obtain analytic solutions for the bending problem of translational 
shells and of hyperbolic paraboloids bounded by characteristicso 
I 0 J CI Nomenclature 
The symbols used in this report are defined in the text when they 
first appear 0 For convenience of reference 9 the important ones are summarized 
here in alphabetical ordero Some of the symbols were assigned more than one 
meaning; this was done only when no confUsion could ariseo 
a, b = shell dimensions (length v width) 
A, B = metric coefficients of the middle surface 
(i oe " ~ ds 2 = A 2 dx2 + B2 dy2 ) 
A = Work done by internal forces 
::: work done by membrane stress~resultants 
= work done by bending and twisting moments 
a. 1 b.fs d 9 e f = coefficients defined by Eqo (3086) In J qn.q 
A. 09 C ::: coefficients defined by Eqo (3078) lJ' pq 





= coefficients defined by Eqo (3084) 




2 12( 1 = v ) 
= flexural rigidity 
= Youngfs modulus of elastiCity 
= maximum rise of the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell bounded by 
characteristics 
K 
;::; rise of the shell at the center 
= rise of the shell in the x and y directions v respectively 
;::; shell thickness 
Eh ;::; 2;::; extensional rigidity 
1 => y 
;::; curvatures of normal sections taken along coordinate lines 
x and y of the surface v respectively 
k19 k2 ;::; principal·curv.atures 
k12 = twist of the ·surface 
~ j kM = numerical. coefficients of the membrane forces and moments 
kerN 9 ''k''M ;::; stress coefficients defined by Eq 0 (.5 <> 1) 
L1(~)9 L2(~) = Lagrangian multipliers 
-, .... 
L1(~)p L2(~) and L1(~)B L2(~) ;::; integrals involving Lagrangian multipliers 
and defined by Eqsc (J099) and (4c22)9 respectively 
;::; pivotal intervals in the x and y directionsv respectively 
M1 8 M29 M12 = stress couples (moment per unit length) 
() 0 0 P M6 ,( stiffness factors v defined by Eqso (]o5J)v ()058)9 (Jo61) p 






;::; index of load harmonic 








= loads tangent to middle surface (load per unit area) 
;::; load normal to middle surface (load per ~t area) 
;::; maximum intensity of sinusoidal loading (load per unit area) 
2 








S i » 
R2 
S2 9 
8 g y 9 
S(-I1) 











= a P2 If 
1 a2 
= Pz k2a K 
= 1 (a/m)2 
Po k2alm K 
=7-
= contribution of the external loads to the normal equilibrium of 
the pivotal element 
= {a/m)2 1 
Po Eh k2a(nl 
= a set of sine=cosine approximation functions 
= transverse shears (force per unit length) 
= contribution of the tangential components of the external load 
to the compatibility of strains of a pivotal element in the 
normal direction 
:; reactions (force per unit length) 
ooop 86 (stiffness factorsD defined by Eqso (30 3)9 (3020)9 (3039)_ 
0009 SB j (3042) and (;052) 
= a set of cosine polynomials 
:; displacements tangential to middle surface 
:; displacement normal to middle surface 
:; k .§;. w 
2 m 
:; total work done 
= work done by external forces 
:; work done by forces on the surface 
= work done by boundary forces 
:; coordinates on the middle surface 
Xp (~L W q (TI) = approximation functions for w in the ~ and 11 directions, 
respectively 
z :; coordinate normal to middle surface 
y = = curva ture ratio 
k2 
= linear strains of elements in the x and y directions 
= shearing strain in the middle surface 
= dimensionless coordinates on middle surface 
= change s in c~rva ture 
= twist 
o/i (c;) v 4'j (,,) ::: appro.x::imation functions for ~ in the ~ and 'Y') directions 9 













= stress function 
= 
<P 
E aIm h 




=: _1 . ( h)2 1 
12 arm (k2a/m)2 
h 1 
= 2' a k2a Y1 
"'" 
v 
h 1 ::: 
2' aIm k2aTm )1 = )) 
::: 
::: 
rectangularity of the grid 
1 ::: Jt ::: number of pivotal intervals in the ~=direction 
::: two values of Poisson's ratio 
= _1 (h)2 (£)2 
12 a f 
~_~_ (h)2 (£)2 
12( 1 = v2 ) a f 
::: 
-9= 
AJe9 ~g Ar9 Arr = grid characteristics (graded network) 
= normal stresses 
= shearing stress 
= non~dimensional Laplace operator 
212 =~+2~ 
a~ c a,., 
2 2 ~2 
= k2 ~ .., 2k12 ~y + k1 g 2 
ax ay 
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II 0 REVIEW OF BASIC EQUATIONS 
201 0 Shells Considered and Sign Convention 
The shells considered in this study are shown in Figo 1 0 They are 
doubly curved v thin 9 shallow translational shells with rectangular planformo 
The middle surface of the shell g expressed in cartesian coordinates g is given 
by the equation 
(20 1) 
where a and b are the spans in the .x and y directions 9 and k1 and 
k2 are the principal curvatures of the surface along the coordinate lines 
x and Y9 respectively\> 
If the parameter 
y :::; 
k2 
:::; curvature ratio 
is introduced 8 Eqo (2\> 1) can be written in the following formg 
(20 2) 
Depending on whether r is positive or negativev Eqo (20 2) represents an 
elliptic paraboloid or a hyperbolic paraboloido The case r :::; 1 represents a 
spherical segment (or a paraboloid of revolution since there is no difference 
between these .two surfaces wi thin the framework of the theory of shallow 
shells) 0 For y :::; 0 s if y is the coordinate on the surface 0 a circular 
cylindrical shell is obtained (Figo 1=0)0 
In the following 0 both the X9Y coordinates and the dimensionless 
coordinates ~ 9 1') will be usedo These dimensionless coordinates are given by: 
The rise of the shell 9 f 9 is given by the expression 
o 
I = f1 + f2 0 
2 
where Ii = ki 
a 
-g 




= rise in the y=direction 
In this studY9 primary attention is given to the analysis of shells 
with two opposite edges simply supportedo The loadings considered to be 
normal to the surface p is uniformly distributed in the y=direction and varies 
sinusoidally in the x-direction 0 However» some consideration is also given 
to uniformly loaded shells with all four edges fixedo 
The analysis of hyperbolic paraboloids bounded by a rectangular set 
of characteristics (Figo 2) is also considered v but no numerical results are 
presented 0 For this class of shells 9 the equation of the middle surface is 
where f = 
""" ab 
The shells referred to above are aSSUTIled to be of uniform. thickness 
and to conform to the assumptions of the classical theory of shallow shells g 
which will, be reviewed in the next section <> 
Regarding the sign convention v the positive directions of the ex= 
ternal forceS 9 stress resultants and displacement components are shown in 
. Figo 3 .. 
2020 Fundamental Equations 
202010 Basic Assumptionso The analysis is based on the linear 
theo~ of thin 9 shallow shells as formulated by Vlasovo In this theory~ 
besides the basic assumptions of the classical theory of shells p the follow-
ing additional assumptions are made~ 
1 - Assumptions Concerning GeometEr of the Shell 
l-ao The squares of the partial derivatives of the surface 
* function~ z and z v and the products of these derivatives are 
v,x 9 y 
negligible in comparison 'With unity. 
1-b. The Gaussian curvature of the undeformed middle surface 
of the shell is very small and can be assumed equal to zero 
compared with unit Yo 
1~co The principal curvatures of the surface are constanta 
The first assumption means that the distance between two points on 
the surface can be replaced by its projected length v i0800 using cartesian 
coordinate system v the coefficients of the first fundamental form of the 
middle surface areg 
For cylindrical surfaces v taking y to be the coordinate on the 
surface v one finds that 
A=B=1 
and no apprOximation is involvedo 
The second and third of these assumptions follow directly by 
introducing the first assumption (which amounts to treating A and B as 
constants in differentiation) in the Gauss=Coddazi equations of the undeformed 
middle surfaceo 
Subscripts following a comma denote partial derivativeso 
2 - Assumptions Concerning Internal Forces 
The terms containing the transverse shears Q1 v iQ2 are neglected 
in the first two equilibrium equations s those expressing force 
equilibrium in the tangential directions" 
3 = Assumptions Concerning Deformations 
The effects of the tangential displacements u~v on the changes 
of curvatures and twist of the surface are considered to be 
negligible" 
The error introduced by using the shallow shell theoryD as well as 
the limitations of this theory are yet not well defined and further investi-
gations seem to be necessary" However~ for shells with a maximum rise-to-span 
ratio of "!/59 the shallow shell. theory is sufficiently accurate (Refo 15» 
p" 105)" 
202o2p Forms of Governing Differential Equationso The bending 
problem of shallow shells can be form:ulated in four differ8nt waysv na:mely~ 
i-In terms of three differential equations in the displacement 
components u~ V9 and Wo Two of these equations are of the second order and 
the third of the fourth order; 
ii "'" In terms of two fourth order E::quations involvir.i.g an Airy 
stress function and a displacement functionD 
iii - One eighth order equation in a stress or displacement 
function; and 
iv - A single fourth order complex differential equation" 
In this study only the first two formulations wil.l be considered" 
2020)0 Equations in Terms of Displacement Cornponents~ The three 
governlng differential equations in terms of the displacement components are 
[see for example (12) or (5)]g 
+ 1 "",\I + 1+v v ~(k1 + vk2) wJ~x + Pi u -u + (1-v)(ki2w) + ~ :: 0 gXX 2 9YY 2 ,-xy vy . 
1+v + 1..,Y ~(k2 + vk1) wf .... + ( 1 "" v ) ( k1 r) w) __ P2 0 -u + v -v + +;:;- :: 2 v X"J "H"'{T ? 'V"'V' II,],] '- 3.A.A. oJ ».Y ! .c.. P.JI.. .n. 
where Pi9 P29 Pz are the components of the external load in the X9 y and 
normal directions 9 respectivelyo 
ki and kZ are the curvatures of the normal sections taken along 
the coordinate lines x and y of the surfacec If the coordinate lines 
coincide with the lines of principal curvatures v then 
k' :: k 2 2 
where k~ and k~ are the nrinciual curvatureso 
1 ~ 4.. 
The twist of the surfac8 9 k129 is related to the principal 
curvatures k1 and k2 by the following formula 
where a is the angle between the x=coordinate line and the line of 
principal curvature k1 0 
Once the displacement components are determined v the strains and 
curvature changes are computed from the following expressions o 
Extensional deformation of the middle surfaceo 
The strain~displacement relationships for the middle surface 
are given by the expressions 
= u + k1
Bw px 
= v + k2
i w VY 
1 
= -2 eu + v + 2k12 w) 
rtY vX 
(205a-c) 
where e1~ 8 2 ~re the linear strains of elements in the x and Y 
directions, respectivelyo 
2812 is the engineering shearing straino 
Curvature changes and twist 0 
In accordance with the simplifications introduced in the 
previous section 9 the expressions for the changes of curvatures 
and twist are g 
)(1 - =w 
v x:x: 
Xz .- "",'N· vyy 
= ""W 
,'XY 
With the aid of Eqso (20 5)9 (20 6) together Witll the 'Stress"" 
strain relationships v the expressions for thf stress=resultants in terms of 
the displacement components becomeg 
Tangential stress resultants 
N1 = K tU + YV + (k U + Vk2) w} vX <)Y 1 
N2 = K { v + yU + (k,2 + Yk1) w} vy 9X 
N12 = il.::2J. ( ) K 2 u + v + 2 k12 w vy pX 
where K = extensional rigidity = Eh 
=> ,,2 
Bending and twisting moments 
= D(w + yw ) px.x DYY 
M2 = D(w + yw ) 
oyy v xx 
where D = flexural rigidity = 
Transverse shears and reactions 
202o3 oa Specialized Equations for Translational Shells 
For translational shells with zero twist~ the terms con= 
taining k12 in the governing differential equations and the expressions for 
e12 and N12 will drop outo Alsov the curvatures k1 -and kZ will be 
equal to the principal curvatures k1 and k2v respectivelyo 
In terms of dimensionless coordinates ~,~, the foregoing equa-
tions take the following form for translational shellsg 
Governing differential equations 
2 
. 1 1 =)/ 1 1 +)1 a 
u + ~ -- u + - - v + (r+v) k 2a w 0 ~ + P-I K = 0 v~~ 0 2 2 v~~ c 2 9~~ v~! 
(y+v) u + l (1+VY) v + (1 + 2))Y + "(2) k2a w 9~ 0 9TJ (2"lOa-c) 
where 
0 = side ratio :::;; b ~ a 
curvature ratio 
k1 
y = -, 
k2 
~~ =: a4 2 a4 "1 '04 4+2 2 2 + -zr: 4 
a~ c a;; a." c a" 
2 2 
a = shell parameter -
Eqso (2010) contain the four shell parameters~ 2 ct 0 It 
should be noted that k2a is not an independent parameter since it enters in 
combination with wo In other words 9 the above equations can be solved for 
the three unknowns u 9 TJ and w :::;; k2aw 0 
Deformations and Curvature Changes 
= 1. (u + y k2a w) a 'c; 
1 1 
e = 2 - (-v + k2a w) a c v'Y') 
1 1 1 




1 1 )( =: ---w 222 9 
a C T)'Y) 
1 1 
')(.12 = .., - -- w 
a 2 C 9 c;71 
stress Resultants 
Nl = 
K { u + l, v + (r+)I) 
a 9;; C 111) k2a wJ 
N2 = 
K" { ..!. v + YU + (1 + vr) k2a w} a C v't) v~ 
N12 = K (i-v) (1 ) - - u + v a 2 c 911 v~ 
For translational shells with two opposite edges simply supported 
and subjected to normal loading g the problem can be reduced from a two-
dimensional·one to one of a single dimension by representing the loading 
function as a trigonometric series in the direction of the simply supported 
spano 
For the mth load harmonic g ioeo~ for 
p Z (~v ~ ::; "" Po sin m:lt ~ 
the distrlbuiton of the displacement components v and w will be sinusoidal 
in the ~directionv while that of u will be in the form of a cosine function, 
ioe0 9 the solution of Eqso (2010) will be of the formg 
u(~, iI) ::; u( 11) co,s ill n. ~ 
v( t;j 11) ::; v( "1) sin m n ~ 
w( ~911) .- w( 11) sin m ft ~ 
Substituting (20 13) and (:2014,) into 
manipulations g 
* 
2 1 (1 =)i' ) rl 
1lU=-~ u (mc)2 2 me 
-1. (l+v) 
me 2 
1 f(U~ + -- Vi! 
(mc)2 
A prime denotes derivative with respect to ~ 
(20·j4) 




= n(Y+v) u + m! (1+vy) v' + (1 + 2 yy+ -f) k2 i w 
+ 0.2 [:n. 4 k ~ w ... _2_ n 2 k ~ wlf + 1 k ~ W~V 1 
2 m (me)2 2 m (me )4 2 m 
+ 1 Ca/m)2 = 0 
Po k2 a{rrl K 
In these equations 9 the shell parameters c and «2 are modified into 
mc = effective side ratio b = 
aIm 
The expressions for the deformations of the middle surface and for 
the stres~ resultants take the following formg 
Deformations and Curvature Changes 
1 
Yk2 ~ w) f;1 = aIm (-n.u + sin m ~ 
e2 = 
1 (1 . r 
aIm me v + k2 i w) sin m 1'( ~ 
= 
1 2 0 ~ 2 n w s~n m n ~ 
(aim) 
1 1 IV 0 ~ 
')( =.... -~w s~nmJt~ 
2 (a/m)2 (mc)2 
stress. Resultants 
N2 = K C i arm me v =vrc U + (1+yY) k2 tit W} sin m n. ~ 
K ~1 = vl 1 
N12 = (= US + nv) cos m lt~ aIm 2 me 
M1 == D 2 {- f(2W + ~ w" } sin m 11 Ii: (aIm) (me) 
M2 = D {1 II (a/m)2 (mc)2 w 2 } . = )In W SJ.n m n ~ (2" 17a-j) 
M12 = 
D i1::1l q cos ill rc ~ nw (a/m)2 me 
= 
D 1 f 1 gUU 2}. :3 - -ZW = ltW Slnm R~ (aim)' me (mc) 
R1 ::::: 
D 
n. {=> Jt2w + (2=\1) Wit} cos m n ~ (aIm)) (me 
R2 = D 1 {1 i "' 2 (2-'11) WI} sin m It 1;; (a!m)J me (mc)2 w = n 
202oJob Specialized Equations for Hyper.bol~c Paraboloidal Shells 
Bounded by Characteristics 
For hyperbolic paraboloidal surfaces O(fUi.:aaed by charac= 
teristics9 the terms in Eqso (204) through (207) containing the curva~ures 
ki 9 kZ will drop oU~o In terms of the dimensionless coordinates ~9~ 
these equations can then be written in the formg 
Governing Differential Equations 
1 (1..,Y) , 1 i!.±!2 1 ) f a2 :: 
u n ~~ + -2 2 u +..... 2" v ~ + -- (1 => Y """'b W + Pi K 0 
vc::ac:., C P'Y)l1 C ' P'Dl') c P'V1 
1 (1) i 1 f a2 ~ .+v u + -!. v + -=1 v + (1 Y) w + P = 0 
c 2 9~" 82 v 1111 2 p l;~ "'" " b v ~ 2 K 




-2 1 2 2 ). = 12 eh) (!?) a f 
,,2"2 ::::: a 4 2 a 4 1 a 4 
v v ~ + "2 2 2 + ~.~ 
a~ c dE a" c a.., 
-2 Eqso (~o18) contain the three shell parameters C 9 Yo A 0 There is no 
counterpart for the curvature ratio y here 0 since the curvatures are zero., 
Again v it should be noted that t and w enter only in the combination 
~ so that t is not an independent parameter., 
Deformations and Curvature Changes~ 
1 
::::: -- u 
a 9~ 
11 ~' ::::: -...., v 
2 a c vl1 
1 1 1 f &1'2::::: = "'f" (~u + v = 2 -= w) 





')(.2:::: ="""""""2-2 iN 
,'" D 'YYn a C "1'& 
1 1 
='-= iN 2 C v~Y] 
a 
stress Resultantsz 
:::: li (u + J!, v ) 
a 9~ C 911 
K 1 N ::: ~ (""" v + y U ~ li!) 2 a c 1)1) .c;, 
N
12
::: ! (1 = y) (l u + V li! <= 2 f. w) 
a 2 c 9"1 v~ b 
D 1 
M == - (- w + v w ~ ret') 2 2 2 v nn "~~ a c "1"8 
M :::_.J;! (L"y) w 
12 a2 C 1) ~11 
D 1 Q1 ::: = -=- (w + - w ) 
a .3 o~~~ 0.2 v~~ 
D 1 1 Q2 ::: = - => (== W + iN ) a.3 0. c 2 v T)'YPl v e;~'l1 
11"\ 1 ~ :::::: = aJ tWv~~l; + (2=)1) W v ~rrlJ 
R2 D I~ 1 . (2) ! ;;;;; =J=2'w +'=)lW 
aCe v 'Y}T)i! v c;~" 
202040 Equations in 'l'erms of a stres~s Function and a Displacement 
Frllctiono 
A stress function ~(xvy) is introduced which is related to 
the tangential forces by the following formulae g 
= 
If the tangential stress resultants are replaced by their expressions 
in terms of 4> 9 the equilibrium equations in the x and y di~ctions will be sat= 
isfied identically, and the governing differential equations will be of the 
following fOTmo(16) 
= 0 
,D "Z",,2 W ,+ ITk2 4h krJ d kg f d v y v 'r '"'" 1 Pi x=>2 P2 Y "'" Pz = 0 
where 
Eqso (2022a) and (2022b) are the strain=compatibility and the 
equilibrium equations in the normal direction v respectively 0 
The components of the extensional deformation of the middle surface 
are given by the equations v 
E1 = ~ [<p,yy - v<l>,xx - J P1 dx + Y/ P2 dy] 
e 2 '" ~ [ cf>. xx - y <P, yy - I P 2 dy + y I P1 dx ] 
- ~ 
e 12 - <=> Eh <i>gxy 
Since the curvature changes and twist of the middle surface are 
expressed solely in terms of Wv the sante expressions can be used for these 
quantities in both the u~v=w or the ~=w formulationso The expressions for 
the tangential stress resultants in terms of the stress function were given 
in the definition of the stress function [Eqso (2021)Jo The expressions for 
the moments p transverse shears and reactions are the same as those given in 
the u=v-w formulation [Eqo (208)Jo 
The tangential displacement components» u and V g are given by 
the following expressions 
U ::: f [~ ('Ppyy = ,,<I> eXX) k1 W ] dx 
(2024a=b) 
v ::: I[~ (t,xx - y f ) ... k2 w J dy 9yy 
20204ao Specialized Equations for Translational Shellso 
For translational shells v using the dimensionless coor-
dinates t; 9 'lv the above equations take the following for.m& 
Governing differential eguations g 
2 a 2p I a2p 1 a p 2 a p 1 ] 
= VZfj (....LE h) + ~k (k2aw) + Eah [0 1-22 dl1+ -21 1 d'; = )1(- -==- + -) ::: 0 a ~ c aT} C aT) Oc; 
whereg 







_1 __ (h)2 1 
12(1=v2 ) a (k2a)2 
If the components of the external forces in the ~ and ~ directions 
are constant or zero 0 equations (2025) will contain oply three shell 
2 parameters, namely 9 ~19 y~ Co In contrasts as indicated before o there are 
four shell parameters in the corresponding u=v=w formulationo The difference 
is due to the fact that there are only three shell parameters needed for the 
determina.tion of w and <po In order to find u and Vo in e1 thaI" the u=v..,w or the 
~-w formulationp a fourth parameter should be specified o namely 0 Vo 
Extensional deforrnationg 
"'1 = ~ [) () $,,,,, - v¢ • .;.;) - a(/ P1 d'; - VC! P2 d,,) ] 
= _1 [_1 (¢ ..:!..., ¢ ) ( f f)] ( 6 ' e 2 Eh a 2 D ~ ~ '= c 2 0 'Y)'Y) a c p 2 d 11 = v P 1 d ~ 20 Z a= C J 
=: 1 (1+v) 
= EhaZ c 
Tangential stress Resultantsg 
= 1 1 '" r d~ 
'2' ""2 '¥o = a P1 ~ 
a c 'Yft1 • 
N =: 2 ) <1>,.;.; - ac f P2 d'Y] 
Tangential displacementsg 
u =: f [ E1 h (-. 21 cp = v~ ) <= r kzaw] d~ 
a c 911Y) D .;~ 
=27= 
or 
The last equation for v [Eqo (2028c) ] is obtained by replacing the strains 
in the expression 
first by their expressions in terms of the displacement components and then 
by their expressions in terms of the stress function v and equating the twoo 
Again v for translational shells having two opposite edges simply 
s12:pported under normal loading v the problem can be reduced to a one"", 
dimensional one by representing the loading function as a trigonometric 
series in the direction of the simply supported span 0 For the m th load 
harmonic v ioe0 9 for 
the functions ~ and w will be sinusoidal in the ~=directiono i060 p the 
solution of the governing differential equations can be taken in the form 
substituting Eqs (2029) and (20)0) into Eqso (2025)9 one obtains 
after some manipulations v 
[ 
4 $ ; ~' 1 !!> iV] [. 2 . 
- Jl Eh aIm - 2 (me)2 Eh aIm + (me )4 Eh aIm + - It wk2 aim 
+ -Y- k a/m wrr ] :: 0 (mc)2 2 
-2 [ 4 (k / ) 2 n
2 
(k / II ) 1 k / iv ] ~1 n 2 amw = 2 2 amw + 42 amw (me) (me) 
[ 
2 ¢ y ~ n ] (a/m)2 1 :: 
+ "" n Eh aIm + (mc)2 Eh arm +Eh k2 arm Po 0 
where 




Again~ these equations contain the three shell parameters 9 namely 0 
2 ~1 ~ y and me 
Extensional deformationsg 
e = 1 $ 1 A-. 81 2 .h 2· ~ 
1 Eh (a/m)2( (mc)2 't' +)In: 'r J sJ.n In 11 ~ 
e 
2 :: ,,",1 2Z n2 CP+~¢II 5 sinmn~ Eh (a/m) (me) 
1 ( 1 + Y) n cp U co s m n ~ 
Eh (a/m)2 me 
Tangential stress resultants~ 
:: 
1 1 --/-~2 2 ~" sinmn~ (a m) (me) 
1 Jt Ad ?::' 
--""!'" - 'I" COS m .n <i:> (a/m)2 mc 
Tangential displacements~ 
For the loading given by Eqo (2029)9 the displacement component v 
will be sinusoidal in the direction of the simply supported span v while u will· 
be in the form of a cosine functiono Using the expression for u given by 
Eqo (2028a)v one obtains 
1[ 1 S 1 2 1 
u = ; . Eh aIm i (me )2 ~" + Y IT ¢' 5 - "( k2 aim W J cos mIT!; 
The displacement component v can most conveniently be evaluated from 
Eqo (2028c)0 Making use of Eqso (20JO)9 one finds 
202o4bo Specialized Equations for Ryperbolic Paraboloidal Shells 
Bounded by Characteristicso 
For hyperbolic paraboloids with straight lines as boundaries 
the terms containing k1 and k2 in the expressions given in Eqso (2025) and 
(2028) drop outo If the non=dimensional coordinates ~v~ are used v these 
equations take the following formg 
Governing differential equations g 
where 




.A1ternativelY9 analogous to Eqo (2028c) p the displacement component v can 
also be given by 
v :::: 
20 .3 0 Variational Form of Governing Differential Equations in Terms of a 
Stress Function and a Displacement Functiono 
For any mechanical system in equilibrium p two general variational 
principles can be applied 0 namelyg 
i = The principle of virtual displacements 
ii = The prinCiple of virtual changes in the stressed stateo 
Both principles are of a statico~geometric nature~ ioe09 they are indepen= 
dent of the mechanical properties of the system 0 For an el~stic system v 
these principles become v respectively~ 
i = The prinCiple of stationa~ potential energy 
ii = The principle of stationary complementary energyo 
In what followsv both of these principles will be used to derive 
the governing differential equations for shallow shellso 
:;fie 
The principle of virtu al displacements for the deformed middle 
surface of the shell states that n the actual. equilibrium position for the 
deformed middle surface of the shell is characterized by the fact that the 
sum of the work done by the external and internal fqrces for any arbitrary 
virtual displacement of this surface vanishes p II For convenience D the virtual 
displacements will be assumed to satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions 
and to be sufficiently smootho 
The principle of virtual changes in the stressed state for the 
deformed middle surface of the shell states that uthe actual equilibrium 
position for the deformed middle surface of the shell is characterized by 
the tact that the sum of the work done by virtual changes of stresses on 
the actual strains of this surface and the work done by the virtual changes 
in boundary tractions through the actual boundary displacements vanisheso lf 
Here 9 the virtual changes in stresses are assumed to satisfy the equilibrium 
equations and those boundary conditions referring to boundar,y tractionso 
The total work done can be written as 
fjJJ :: 6A + oWe 
where 
6A = work done by internal forces 
5We = work done by external forces 
The work done by the internal forces can be expressed in two parts as 
:+: 
. Since the discussion is restricted to the linear theor,yo a distinction 
between the deformed and undeformed surface is unnecessar,yo 
where 
6~ = work done by the internal direct forceS 9 ioe 0 9 
stress resultants of the membrane groupo and 
5~ = work done by the bending and twisting momentso 
Similarly v the work done by the external forces may be expressed in the form 
6W = oW + oWbd (2040) e s . 
where 
oW = work done by forces on the surface of the shell 
s 
5Wbd = work done by boundar.y forceso 
In the following p the expression for the total work done will first 
be obtained 9 then the two governing differential equations will be derived 
by applying both the principle of virtual displacements and the principle 
of virtual changes in the stressed stateo 
Let BUg 5V9 Bw be arbitrary virtual displacements of the middle 
surface and let5619 5e2~ 5s129 5~9 6X2 9 5x12 be the resulting changes in 
strains and curvatures a 
For the entire middle surface of the shell v the work done by the 
membrane stress resultants is given by the expression 
The minus sign occurs here p since the deformations are not caused by the 
internal forces v but are imposed on the shell against thema 
* Double integrals are meant to extend over the entire middle surface of 
the shell a 
=))= 
Noting that 
N';Jo 06 4Jo =: 5(N., e. ,) = ~,.6 No, •• ~J ~J ~J ~J 
Eqo (2041) can be written as 
t:.A ::; cAw = CA" 
u In -1n ~m 
where 
If the stress resultants in the expression for 5~ are replaced 
by their expressions in terms of the stress function v and the strains by 
their expressions in terms of middle surface displacements v Eqo (2044) 
takes the following formg 
+ k2~ w) = {P ( u + v + 2k.i 2 w)] dx dy 9XY vy pX n 
Up to this point formulation has been of a statico=geometrlc 
nature 9 accordinglYa the above relations irrespective of the me chard cal 
properties of the materialo However v in what follows the material is assumed 
to obey Hooke ~ s Lawo The strains in the expressions for 6 are now replaced 
by their expressions in terms of the stress resultants 
Making use of the relations 
N1 6 N1 
C(N1 )2 
= 2 










and replacing the stress resultants by their expressions in terms of the 
stress function 1 one can rewrite Eqo (2047) in the for.mg 
o I J r ( q> 9 xx + ¢t YY <= I p 1 dx - J p 2 dy) 2 "" 2 ( 1 +v ) i ( 4>9 xx 
L.. 
- / Pz dy)(1),yy - ! P1 dx) - tl>:xy} ] dx dy 
Finally~ substitution of Eqso (2046) and (2049) into Eqo (204,3) yields 
.sAm = - 5 fJ H (4).yy - f Pl dx)(u,x + klw) + (4) ,xx: - ! Pz dy)(v. y + kzw) 
- 4> ,xy (u,y + v,x + Zk1ZW)] - ~ [(4).xx: + 'P,yy -/ Pl dx - J Pz dy)Z 
The work done by bending and twisting moments is given byg 
* The minus sign in front of M1 and M2 arises from the sign convention for 





6 [ f S N 1 ub + N vb + M 1 w + (,0 1 + M ) w Z dY] o L n ns n v x ""'n ns o,Y J x=O 
a rb 
6[![ Nnsub + Nn2vb + Mn2W,y + <'~2 + ~S,x) ViS dx lv=o 
[ 
x=a 1 y=b 
5 (2Mnsw ) x=O J y=O 
(2056) 
~ ] y=b x=a where (2M w)-O = (2M w) b + (2Mn w)O 0 = (2M w)O b = (2M W)a 00 ns x- y=O -ns a ~ s 9 ns D -11s ~ 
Each of the quantities 2M represents a concentrated force acting at one of 
ns 
the corners of the shell 0 
The total work done is given by~ 
BW = cAm + 5Ab + (cSW s + 5Wbd ) 
:= Il II ~- [( "',yy - I Pj dx)(u ,x + klw) +( "',xx - f P2 dy)(v,y + k2W) 
"" q, (u + v + 2k1 2W)] + [= W M1 "'" w M2 + 2w 1M.rM-I 2 ] v'XY 9y pX 1) xx vyy v .. ..., n 
+ 2~ [( ~9 xx + $9 yy => f P 1 dx = / P 2 dy) 2 = 2 ( 1 +'1 ) 1 (~ xx <= I p 2 dy) ( '0 yy 
-I Pl dx) - "'7xyJ] + ~~ [ (Mj + M2)2 - 2(1+v)(M1M2 - Mf2 )] J dx dy 
+ If (Pi 6u + P2 Sv + Pz 6w) dx dy + 6Wbd 
(2 0 57) 
This equation holds for shells without edge or stiffening beamso 
For shells with edge or interior beams some additional terms are v of course v 
required 0 These terms would arise from the additional work done by the 
internal forces in the edge or stiffening memberso 
=35= 
Following steps similar to those taken above v one can rewrite Eqo (2051) as 
51\ = - 5 f1~ (~ ~ x1 - MZ Xz + 2M12 x12) - ~~ [(M1 + M2)2 
- 2 ( 1 + \I) (Mj M2 - Mf 2) ] s dx dy (2 0 52) 
or in the following form after replacing the curvature changes and twist by 
their expressions in terms of w 
6 Ab = 6 J! 1l (= w ~ xx M1 = w 9 -vvv M2 + 2w ~ xv M1 2) + ..",1~ r (M1 + M2) 2 
.., . ... liIn '-
- 2(1+)I)(M1Mz - Mf2) E dx dy (2053 
This completes the computation of the work of the internal forceso 
The work done by the surface loads isg 
\ 
5Ws = If (Pi 6u,+ P2 6 v + Pz 6w) dx dy (2 0 54) 
For shells with rectangular planformv the work done by the boundar.y forces isg 
6Wbd 
b r-a 
= 5 [ f (N 1 ub + N vb + 01 wb + M Jj w = M w ) dy ] o n ns ~ nn vX ns Py X~O 
(2 0 55) 
t ]~ + 5[0 (NnsUb + Nn2vb + 'Qn2wb - Mhsw,x + Mh2W,y) dx y=O 
where the subscripts rin 1 rt and tv n21! denote that the stress resultant is normal 
to the edges x=Opa and y=Opb v respectively 0 The subscripts "nsll denote that 
the stress resultant is tangential to the edge on which it actso If the 
terms containing derivatives with respect to y in the first portion of the 
above expression v and the terms containing derivatives with respect to x in 
the second portion are integrated by partsv then Eqo (2055) takes the 
followlng formz 
=37~ 
The principle of virtual displacements is now appliedz 
where 5W1 in this case is a linear homogeneous functional. of the virtual 
displacements 0 
where 
IJ~ [- (t,yy - J Pl dx) oU,x + 9,xy OU,y + P1 ou ] 
+ [= (<p '"' I P2 dy) ov + ~ . 5v + P2 6v ] 9XX vy vX:S DX 
+ [ - (4l,yy - J Pl dx)k1 - (q, ,xx - J p 2dy )k2 + 2~ ,xyk12 + p z ] OW 
+ [- Ml 0 w, xx - M2 f5 W ,yy + 2Ml 2 0 W ,xy ] } dx dy 
=: 0 
r f a l :lJ ... NJ ...... 3]r-b + l~ eu + N 25v + M "ow + (:° 2 + M· ) ow dx L 0 ns n . -11"" v y "'1l -)115 9 X y=O 
The quantities with the tilde denote applied boundary stress resultantso If 
the tems containing the derivatives of the displacement components u 9 v in 
the double integral of Eqo (2059) are integrated by parts v Eqo (2 0 59) takes 
a y=b [ f (N12 CTO N ) ou dx ] o ns y=O 
+ [/s ~1 OW + (~1 + 1\ ) OW Idy J x=a 
o L j) x S 9 Y j x=O 
y=b 
"'" [(2 Mns 5W)~~] (2060) 
y=O 
If the terms containing the derivatives of w in the double integral 
of Eqo (2060) are integrated again by partsv the equation takes the following 
b x=a 
- [of (N1 - N 1)OU dY] n x=o 
b x=a a y=b 
... [I (N12 - Nns) 6V dy ] - [I (N2 - Nn2) Bv dx J 
o x=0 0 ~o 
b ~ a ~ 
[/ (Mj - ~1) 5W,x dyJ x=O - [j (M2 - 1\2) OW,y dx J y=O 
b x=a 
- [! (R1 - ~1) OW dy Jx=o a y=b = r f (R2 = R 2) ow dx l _ bO n ..IrQ 
=39= 
where 
M1 ..., 2 M12 :: D!W + (2<=>v) w ] 
~.x: vy L ~XX:X ux.yy 
::: 
= R1 
..., 2M12 + M2 ::: D [ W + (2"., Y) W ] 
,X 9 1 gyyy ox:xy 
::: 
'"" R2 
V2 := ~ a 2 a2 k kZ 2 "'" 2 k12 ax a + k1 ay2 oX .. y 
In the application of the principle of virtual changes in the 
stressed state 9 
oW ::: 0 
~ 
where the variation is taken with respect to the stress function cpo 
Eqo (2057) then yields~ 
+ Eh
1 [( <P + cp . = f P 1 dx "" r p 2 dy) ( 0 cP + 6 4> ) = (1 + v ) ~ ( ~ p:x.x vyy. oJ DXX VYY 2... ox.x 
where ~ 
Again B quantities with the tilde denote imposed boundary displacementso 
In the following Eq 0 (2063) will be written in two different forms 0 
The first is obtained by means of two successive integrations qy parts of 
those terms containing products of the derivatives of the stress function 
with the derivatives of the tangential displacement componentso The result is 
b ~a 
+ [. f S (ub - u) 6 q> = ( vb = v) 0 ~ j':l dY ] o I.. fiYY iJx:!.x=O 
r fa '" ] y=b 
+ ') S "" (ub "'" u) 5 ~ + (vb"'" v) 6 CP 2 dx lO (. ~xy oXX J. y=O = 0 
where the following relations were usedg 
[ f au J y=b 6i~ dx = /1 U cCP dxdy o oxy y=O J fi'XY 9Y 
If u 64> dxdy . vy ox::! 
y==b b x=a 
== rL (u 6 ~ )X=~] = [I u 5 ~ dy ] => flu 5 d; dxdy 9Y x= y=O 0 9YY x==O 9XY 9Y 
5Nn1 == Bct> Pyy 
6N
n2 == 64> pXX 
c5N 
=: -6' ns v'X:y 
The second form of EqQ (2063) is obtained by integrating by parts all the 
terms containing the derivatives of the stress functionp then replacing the 
strains by their expressions in terms of the stress functiono This approach 
leads to 
2 2 
-2 J a p 2 J C' P 1 oP 2 ap 1 ] 
=> Eh Yk W = -~2 dy = -"*='2 dx + v (a + ax) 5ci; dx dy 
. ax oy y 
-·0 
Eqso (2Q60) and (2064) are convenient for numerical computations and will be 
used in the next chaptersQ 
Adding Eqso (2061) and one obtains 
b r-a 
"'" [01 (M1 '"" M 1) 8 w dy ] "" 
--:n ~X x=O 
ly=b 
+ [t2(M12 -Mns> 6W5 :~ J y=O 
b _ [f (,.., . x=a a ] y-b + ub cS Nn1 . + vb aN ) dY ] + [ J (~b 5 N +;b 6 NnZ ' dx =: 0 o ns x=O 0 ns . y=O 
If the left side is to vanish identically for all admissible OW 
and 541 9 the contents of each bracket should vanish 0 The line integrals lead 
to the natural boundary conditionsl) while the coeffic;ents of OW and c5rp 
under the double integration sign are the governing differential equationso 
I,f all the line integrals vanishv since ow and 5<P are independent v Eqo (2066) 
reduces to the two well=known Bubnov=Galerkin equationsQ 
In this section the basic ideas of the statico=geometric analogy as 
applied to the linea.r theory of shallow shells will be discussedo However 0 it 
should be noted that this analogy is also applicable to the nonlinear theoryv 
and to anisotropic and non~homogeneous shells in gener~o 
204 0 1(> General 0 The fundamental equations of the theory of shells 
can be classified under one of three basic groups v namelyg 
i = Statical relations 0 These includeg 
a) Equilibrium Equationso For shallow shells» they have 
the following fom 
N1 + N12 + P1 :: 0 
9X Py (2067) 
N2 + N12 + P2 :::: 0 
9Y pX 
= 0 
b) E:xpressions of stress resultants in terms of stresses 
c) Expressions of the membrane stress resultants 9 in 
terms of a stress function (EqSb 2021)0 
ii ~ Geometrical relations<> These includeg 
a) Strain=displacement relationships [Eqso (205) and (206)J 0 
b) Strain=compatibili ty equations <> For shallow shells fl 
these have the following form. g 
iii = Elastic Lawo This ties the above two groUps togetbeJ:"o For 
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates o it takes the following forms& 
a .... Tangential stress resultants in terms of strainsg 
where 
K = Eh 2 
.,., y 
b CD Curvature change s in te rms of moments & 
12 
xI = - -:J (M1 = ~ MZ) Eh 
12 
x 2 = - Eh3 (MZ => Y M1 ) 
12 
')(.12 := Eh3 (1 + y ) M12 
204020 Analogy Between Statical and Geometrical Quantitieso If the 
equilibrium equations presented in Eqo (2067) are specialized to the case of 
no surface loads and are then compared with the compatibility equations 
* presented in Fq 0 (2068) 9 one observes that they have the same structure 0 
Specifically 9 one system can be obtained from the other if the following 
quantities are interchangedg 
* 
Nl ~ = x 2 
N2 ~ "'" xI 
N12 ~ 1(12 
More general relati(l;ns are given in (1 J ) 0 
M1 ~ 62 
M2 ~ c 1 
M12+-1- 6 12 
Now p if each quantity in Eqo (2069) is replaced by its counterpart 
from (207 1), one obtains 
')(2 = co K(M2 + y M1) 
)(,1 = .... K(M1 + \,1M2 ' (2072) 
)(12 ::::: K( 1 - Y ) M12 
It is clear that Eqso (2070) and (2072) become identical if the following 
substitution is madeg 
K~ 
This analogy 8 first noted by Goldenveiser in his dissertation in 19409 113 
also explained in detail in (13) 0 
The statico-geometnc analogy can be sunIDlanzed as follows. (Ref Q 13, 
po 92) ~ rrSince the statical and geometrical relations together with the 
elastic law provide all the fundamental. relations of the theory of shells j) 1 t 
follows that~ if there exists a homogeneous relat10np 
L ::::: 0 
relating forces, moments 0 stress function 0 strain components and curvature 
changes, then there also exists!) within the framework of the accuracy of 
the shell theoryp another supplementary homogeneous relation of the form 
L' = 0 
which is obtained by replacing each quantity in Eqo (2(74) by its counterpart 
from Eqso (2071) Q II 
204030 Significance and Uses of the Statico""Geometric Analogyg 
With the aid of the statico=geometric analogy one can g~ a better insight 
into shell problems v since the problem can be visualized from two different 
viewpoints v statically and geometricallyo Usuallyv one of these viewpoints 
provides a clearer visualization of the equations than the othero 
Also, if the problem is formulated in terms of a stress function 
and a displacement function p one equation can be obtained from the other if 
(2073) is used g and if the following two functions are interchanged~ 
That this is indeed so can be verified by comparing the homogeneous parts 
of the two differential equation's given in Eqo (2022) 0 It is worthwhile 
to mention that this analogy is a generalization of the well known analogy 
between plane elasticity and plate bending developed by Ko Wieghardt (po 26; 
of Hefo 25) in 19080 
Further use of the statico-geometric analogy will be made in the 
next chaptero 
III 0 METHODS OF ANAL ISIS 
J 0 1 0 General 
The analysis of shells ~ and of structures in general 0 is usually 
carried out in two stagesg formulation of the problem (i09 09 arriving at the 
governing differential equations)z and solution of the governing differential 
equations 0 
The formulation of the problem essentially amounts to the replace .... 
ment of the actual shell by a continuous mathematical model by introducing , 
some basic'assumptionso (These assumptions for the caseot shalloW shells 
were given in Article 202 0 10)0 
For the majority of shell problemsv the solution of the governing 
differential equations cannot be obtained in a closed analytic romp i oe 0 9 
in a rerm where the unknowns are expressed in terms of finite expressions 
of the variables (x and y)o This can be shown by the fact that the familiar 
algebraic and transcendental functions used in applied mathematics (polynomials 
of different orderso trigonometric functions v hyperbolic functiens v Bessel 
functions 9 etc 0) v are not sufficient fer solving all problems of bending 
even for the simplest type of shellso Therefore!) one has to resort to 
approximate techniques for solving these problemsv of which the method of 
finite differences and the variational teomliques appears to be most helpfulo 
Both these methods may be thought of as procedures for reducing the contin= 
nOllS system to an UequivalentiY system with finite number of degrees of 
freedoM 0 In the following v the essense of these methods as applied to 
shallow shells will be discussedo 
)0 20 Method of Finite Differences 
In applying the method of finite differences to shell problems v 
the derivatives of the unknown functions in the governing differential equa= 
tions for the shell are replaced by approximate expressions in terms of the 
unknown functions at pivotal or nodal pointso This approach results in 
replacing the governing differential equation by a system of simultaneous 
algebraic equations involving as unknowns the values of the functions at 
the pivotal pointso 
Consider that the middle surface of the shell is covered with a 
rectangular network of pointsa with the mesh lines taken parallel to the 
x and y coordinate axes 0 The mesh widths are taken as .ex and £y in the 
x and y directions n respectivelyo 
In the conventional method of finite differences v the partial 
derivatives of the unknown functions are replaced by their central difference= 
quotient expressions p which are summarized in the following & 
x 
)= 
j-2 j= 1 j j+1 j+2 
1 [ =1 
* 
1 Jr f =zr + ~ 9X 
X 
[ 1 =2 1 J f 1 $ $ ~ ::::: vXX i? 
x 
1 [ =1 2 =2 1 f ::::: 2P) $ ~ $ $ $-.,-v.xxx: 
x 
1 [ 1 =4 6 =4 1 f vXXXX :; If $ $ • ED $ x 
+ 0 (~2) 
x 
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= Two=dimensional Difference !Quotients -










In the above expressions 1) the function f may be any displacement 
or a stress function depending on the differential equations which are being 
approximated 0 The point i in the one=dimensional case o or the point i1) j in 
the two=dimensionalcase is the center at which the derivative is evaluatedo 
The above difference quotients can be used for interior points in 
the sheIla For points on or near the boundary v the above schemes must be 
modified to incorporate the boundary conditionso 
In a recent study of cylindrical shells (9) 0 it has been shown 
that the conventional method of finite differences described ~bove when used 
in conjunction with the u=v=w formulation leads to gross errorso In the 
next chapterv a similar rasul t is shown to exist for doubly curved shells 
also a An indication of the difficulty involved is given by the fact that 
the difference patterns obtained from the differential equation and energy 
expression do not coincide (see (9)v po 58)0 
In the next chapter it will be shown that when solving the same 
problem using both the U~V=W andthe(~~w formtilations 9 although the order of 
magni tude of the error introduced by the finite difference approxima;tions is 
the same in the two formulationsp the results obtained using the·~=w 
formulation are more accurateo There are any number of finite=difference 
~pproximations which converge to the original differential equations 0 What 
has been said above shows clearly that not all these approximations are 
equivalent when th~ mesh size remains finiteo 
A consistent and convenient set of finite=difference equationso 
leading to significant improvement in ac curacy 0 was presented in Ref 0 (9}o 
This set was obtained by defining all odd order derivatives at points 
midway between those used in defining even order derivativeso This approach 
will be referred to as the modified methodQ The resulting finite-difference 
expressions are ~ 
j=2 j.., 1 j j+1 ~ :x j g 
~x =L[ -1 /$ 1 $ $ ] f + 0'(1;) 
t - 1 [ -1 J 
* 
-~ )xxx !3 $ $ 
)( 
1 ]f + 0'0;) $ 
-I ---:ly 
f + tJ(~) 
1_1 
f 1 i' )J:JJ .P J i 
i+1· 
<:302) 
"'" One=dimensional Modified Difference 'Quotients "" 
i 
-A 
f - j 
)~~ ~ 
"'" Two=dimensional Modified Difference :Quotients "" 
l 
-
)0 30 Difference Patterns in Terms of Three Displacement Componentso 
3Q3010 Conventional Finite Difference Methode In this method all 
the displacement components v stress resultants and external forces are 
defined at the same mesh points which lie at the intersection of a rec= 
tangular set of mesh linese In the following v the conventional finite= 
diff~rence operators are summarized g 
A ~ Patterns for Interior Pointg 
A= 1 Governing difference e_gu.ations~ If the derivatives in the 
governing differential aqua tions [Eqs 0 (20 '1 0) J are replaced by their differ= 
enoe quotient expressions v a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations 
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co fAuilibrium in the Normal Direotion "'" 
(w=equation) 







n' = Number of pivotal intervals in the ;l=direction 
e = ~ = Side ratio 
~ = ~ = Rectangulari ty of the grid 
x 
~N 1 = 
"li = Number of pivotal intervals in the s=direction 
sv 1 = {1 + 2yy + y2 + ~2 N4 (6 + 8 ~2 + 6 ~4)} 
52 = "" 4 0..
2 ~2 N4 (1 + ~2) 
53 = .... 4 a. 2 N
4 (1 +~ 2 ) 
54 = 2 0..2 ~2 N4 
S = 0..2 ~4 N4 5 







2 P2 K 
Pz 
1 a2 
= Pz k2a ~ 
For the one.cdimensional casell i oe 11 9 for normally loaded shells with 
two opposite edges simply supported$ if the derivatives in Eqo (20 15) are 
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me 
n = Number of pivotal intervals 
me = Effective side ratio 
w = k ! W 2 m 
_ b 
- aTm 
Eqso (304) are systems of linear algebraic equations in which all 
terms are non~dimensionalo 
A-2 stress Resultantsg Once the values of the displacement 
components u. 9 v. and w. at the pivotal points have been detenuined p the 
1. 1. 1. . 
stress resultants can be evaluated from the following difference equationsg 
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Again g for the one-dimensional case 9 the expressions for the stress 
~esultants become~ 
Tangential stress Beaul tants g 
Nli = ~ [- ltUi + v ~ (- vi_l + vi+l) + (y+v) (kZ i Wi)} sin m It ~ 









D {~2 ( -2' 2) ~2 } 
---=="'!!"'2 N w. 1· - 2N +vn w. + N w'+1 sin mn ~ (a/m) J.~ J. J. 
Transverse Shears& 
()olO) 
D N { .... 2 . 2 =2 2"'2) =2 1 (aim») '2 - N "1_2 + (n + 2N )"1_1 - (ll +.2N "i+l + N "i+2Js1n D1 nlg 
B - Patterns for Points on or Near the Boundatyg 
Eb1 Simply SUpported Edgeg 
Here t) by simple support is meant a support normal to the 
shell which is rigid in its plane and possesses no resistance perpendicu1.ar 
. to its plane 0 
If the edge T'j = 0 of the shell is simply supportedfl then the 
boundary conditions along this edge areg 
u :;:;: 0 
N :; 0 2 (3 () 11 ) 




In terms of the values of the 








points~ the above conditions take the following formsg 












In this caseD there are two specialized difference equations: one 
for the v"",equation (equilibrium equation in the l1=direction) at point i and 
the other for the w=equation (normal equilibrium equation) at point i+1o 
These patterns are obtained by eliminating v. 1 and w. 1 from the governing 
~= 1= 
difference'equations [Eqso (30) and (304)J using Eqso (30 12)0 
B-2 Free Edgeg 
If the edge 11 :::; 0 of the shell is' not supported g then 
the boundary conditions areg 
i.,.,1 
N :::; 0 2 
N12 =: 0 (30 13) t ~ MZ =: 0 
" RZ 
:::; 0 
possible to derive the specialized 
difference equations for the boundary 
points 0 And» since these equations for the two-dimentsional case are quite 
complicated 9 they will be summarized here for the one=dimensional case 
only 0 
u~eguation at the boundaryg 
[
'IT 2 { 1 v ( 1 )} -2 ( .., ) ] -2 ( 1 = v ) -) 
H co> 2' +v + N 1)=\1 ui = 2N 2 ui +1 = nN(L"v vi 
()& 14) 
v=eguation at the boundary~ 
- -2 2) =2 -- ))1tZ -- 0= ~ ~ 2V1( N u i Q (ZN t)ln vi + 2N vi+1 + N(1+vr)(1= 2NZ) wi +N(1+vy) wi +1 :: 0 
w=eguation at the boundaq~ 
- n,( 1_"Z) ui +[ l< 1_YZ) + a,Z{ n4( 1_ vZ) + 4nZ'NZ(1_ v) + zif} J wi 
"'" 2a.2N2 {2NZ + n2(2=v)} Wi+1 + 2a.2if + Po := 0 
w ... eguation one panel from the boundacr~ 
{ 2 --2 4 2~2 ~} -.. + 1 + 2vy + r + a. (n + 4n N + 5N ) wi 
(30 15) 
(30 16) 
It may be noted that the resulting difference equations in this 
case are unsymmetrical and 0 therefores carillot represent the behavior of a 
discrete model of the structure 0 
&03 Fixed Edge g 
For a totally fixed (rigidly clamped) edge D the boundary 
conditions are~ 
u = 0 
v = 0 
(3018) 
w = 0 
aw :: 0 
~ 
In terms of the values of 
the displacement components at the 
pivot~ pointsv Eqso (3018) take 
the- following formg 
Ui 
::: 0 
v. := 0 
~ 
w. := 0 
~ 






i i : 
i+2 
In this casev there is only one specialized difference equatione 
namely v the w~equation for points one panel length away from the boundaryo 
This specialized equation is obtained from the governing difference 
equations using Eqso (3~19)o 
303020 Modified Finite-Difference Methodo The material in this 
section represents an extension to the analysis of doubly curved shells of 
the modified finite=difference method described in Rere (9)0 In this 
method v all quantities represented by odd order derivatives of the unknown 
displacement components are defined at points midway between those used in 
defining even order derivativeso Thus v the displacement components and 
stress resultants are defined at different pointso The essential features 
of the method are summarized in the- following 9 but for the development of 
the method the reader should refer to the original reference 0 
It should be noted thatv although this method is quite efficient 
for the analysis of the particular classes of shel.lsconsidered in this 
study v it may have to be modified when applied to shells of different 
types 0 
'-
In the followingD the modified difference operators are given both 
for doubly=curved translational shells and for hyperbolic paraboloidal shells 
~~th straight line boundarieso 
I = Difference Operators for Shallow Doubly=Curved Translational 
Shellsg 
I-Ao Patterns for Interior Pointg If the governing differ-
ential equations [Eqso (2010)] are 
examined v one finds that in each 
equilibrium equation 0 the dis= 
placement component in the direction 
in which equilibri:u.m is cOnsidered 
appears only in the form of even 
order derivatives v while the other 
two displacement components appear 
in the form of odd order derivativeso 
.8 'U.. pOint 
X V FO!IlC 
o W Faint 
SOv by defining the displacement components as shown in the above sketch l1 
consistent difference quotient expressions can be obtained and v in turn~ 
there result consistent finite~difference equationso 
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~ Equilibrium in the Normal Direction = 
The notation used in these equations is the same as that used in the con= 
ventional finite~difference methodo 
Eqso (3020) lead to a system of simultaneous linear algebraic 
equations with the values of the displacement components at the pivotal 
points as unknowns", 
For the one=dimensional case v the modified governing differ~nce 
equations take the.following formg 
fl =0 
"" N2 (1:2)1) ui =1 +{n
2 + N2(Jo=\p)} ui 000 N
2 (1 2\1) ui +1 +nN (1~) vi 
= 1t N (1;\1 ) vi + 1 '"" 1C (r +v) wi =: 0 
'"" N ( 1 +)lY) W o. 1 + if ( 1 +vy) w. :::: 0 
~= ~ 
<'3021 ) 
- ~ -~~ -2-2 2 -2-
.... n(y'+v) uo => N (1+vy) v. + N(I+vy) VO+<i + a-l\I w. 2 => 2a. N (n + 2N ) Wo -l 
1, 1.. ~ a 1.= 1.= u 
+ {1 + 2 vy + y 2 +;2 (n 4 + 4n 2N'2 + 6if) }wi 
~2N'2(n2 + 2N2) wi+1 + o:2i\twi+2 + Po= 0 
Fqso (3021) contain 4 shell parameters9 namelyg 
-2 
a. f) 
where the notations are the same as in the conventional finite=difference 
method 0 
Having found the displacement components 0 one proceeds to cOn1pu te 
the stress resultants as followsz Firstv the points of definition of the 
stress resultants are as shown in the sketcho 
These points are chosen by applying the same 
reasoning used in defining the displacement 
components 0 
0 ptso of definition of N1 vN2 9 M1 i) M2 
X ptso of definition ofQ1v HI 
V ptso of definition of Q2 9 H2 
0 ptso of definition of N12vM12 
Then» the stress resultants are obtained by replacing the deriva-
tives in Eqso (2011) by their modified difference quotientsv yielding: 
Tangential stress Resultantsg 
1]1~ 





v.. + -o~~ L ~. v J 
Bending and Twisting Momentsg 





?I ,e2N2. yt/" N2. 
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Transverse Shears and Reactionsg 
Q=-l1 
I (J} w 








~ ~ w 
J L _N3(~ +2/2'2) Z N3 ~~f 
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3fo2~ 3 fi3t-J;. 
~(2-'P)·t3fo2 ~ 
w 
fo NJ('-_)l) _~7.~ <2 
1'l3~3~ 2f{2-1>~ 
~ ~ :lN~(2_~) f:,2N3 2.-
-N3~3 2~2.(2_-Y~ 
For the one-dimensional case the expressions for the tangential 
stress resultants becomeg 
Tangential stress Resultants g 
Bending a.:nd Twisting Moments z 
2 -2 -2 J. (rt + 2vN ) wi + v N wi + 1, s~n In n t 
Transverse Shears and Reactionsg 
QL = 
~ 
D [-2 2 ~2 -2 ] 
3 nNw. oj = (n' + 2N ) Wo + N iN. +1 co s m n ~ (aim) ~= 4 l. ~ 
Q2. = => 
~ 







-2 ] + N wi +1 sin In n .~ 
I"",B Patterns for Points on or Neal" the Boundary~ 
I-B=1o SimplY Supported Edge8 The boundar,r ,conditions 
for a simply=supported edge are 
given by Eqso (3011)0 In terms of 
the values of the displacement :: 
components at the Pivotal points)) 
these conditions can be written 
in the following formg 
u. = 0 
~ 
Vi :; vi+1 
Wi = 0 
(3028) 
w. 1 :; =wi +1 l.""' 
simply supported edge 
I "";'-1 I 
----~--·----t-
v· i : 1.* : 
11.;. I Wi. : 
r{~ 
In this caS6p there are two specialized difference equations o one 
for the v-equation one=half panel from the boundary v and the other for the 
w-equation one panel from the boundary (} These specialized patterns are 
obtained by substituting (3028) into (3020)0 yieldingg 
2/'i2.(1->l) ~2ti-( -)I 
~p..""'2 ~ ~ 4 ~2 
-N't1 +l"(I->')l v + 
~~ N2. 
[ -,.N t,/+-l) ] I x ~ >< I tJ.. + ~N(1+1) v + 
Ss ~ ~ I7t 52 £>5 
" S I. S" I 
SJ 
S4 ~4 
For the one=dimensional case these specialized difference equations 
take the following .form~ 
and ll 
I"",B.,2o Free Edge g The boundary conditions for a free edge 
are given by Egso (30 13}0 In this case there are four specialized differ-
enoe equations a namely~ the u and w equations at the boundary v the v 
equation at points one=half panel from the boundaryp and the w equation 
one panel from the boundaryo 
The simplest w~ to 
obtain these specialized 
difference equations is by 
considering the equilibrium of 
shell elements centered at points 
1 92 9 ) and 4~ in a manner 
analogous to that used by 
Nielsen for flat plates (14)0 
Equilibrium in the ~",direction (Element 1 )g 
free edge 
From the condition N2 = 0 along the boundary v it follows thatg 
V 9 Y = .,., v u v X = (k2 + v k 1 )w 
Consequently, the expression for N11 bd becomes: 
Thus v the u=squation at the boundar,y isg 
Equilibrium in the Normal Direction (Element 2)g 
Q2 t x + ~ ty [ (Qj )2 - (Q1) 1 ] 
1 1 
= '2£x £y k1N1 + 2' .ex~" ::::: 0 
It is now possible to find expressions for the 
transverse shears in terms of the bending and twisting momentso 
Moment Equilibrium Equation (Element 1) g 
Dividing by £ /; 9 one obtains 
xy 
1 1 aMi 1 
r M1 2 = 2 ax = 2 Ql =: 0 
y 
Moment Equilibrium. Equation (Element 3)~ 
which leads to g 
Since M2 := 0 along the boundary I) it, 
follows thatg 
w - =Y W flYY vXX 
Consequently v the expression for M1 along the boundary becomesg 
+ 







SiB = r 2 24{ 2 4 2} '2 (1..., v ) + Gt N 1 + 4!3 (1"" v) + J~ (1 = \I ) 
SZB ::: 
224{ 2 2} 
.., 2a..~N (1=v) +~ (1=\1) 
5JB 
:::; 
"" 2a N 1 + ~ (2= v) 2 4 { 2 } 
S4B :: a.2~2N4(2= Y) 
SSE :::::: ~ r:J..2 ~4N4( 1 = v2 ) 
S6 2 4 - a.N 
Equilibrium in the TI"",direction (Element J) g 
NZ,tx + i y [(N1Z 'Z ~ (N1Z 'd + £i':!z '" 0 )G..--L~ 
or 
1 a N12 
oN +-+p =0 
JUy 2 a x 2 
This leads to the v=equationat the 
boundar;rg 
free edge 
Equilibrium in the Normal Direction (Element 4)g 
If the same steps used in writing the eq~ibrium equation for 
ecce" 
element (2) are followed v the follOwing equilibrium equation is obtained 
for element (4) g 
-- $4 SJ 
.. ~ ~ 
-
- ~. -... ~- - ~ 
/I 1/ II 
V -+ Ss 
S II S~ ",lor 1 




S" ~ (3042 ) 
whereg 
sit = Si <=0 S 
1 1 6 
sit =: S3 + 2(1+v~2) o s 
:3 6 
Sri 4 :: 
S 2 0 4 => \I~ S6 
For the one=dimensional caseD the four specialized difference 
equations take the following formg 
-75= 
u~Equation at the BoundaEl~ 
w=Equation at the Bo}IDdar:yg 
2. 4 
- y ~ (1- hUi +[ ~ (1_/) + ;;.2{ Zlz (1-,h + 2 It ~2(1_ v) + i"t} ] wi 
v-Equation Half=Panel from the Boundary~ 
- It ~(1_ Y) ui _l + It ~(1+V) ui + { 4( 1 = Y) + ii2 } vi - N'2vi+l - ii( 1+vy)'it-i ;;; 0 
w~Equation One Panel from the Bounda;r& 
{ 2 =2 4 2--2 :-;4 1 ..... + 1 + 2vy + 'Y' + a. (1t + 4n N + 5N ) j wi 
I=B=:3 Q Fixed Edge g For a 
rigidly clamped edgeo the boundary 
conditions are given by Eqso (3018)0 
These conditions can be written in terms 
of the values of the displacement 
components at the pivotal points as 
follows! 
, I w~-1 I 
-r------,------t-
, , I 
v~ 4t. : 









U o = 0 ~ 
Vo = "",vi +1 J.. (;047) 
w. = 0 ~ 
Wo 1 = wi+1 ~-
Here v there are two 'specialized difference equations g one for the 
v=equation one=halr panel from the boundary!) and the other for the w=equation 
one'panel from the boundaryo These specialized equations are obtained from' 
Eqso ()020) and (3047)9 and have the following for,mg 
.LLLL1. 
u.. + l -v + (k.2.A-W) t Pz = 0 ~J(I+>'y) 
.J.I 111'111111111/1/111111111111///1111/11 IIIIIIII/I/IWIII 




110 Difference Operators for Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Shells with 
Straight Line Boundariesg 
; 
If the governing differential 
equations for both translational shells 
and hyperbolic paraboloidal shells with 
straight line boundarie s [Eq so ( 2 <) 1 0) and 
(20 18 )] are examined v one finds that the 
first two equations in these systems differ 
only in the w terms 9 while the third equa-
tions differ in the derivatives of the u 
and v terms 0 Also D if u and v are inter= 
changed in Eqs 0 (2010) 9 the resul t~ng 
equations will have the ~ form as 
x = 11 point 
\1 "'" v point 
D "'" TN point 
This observation leads to the conclusion thatD in order to obtain 
consistent fini te"",difference equations for hyperbolic paraboloidal shells 
with straight line boundaries v the displacement components should be 
defined as shown in the sketch above 0 Note that the points of definition of 
u and v used in the case of translational shells have been interchangedo 
, If the derivatives in Eqso (2018) are, replaced by their modified 
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CD Equilibrium in the Normal Direction co 
N :: a 
c 
1 
n :: ~ 
C ::::;: .2 
~ a 
~ ::::;: t 
51 ::::;: {2(1.., v) + =;tN4(6 + 8~2 + 6~4)} 
82 = .=41~4~2(~2 + 1) 
5:3::::;: => 4~2N4(~2 + 1) 
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:3 0 40 Difference Patterns in Terms of a Stress Function and the Normal 
Displacement 
)04010 Points of Definition of the stress and Displacement. Functions 
Ao Shells with Curved Boundarfes 
In this case p the governing differential equations 
[Eqso (2025)] involve only even order derivatives of q> and Wo Therefore a in 
order to obtain consistent fini te=difference equations 0 both ~ and w should 
be defined at the same pointso This v in essense v is the reason that in the 
conventional finite=difference method v where all quantities are defined at 
the same point9 the accuracy obtained using the <P -w formulation is far bett'er 
than for the U=V,=W formulationo 
Another advantage of the ~w formulation over the modified u=v_w 
formulation is that it leads to a smaller number of algebraic equations for 
the same number of pivotal pointso HoweverQ the computations of the 
tangential displacement components become more involved in the ~=w 
formulation 0 
Eo Shells with Straight Boundaries 
In this casep the conventional 
finite differences in both formulations 
will lead to inconsistent finite= 
difference equationso This becomes 
obvious if Eqso (20;6) are examined 0 
Each equation involves even order 
derivatives of one of the unknowns 
and odd order derivatives of the 
other unknowno To obtain consistent 






o w point 




it is necessary-to define the functions 4> and w at different points as 
shown in the sketch 0 
In the following sectionsv the difference operators for shells 
with both curved and straight ooundaries will be given<l 
.304020 Difference Patterns for Shells with Curved Boundaries 
Ao Patterns for Interior Points3 
i 
If the derivatives in the gover.ningdifferenti~ 
.. * 
equations [IDqso (2024)] are replaced by their difference expressions» the 
following system of difference equations resultsg 
-
Mb 
M4 1'-1,3 Mit 





"" \(W fh2. ~ /112. 
M+ 1-13 1-\ 
Hh 
~ 
= Co~patibility~uation = 





Hit M3 Hit 
:"'2N 2(fo2+y) 
I'.. ~ MS H2o f(;t;I1JVi I H2o 





~. Equilibrium Equation in the Normal Direction = 
n 
·N = c 
n ::: 1 ~ b c ::: -
~ - ~ a 
M1 ::: N4(6~4 + 8~2 + 6) 
M ::: =4~2N4(~2 + 1 ) 2 ' 
~ :; =4N4 (~2 + 1) 
'M4 =: 2,~2N4 
Q ::: Contribution of the tangential components of the external load. 
"" P ::: Contribution of the external loads to the equilibrium equa"", 
tiono In case of normal loading on the shell surface P 
Q =:: 0 
"" 
2 1 a p =:: Pz Eh k2(1 
For the one=dimensional case» the above equations take the 
following form.~ 
.. ~ - ~2 2 -2) 'l: 4 ==2 2 6-::4) -- ....,2 2 -2) or 
. "" N 1>i=>2 + 2M ('It + 2N . ~i~ 1 = (n + 4N n + N 'i + 2M (n + 2N '¥i+1 
=: 0 
~2~ 2 ~2 -2~ -2~ -2~2 2 -2-
yN ~i= 1 .., (n. + 2yN )\ + yN 4>i+1 +~ iN wi =2 = 2p1 N (n + 2N ) wi ... 1 
+ f2 (n 4 + Lm 2N'2 + 6it') w. aQ £~N2 (Tl 2 + 2N'2) W. ..q 
. 1 . . J.. '!' . 11-4 
-::.2~ = 
+ PI N Wi +2 + Po::::: 0 
where 
N :::: n 
me 
-2 ( h )2 1 







1 ~ Eh aIm 
.... a 
W :::::: k '- w 2 m 
2 
p =:: ~aLm) 1 
0 Po Eh k2aTm 
Eqso ()054) are systems of linear algebraic equations with the 
values of ~ and w at the pivotal points as the unknownso 
As might be expected 0 the 
points of definition of the stress= 
resultants are the same as for the 
modified U-V=W for.mulationo Th€se 
points are shown in the sketcho 
In this foumulation the 
only difference between the conven""" 
tional and modified schemes appears 
in the points of definition of the 
quantities N12 v M12 9 Q1lJ R1 and 
. Q2 P RZ 0 
0 = ptso of definition of 
N1 vN2 oM1 9MZ 
X = ptso of definition of 
Q1 oR1 
t:. ... ptso of definition of 
:Q2 vRZ 
0 "'" ptso of definition of 
N12 9M12 
The expressions for the tangential stress=resultants areg 
where 1'11 and 1'~ are the contributions of the tangential components of the 
·2 
external loado The expressions for the bending and twisting moments p and 
for the transverse shears and reactions are the same as those in the u-v-w 
formulation g so that they need not be presented hereo 
For the one=dimensional case g the expressions for the tangential 
stress=resultants take the following formg 
= 
1 t --2 -2 -2 ~ -~2 N cp. 1 .... 2N 4>. + N ~. +1 (aim) ~= ~ ~ 
1 
=: == 2 
(aim) 
N = 12. v 
~ 
1 -
---=:-2 'It N (4). 1 4>. ) cos m n ~ (aIm) ~- ~ ~ 
sin mn ~ 
B = Patterns for Points On or Near the Boundary 
B=l Simply Supported Edgeg 
For a simply supported edge the deflection and strain 
along the edge and the direct force and bending moment normal to the edge 
must be zero 0 For an edge normal to the rraxiSD these conditions are 
expressed by the equationsg 
and 
in view of the last two conditions 9 the function <P may be 
changed by a term of the form~ 
* a + bx + cy 
without affecting the tangential stresseso If the solution of the equations9 
This expression is analogous to the rigid body motion in the expressions 
of displacementso 
in which tf>u s are unknowns 9 is to be unique 9 this possibility of an arbi= 
trary additional term in the solution must be eliminatedo In other words v 
it is necessaryv if the matrix of the coefficients is not to be singular 0 
that extra conditions (e"gOl) the average slope of cP on two intersecting 
edges) be imposed on ~o It is to be emphasized that these are in addition 
to the tangential stress boundary conditionso 
In view of the above conditions on ~ and w l) for a symmetrically 
loaded shell the boundary conditions can be written in terms of the values 
of cI> an~ w at the pivotal points as followsg 
~. = 0 
~ 
~. 1= 
'i+1 ~"'" (30.57) 
w. = 0 ~ 
I I L-l I 
.-+-- - -- -~- - - ---j--
I I I 
I I : 
I I I 
I I I 
I I. I 









For points one panel away from the boundarYD . the eqmlibrium and 
compatibilit,r equations assume the following specialized formsg 
_2N2, ~a+1) 
IC!)" 
, 'I{~ I' + 
HS Hz H1-H, H2. M 
.. b 
1/ 
f62. 1'o!2 ~z, 2. 
7 J 1'-13 1'-14 Hit 
_2N2 !'l.+y) 
/. 












For the one-dimensional case 9 the above equations reduce toz 
4 2-2 :-:4) -- -2 2 -2, - ~ T 
""' (n. + 4n N + 5N 4>i + 2N (rt + 2N I $i+1 = N q) i+2 
::: 0 
-2..-=2 2 =2 - ....,2..~ ~ = 
=> ~1-N (n + 2N ) wi+1 +~1N wi +2 + Po :: 0 
B=2 Free Edge g 
The boundary 
free edge 
candi tions in this case are given by 
Eqso (30 13)0 The first two boundary 
conditions on the tangential forces 
cap. be written in terms of the values 1) 
of 4> at the pivotal points as followsg 
$. :::: 0 
:1, 
,. 
There are 3 specialized difference equations p namely~ the 
w=equation at the boundary v and the w, and ¢ =equations one panel from the 
boundary 0 The ~=equation can be obtained by substituting (3060) into (3 <>.58) Q 
The w=equations are obtained by the procedure used to derive the corresponding 
equations for the modified u=v=w formulation (ioeo o by considering the normal 
equilibrium of shell elements centered at points 1 and 2) <> These special"", 
ized equations have the following formsg 
- - -








= w=Equation at the Boundary = 
---
- - -





l~ - - - --2t,f"( :>Zt'Y) (j!i\ 
f-- N2, \.:y f!} NZ + 5 
IA 
lK.z tl. w) + Q = 0 
M4- ~ ~ 
M 
= $=Eguation One Panel from the Boundal:Y = 
Jt 1/ 1/ -
Mlr H3 H4 
- - - - -
- - - -
-
_21'12.( ~\1) 
"'''' ),~I2. '" f.hi.2 
11 




"" (Kz tL w) - P = 0 
H" 
Hi, H4 
) , M" 
-
(3c>63) 




4 {1 + 4~2 (1=v) + 3~4 (1=>v2)} 
M2B = 
2 4{ 2 2 } 
- 213 N ~ (1=\1) + (1=-,;) 
M3B = => 2N4 {1 + ~2 (2= v) S 
M4B := 15
2 N4 (2=v) 
14.5B := 
1 p4 N4 (i _ 2, 2' a='V J 
M6 = N
4 
M" 1 = M1 .., ME) 
MJ = = 2N4{~ 2 (2=v) + 1} 
M" 2 4 = f3 N (2= y) 4 
For the one=dimensional case p the above equations take the 
f5l1o'Wing form~ 
=900=> 
w=eguation at the bounda£zg 
(3064) 
;-eguation one panel from the boundaEY~ 
4. 2¢OQ2 =4 - -2 2 'F"2 -' ::4 - -2 .,.., 
'"" (n + 4n. N + 7N ) ~i + 2N 6t + 2N )4>i+1 "" N ~i+2 +yN wi =1 
2 =2- -2-
- (Jt + 2'(N ) wi + yN wi+1 = 0 
w~eguation one panel from the boundaryg 
; 
.,., (ZrN'2 + R2) 'fi + N'2 'i+1 coo ~~ N2{n2(2q:>)J) + 2N2} wi =1 + ~f(n4 + 4rc2N2 
~) ..... -2 -2 2 -2) ..... ....2 ~ ..... """ 
+ 5N wi =2~1 N en + 2N Wi+1 + ~1 N wi +2 + Po =0 
B.., J Fixed .. edge g 
If the edge 
T) :::; 0 of the shell is rigidly clamped ~ 
the boundary conditions along that 
edge are ~ 
u :; 0 (i) 
v :::; 0 (ii) 
"VJ' ::; 0 (iii) 
w :::; 0 (iv) 
s'r) 
From (i) and (ii)D it is obvious that 
fixed edge 
I ~1-1 I 
--j-- ----EIr-------+--
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I ~ : 
~+1 
u I - 0 oS bd 
V.1i:li:/ bd = 0 
From Eqsc (2c28) and (3067) it is possible to write the first two boundary 
condi tions in terms of cP as follows ~ 
1 
4> v q, ~~~ 0 "2 .,., =: 
C 9'Y)'Y) 
1 41 + (2+'11) <P 0 
'2 =: 
c ~ l1''rf'1 ~J;:~1) 
From (3068) Ii it is clear that the boundary conditions on ~ are not as easily 
~ 
obtained as in the previous two cases (I However~ a simpler way of arriving 
at the cl>-equations for the boundary points is provided by the ste-tieo"" 
geometric analogy v which states that the condition of compatibility of strains 
at a fixed edge is the geometrical counterpart of static equilibrium in the 
normal direction at a free edge c This ana1.ogy is illustrated in the 






cp =: 0 
9~~ 
M =: 0 2 
1 
c 2 w 9'1Y1 + v w v ~~ =: 0 
(iii) N12 =: 0 
ct> =: 0 
9;;'1 
(iv) R =: 0 2 
__ 1 ~ + (2+v)~ =: 0 
C 2 v'Y)'Y)l1 v ~~'f) 
Fixed Edge 
t"III!IIIl'''I''I''Il'Ii''I'If''''~ 
X1 =: 0 
wv ~~ =: 0 
S1 =: 0 
1 2 <P 'Y1"f'1 = V ~ ~r: =: 0 
e D'I'I 9 ':»~ 
)(.12 =: 0 
W =: 0 
v ~l) 
V :; 0 
lilt' 1 -~ 
==- w + (2= \JI) W =: 0 
c2 p~~ 9E~Y} 
The three specialized difference equations in this case are 
obtained from the corresponding equations of the free edge by replacing each 
quantity by its counterpart 0 The physical interpretation of this analogy is 
that the compatibility equations can be regarded as equilibrium equations 
for fictitious internal forces v namelyv the components of strain and 
curvature changeso 




U~·z A. w) Q + +-=0 Eo..h 2-
M3l) 
M4B M4e. '{N'2. 
tvI{g 
(3069 ) 
= 4> =Eguation at the Bounda!:Z = 
- /1 
M4 
////lI//I//J/IIIIIII/lO //1 I 







'.::p! fi 2.N2. f!/ "F~" 
+ 
Mit H4 2. 
= $=Equation One Panel f,rom the Boundarl = 
=93= 
lj11lW1t1l1llt11tW1II1111I11Ilj11l1l1llW11111t1111l1t 
= w-Eguation One Panel from the Boundary => 
where ~ 
M1B = N
4 {1 + ~2(1+'eJ) + 3,:s4(L,,)J2)} 
M2B = _ 2~ 2N4 { ~ 2 (10.,\1 2) + (1 +v) } 
~B = .", 2N4 {1 + ~ 2 (2+~ ) } 
M4B = ~ 2N4 (2+v) 
M5B :::; ~ Jj4N4 ( 1,,0)12 ) 




:::; ~2N4 (2+'tJ) 
For the one=dimensional case v the above equations take the following formg 
- {n:< l_v2 ) + 2!l~2( 1+v) + if} $i + N'2{ n 2(2+v) + zN2} ~i+l - if 'lii+2 
+'YN'2 wi +1 :::; 0 
p=eguation at the boundary 0 
~~equation one panel from the boundaryg 
=2 2 =2, = 
2N (n + 2N l4>i+1 
= 0 
w-equation one panel from the bounda!yg 
-2~ 2 =2 ~ -2~ -2 4 2~2 ~2 = 
yN$i=1"",(n +2yN)cPi +YN'fi +1 = {31(n +4nN +7N )wi 
~2"""'2 2 ~2 = =2=4- Po 
= 2~1N (n + 2N ) wi+1 + ~1N wi +2 + ~ = 0 
304030 Difference Patterns for Shells with Straight Boundariesg 
If the stress function <fJ and the radial displacement w 
are defined at different points as indicated previouslyo the governing 
difference equations can be written in the formg 
M" 
H~ M3 



















H~ HJ H~ 
-2f N2 Z NZ 
~ ~, H,s H!:! M 1'12 HS ,,1/1 I _. 
1:;.., 
2~ .,j2- ... 2 ~N2- 1'13 
.. 
I H~ 1'-14 
"'" Equation of Equilibrium in the Normal Direction = 
3 () 5 () Mixed Variational Principle g 
In this section v certain approximate solutions of the bending 
problem of shallow shells which make direct use of the variational .equations 
derived in the previous chapter will be discussedQ HexeD only relatively~ 
simple cases of boundary condition are considered6 Specificallyv it is 
assumed that at those portions of the boundary where forces are specified v 
these forces are zero 0 Likewise 0 at portions of the boundary where the 
Up v or w displacements are specified v these displacements will be assumed 
to vanisho In view of these restrlctionso the line integrals in ~so (Z.,60) 
and (2064) vanisho 
Throughout this section the loading is assumed to be normal to the 
shell surfac90 
:3 05 0 2 Q Doubly-Curved 9 Transla tiona! Shell s 
For doubly=curved~ shallow~ translational shells v the two 
variational equations (2060) and (2064) become 
_ 2 (1 + \) cP . 5 cp 1 dx dy 
Eh 'vx:.y 9x.yJ = 0 
and 
... Jr I fD Sew +)1 w ) 5 w + (w +)1 w ) s w J... L vXX Pyy p.xx vyy oXX oyy 
+ (k1 ~ + k2 ~ ""' p ) ow] dx dy:::: 0 gyy vXX Z 
These equations can be written in non=dimensional form as followsg 
1 1 ! ! [ t (1),~~ - ~ -~'''lT]) - wJ 151, i;;l; 
+ $ (-; 1> = y 1) ~~) ~ y W 2 -;6 ~ L c 91111 v r..:,s I j C v 1111 




tp = .....L Eah 
w = k2aw 
b 
c = a 
y k1 = k2 
2 1 2 R 2 ~1 = (h) (2) 12( L_ y2) a a 
For approximate solutions of Eqse (J077)~ the functions ~ and ware 
replaced by expressions of the formg 
~ (;;~ '1) = E EA .. ti (~) ~j (n) 
i j ~J (J078) 
w( ~9 '1) = 2:: E C X (~) W (r,) pq p q' p q 
where the A's and CiS are coefficients to be determinedo The functions 
t. (s) and ~ 0 (1') are sets of approximation functions for ~ in the ~ and 1') 
l J 
directions 9 respectivelyo These functions should satisfy the statical boundary 
condi tions on ~ as noted above 0 The functions X (~) and H ("1'1) are the 
p q "' 
approximation functions for w in the ~ and ~directions respectivelyo Again, 
these functions should satisfy the geometric boundary conditions on wo The 
above conditions on ~ and w will be referred to as II the necessary boundary 
* condi tions a II 
* Cases where the approximation functions for ~ and/or w do not satisfy 
these conditions will be considered latera 
The variations of w and q, can be expressed as g 
6 d1 ( 1;~ "1) = E E t m (~) <? n ( 7) 0 Amn 
m n (3,,79 ) 
5 1,r (.; ~ I] ) = l: 1; Xh ( ~ w f< ~ 5 Chf h f 
where m~ n~ h and f are dummy indices corresponding to i p j9 P and q 
respectivelyo 
The substitution of (3,,78)9 (3079) into (3 0 77) yields the following 
two sets of simultaneous linear algebraic equations g 
E Z 
ij - + }; E dPq C = 0 a A .. 
i j run lJ p q mn pq 
(3,,80 ) 
ij - + f3 2 Z }j epq 'E 'V Z E bhf Aij Qhf = 0 , 1 J hf pq i j P q 
where 
A .. lJ 
-99= 
dPq = Y j 'if x d;; J $" W d ·'1 
ron 0 2 0 m p 0 n q 
bij hf 
epq hf 
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X" Y d>" J W WIT d 11 
.l"h c:, q f p 0 
Once the coefficients A~s and CWs are found 9 the radial displace-
ment and stress function can be computed from Eqo (3078) and the stress-
resultants can be obtained from the following relations~ 
Tangential stress Resu1tants~ 
= 1 1 'n~A 2: 2: ~ la, ij 
a c ~ J 
= 1 A II ( 2: P ~ ij ti 
a ~ J 
J 
Bending and Twisting Momentsg 
M1 = 
D Z C (Xn W +.,L X wn) 
'2 L: pq P q 0 2 P q a p q 
D 1 
V X"W ) M2 = L: Z C (- X Wit + 2 pq 0 2 P q P q a p q 
D 1 L: Z C Xi W~ M12 = .... _ ... (1=v) 2 0 P q pq p q a 
Transverse Shears and Reaotion1s g 
D 1 
= """ a':l Z Zq C (X g u w W + - X, WI!) ~ P pq P q c2 P q 
D 1 C (_1 X wr g ff + xn W') 
':l c Z l. 2 a~ p q pq c p q p q 
11 = D 1 l. l. C ~ Xi V g W + ( 2=\1) X ~ Wit ~ ~3c pq p q c2 P q a p q 
R2 = 
D 1 l. L. C i _1 X Wi ff ff + (2..., Ii) XIl W g 1 
=JC pq 0 2 p q p q a p q 
For the one=dimensional case v the expressions for ~ and w take the 
following fornu 
=: Z A, j J <Pj(Tj) sin III n~ 
::::::: Z CW (Tj) sin m n~ 
q q q 
The variations of these functions are 
where 
=101"" 
= 5Q>(~,T}) L: Q>n(T}) sin ill It~ <5A 
n n 
<5 w( ~, T}) =: L: W feT} ) sin m n~<5Cf 
f 
and Eqst) (]080) becomeg 
L: a. A. + Z d C 
. In J q qn q J 
- -2 -
L: b. fA. + ~ 1 L: e f C ..., 'Cif j J J q q q 
c q =: k ~ C 2 m q 
4 1 







.", v 2 It 2 (J <p1~ $ n d T) + J $. cp II d T) 
d qn 
(me) 0 J 0 J n 
1 1 
"" --4 / cpl~ $11 dT} 





bjf =: y 2 / ¢j Wf dll (mc) 0 
2 / ¢ j Wf dll ~ n 
0 
4 / eqf = n W Wf dll o q 
2 / 
1 
"" v 2 n ( WII W dll + ! W Wfl dT}) q f q f (me) 0 0 
1 / + ~ WflW~ dT} (me) 0 q-
2 2 / WV Wi dT) + 2 n (1=\1) (me) 0 q f 
b me = a7m 
= effective side ratio 
The expressions for the stress resultants becomeg 
Tangential stress Resultantsg 
=: 
Bending and Twisting Momentsg 
= DEC ( 1 2 wn "'" 1) 11: 2 Vl ) sin m n s 
(a/m)2 q q (mc) q q 
E C \{1 cos m )( S 
q q q 
Transverse Shears and Reactionsg 
= 




)05Q)Q Case of Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Shells Bounded by 
Characteristics & 
On the assumption that the approximation functions for 
¢ and w satisfy the necessar,y boundary conditionsv the two variational 
equations for hyperbolic paraboloidal shells bounded by characteristics in 
dimensionless form becomeg 
2 - ~ 1 0 + ~(1..., v) w. 5 tv l. Ehc d ~ d'r) :::: ~ 9';:1) P~i) I C ~ 
whereg 
- f w = -w b 
CJ) 1 :::: Eah <P 
).,2 1 2 2 
= (h) (2) 1 2 a f 12(1=>\1 ) 
N a
2 b Pz 
:::: 
Pz Eh f 
If cp and w in Ec:!so (3090) are replaced by expressions of the form~ 
w( ~,7) :::: ~ E C X. (~) W ('Il) 
p q pq p q 
one obtains the following system of algebraic equations for the evaluation 
of the undetermined coefficients A and C 
E E aij A. , + E L (jpq C 
i j mn J.J p q ron pq == 0 
where 
.... " f C == -c pq b pq 
/ 1 dPq == 2 X t ~ d ~ j'w ~ q d 'r) mn c p m 0 q n 0 
-ij ==~g 1 1 I Xh ti d~ J Wf ~j dll bhf c 
0 0 
/ 1 .... Qhf == , J P Z Xh W f d,; d 11 
0 0 
The remaining notation was defined previously~ Eqso ()080)0 
)Q5040 Use of Approximation Functions which Violate the Necessary 
Boundary Conditions = Lagrange MUltiplier Method 
In the preceding articles v it was assumed that the 
approximation functions for $ satisfied the static boundary conditions for 
the tangential forces!) and that the approximation functions for w satisfied 
the geometrical boundar.y conditions along the entire contouI"o However v in 
many problems v such functions if they can be found at all v become extremely 
complicated 0 In such problems 0 the Lagrange multiplier method proves to 
be very usefulo 
A general treatment of the Lagrange multiplier method in 
eigenvalue problems in connection with the Rayleigh=Ritz method can be found 
in Refo (19)0 Here, the method will be presented in connection with the 
mixed variational principle for solving the bending problem of shallow shellso 
The Lagrange multiplier method is the same as the mixed varia= 
tional principle p except for the following two basic changesg 
1 - The requirement that each approximation function should satisfy 
the necessary boundary conditions is discarded and replaced by the require= 
ment that the expansion as a whole satisfy the necessar.y boundary conditions v 
and 
2 - In writing down the work equations (in either the principle 
of virtual displacements or the principle of virtual changes in the stressed 
state) 9 a modified work equation is used which includes the Lagrange 
mul tiplierso 
As an illustration v consider the case of a shallow doubly curved 
translational shell 9 simply supported along the two edges s := 0 9 1 and 
free along the other two edges ~ = Ou 1 9 subjected to a loading of the form~ 
pz ( ~ j 1') ) = = p sin m 'It ~ o 
The boundary condi tions along the free edge s are g 
N2 = 0 
N12 = 0 
M2 = 0 (J<>9J) 
R2 ::; 0 
If the functions ~ and ware repla.ced by expressions of the fo:r.nn 
=107= 
E A 0 ~ 0 ('r}) sin m n ~ j J J 
w := E C W (11) sin m n ~ 
q q q 
the first two conditions can be written in the following form~ 
1 
2 E Aj 4> 0 (0) sin m n ~ 
(a/m) j J 
::::; 0 
1 11. f := -= -
2 (a/m)2 me .E A 0 4l
i
• (0) cos m n.; = 0 j J J 
with similar expressions for ~ = 10 
In order to satisfy these conditions v in the ordinary variational 
procedure the approximation functions CPo are chosen such that each term of 
J 
f1 and f2 satisfies the conditions v ioe0 9 
4>j (1) 
:= ~go (1) 
J 
= 0 
If the approximation functions ~o do not satisfy these conditions~ 
J 
one may regard equations ()094) as constraint conditionsv and therefore v 
when applying the principle of virtual changes in the stressed state 9 , 
equation (2062) should be modified as followsg 
where g 
L1 (~) 9 L2( ~ are Lagrange multipliers v in this case functions of ~ 0 
2 
'It ~ ~o ( 0) sin In n~ 0" A 0 
(a/m)2 j J J 
-lOs... 
Consequently 9 the first of equations (3086) should be augmented by the 
following two terms~ 
2 
"" 2 n 
= 2 ...1l 
me 
sin mTt~ <P.(O) d~ 
J 
The problem then reduces to the solution of the following system 
of j + q + 2 simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the undetermined 
coefficients and Lagrangian multipliersg 
2 - n -(Left side of equation 3086a) = 2 n ~ <pj(O) "'" 2 (me) L2 tl>j(O) =: 0 
(Left side of equation )o86b) =: 0 
1 }; A, ~,(O) 0 == 2 (me) . J J J 
"",.lL E A. 4>'.(0) == 0 me j J J 
where g 
1 L1(~) 
L1 .:::: f sin mn~ d~ ') 
0 (a/mY" 
1 L2(i;) 
L2 = J cos m~ d~ (a/m)2 0 
The Lagrange multipliers have the remarkable property of giving 
the forces of reactions (or displacements) associated with the given 
constraints 0 In the above example the Lagrange multipliers are the v and u 
displacements at the boundary 9 respectively 0 The additional terms in the 
expression for the total work represents the work done by the forces which 
are responsible for the maintenance of the constraint condition through 
a fictitious total displacement {or the work done by total fictitious 
tangent1al boundary forces through the corresponding boundary displacements)o 
This seems to be trivial 9 since the' work done by each force on the constrained 
,r'"'·· 
displacement is zero (orv the perc force does not perform any work) 0 However, 
since the functions ¢ and w ~~e represented by expressions of the form ()078)9 
the work done by each force also represented by a s~m~ the individual terms 
of this sum are not zero p {but the total sum. is zero 0 
It may be noted that the original mixed variational principle may 
be thought of as being a special case of the Lagrange multiplier method g in 
which the Lagrange mul:tipliers are all zeroo 
)05050 ~Iection of Approximation Functionsg 
It is generally recognized that the most important step 
in the application of the mixed variational principle is the selection of 
the approrlmation functions 0 It is here that judgement 0 experience and 
ingenuity are extremely helpfulu since a proper selection of the approxi= 
mation functions can lead to a considerable decrease in the amount of 
computations 0 In factv the major advantage of this method over other 
approximate techniques is the possibility of obtaining a good approximate 
solution using only a small number of approximating functions <> This will 
be discussed further in the next chaptero 
IV 0 NUMERICAL STUDIES ON METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
4010 Scope 
Most of the numerical studies reported here were made for a hyper= 
bolic paraboloidal shell with square planform and with the following 
parameters (Fig 0 4) g 
y :: 005 
1 h R2 0015794 a.o :: 1 2' aTm aIm =: ~ -)/ 
mc :: 100 
v =: 0025 
The follOwing classes of shells were consideredg 
i A group of shells with two opposite edges simply supported and the 
other tvlO either simply supported v free or fixed o and 
ii A shell with all edges fixedo 
For the first group of shells v solutions were obtained usingg 
a) The several versions of the method of finite differences discussed 
in the preceding' chapterv and 
b) The direct variational technique involving the <P and w functions 0 
In each casev solutions were obtained with an increasing number of 
nodal points Cor approximating functions) to study the rate of convergence 
of the solution and the accuracy achievedo For som~, of the problems 
analyzed by finite differences v a graded network and higher order approxi= 
mations were used near the boundarieso Results were compared with a 
L~vy=type solution obtained by application of tabulated result~ pres@nted 
by Apeland (2) 0 
For shells with all edges fixed a L~vy=type solution was not 
possible v and the results of the finite=differen~e solution were compared 
with those obtained by a variational te~hr~queo The stru~tu~e ~onsidered here 
was an ell.iptic parabol.oid with the same shell parameters as for the other 
group indicated above (except that y was taken as 005 instead of as = Oo)}o 
For shells with two opposite edges simply supported and the other 
two free ©r fixed v similar studies were made by varyj,ng the dim,ensi{~ns to 
assess the effe~t of the shell parameters on the ~onvergence of the solution 0 
To perform the numeri~al computation required for both the method 
of f:l,nite differences (in its various foms) and f©r the variational 
technique v computer pI'l1)grams in Fortran language have been developed for 
use on the IBM:=7090 compu'tero These programs can be classified under two 
maj or groups 0 The first c©lntains programs applicable to shells having two 
opposite edges simply supported and the remaining edges simply 
supported v free or fixedo The sec~nd group consists of programs applicable 
to shells with all edges rix~do For first group v instead ~f developing 
a single v general program applicable to arbi traFj1 oou:ndary j) it 
was fottnd preferable for of the a 
of resulting that 
evaluated the maChirll6i 0 A descrlption ©If 
given in Appendix Eo 
programs are so organized 
algebr,;;dc equations are 
programs is 
4.20 Hyperbolic Paraboloid with All Edges Simply Supported 
The accuracy and convergence of solutions obtained by finite= 
differences using the following schemes were studiedg 
i The conventional method using the u=v=w formulation 
ii The modified method using u=v=w formulation 0 and 
iii The ~=w formulation with stress resultants defined as described 
in Section 3040 
As was indicated in the preceding chapter there is no distinction 
between modified and conventional ~w formulation insofar as the governing 
difference equations are concerned 0 However» the treatment of the boundary 
conditions is different because the stress resultants (N12 li M12!t IQ1 v Q2j) 
R1 and R2) are defined at different pointso No solutions were obtained using 
the conventional ~w formulation for computation of these stress resultantso 
The conventional finite~difference solution was obtained by 
applying Eqso (3,,4) for interior pointso Near the bou:ndarylJ the two 
specialized difference patterns obtained from Eqso (;012) and ()04) for the 
v=point at the boundary and the w=point one panel from the boundary were usedo 
To study the 'convergence!) three different grid sizes were used v namely 
1 /"J Ov 1/20 and 1/40 of the span in the 'l')=dl:r.ectiono The stress resultants 
were computed by using ~so (309) for the three grid sizes and are given in 
Table 10 From this table p it can be seen that the solution obtained using 
1 0 pivotal intervals was quite pooro .Al though the restU ts obtained using 
20 pivotal intervals were closer to the exact solution~ even they could not 
be considered satisfactoryo 
To obtain the modified finite=difference solution v Eqso (3021) were 
used together with the two specialized equations (30)1)0 The same th~e grid 
sizes were used as in the oonventional methodo The stress resultants were 
Table 10 The 
defined 
The 
resul ts obi 
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are about 25% on 
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This difference is attributed to the fact that the IBM=1604 computer has a 
precision of i) decimal digits while the IBM=7090 computer has a precision 
of only 8 decimal digits~ in floating=point computatiODe 
The ~=w formulation has a striking advantage over the modified 
u=v=w formulation; namely 9 it leads to a smaller number of simultaneous 
algebraic equations for the same number jf pivotal points» and v therefore 
for the same accuracyo 
40)<1 Shells with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and the Other Two Free 
The shell considered in this section is the same as that analyzed 
in the preceding section, except that the edges ~ = Ov 1 are freso Solutions 
were obtained using both the finite=difference method (in its various forms) 
and the variational technique involving the ~ and w functionso 
40)010 Finite~Difference Solutions 
The conventional u=v=w finite=difference solution was 
obtained using Eqso <:3(4) and the specialized Eqso C3( 14) through (30 17}o 
The results are summarized in Table 20 It is clear that the accuracy 
obtained in this case is very pooro The solution for the case of 10 
pivotal inte~rals is far removed from the exact solution (especially for the 
moment groups where the error exceeds 70%)0 
For the modified u=v=w solution v the specialized Eqso (3(4)) 
through (:3046) were used together with Eqso ()021) for interior pointso The 
results are also given in Table 20 Both the conventional and modified 
soluti.ons for the case of 10 pivotal intervals are presented graphically in 
Figo 60 As before p the solution obtained using the ~=w formulation was 
almost identical with the modified u=v=w solutiono 
A close examination of Figo 6 reveals the fact that although the 
=115= 
errors in the modified u=v=w (or tjbw) solution using ~ 0 and 20 pi VOl tal 
inte~lals are well within the a©Geptable limits for designv the results 
are not as good as f©r the case ©f simply suppOlrted edgeso This is especially 
true for the nor.m.al. fOlrce" N1 at the blOundary where a sharp val"iati©n erlstso 
In an effort to imp~ve the a~curacy IOf the modified finite= 
difference solution still further without a. large increase in the n:wnber 
of simultaneous equations v the following two schemes were consideredg 
a = Use of a graded network which is finer !lear the boundary 
than in the interloro 
b = Use of a higher oroer finite=difference expression for the 
points near the boundarieso 
a = Graded Network 
If the pivotal points 
are not evenly spa.~ed9 the modified 2. x-!-===II==$=I =*$==1<1==11=======11 ~ 
j-2 j-j .j j+j j+2 
I !9 .I~ _ J '" I.. 6( ~ I $'!> I x 1)G difference=quotient expressions will 
have the following f©rm~ 
f vX Ii 1 f j='a + r j) ,- ;;-;-;;- (= at x 
f,xxl j :G 2 [_1 f ~ (-1 + 1 ( + ) t,2 a Jl j = 1 a. /, cr.r G.,£ ~ x 
f·=11 ::= 2 ~ - Cl£a.£j (at + aU ).£~ fj _2 + (~ 
o(lt OIL ',", 0(11,1\" 
fo + ~ fo+-d J ur J 
2 (1 1 ) 
--=->= + ~
+ :3 a
l ~ 2 (L£lt ).ex :e £ a. fJ 
r I = 2 [2 f. _$ 2 (1 + 1) 
.:X:XXX j (a.e + ~)(. aUa.e< aU + a.e' J-Z L aj.. a£.e + a} aU, ~ 
+ a.e<a~ + ur ' (a: + ~)J f j _1 
If the derivatives in :Eqso (2031) are replaced by the above 
difference-quotient expressions9 the. governing difference equations becomeg 
The corresponding equations for the two ... dimensional case will not be 
given here since they are extremely complicated and have not been usedo 
1 1 1 = + -(- + -) P ::: 0 
2 ":e Ar 0 
where 
N ::: n 
mc 
pivotal interval at the center 
A.£ ::: at 
acenter 
C1center = 1 
_. 
p {lp, 
A 1 ::: 
r (lr 









k2 aim w w :::: 
Eqso (402) are quite general 0 They are applicable to grids with arbitrary 
spacing 0 The grid pattern is completely specified by specifying A££p ~v 
A and ';, at every noin, t of the g' rid 0 r {\orr J:.~ ," 
-lIB... 
In the present study two grid patterns have been investigatedo 
These are shown in the following~ 
Pat te rn I g n = 1 0 
Point A££ At "r "rr 
1 200 200 200 200 
2 200 21;>0 200 200 
J 200 200 200 200 
4 2.,0 2.,0 200 1 00 
5 200 200 1 00 1 00 
6 200 1 00 1 1;>0 L~O 
7 100 1 00 1 00 1 00 
8 1 ,,0 icO 1 00 1 00 
Pattern II~ n = 10 
Point A it "A.~ Ar \or 
1 400 400 400 400 
2 400 400 400 400 
J 400 400 400 400 
4 400 400 400 2,,0 
I"" 400 400 200 200 :;; 
6 400 200 21>0 20Q 
7 200 200 200 200 
8 200 200 200 1 00 
9 200 21;>0 1 00 1 00 
10 200 1 00 1 00 1 00 
11 1 00 1 ., 0 100 1 ., 0 
The application of this finite=difference scheme to shell problems 
is carried out by substituting the values of the grid characteristics (A££V 
A.f)V A 9 A ) at each point into Eqso (402)0 It may be remarked that the 
JfI r rr 
resulting system of simultaneous algebraic equations is symmetric g so that 
it could be derived using a physical approach v namely considering the equi= 
'* librium and compatibility of strains for elements centered at the pivotal 
points 0 
The two grid patterns described above have been used in connection 
with the hyperbolic paraboloid treated previouslyo The results are presented 
in Table)o The improvement achieved using the graded network can be clearly 
seen by comparing the solutions in Tables 2 and 30 It follows that v although 
the resulting number of simultaneous algebraic equations for both Pattern II 
and the modified finite=difference scheme with uniform grid and 20 pivotal 
intervals is the same v the graded network gives a better result than the 
modified finite differences with equal spacingo 
b = Use of Higher Order Finite=Difference Expressions 
It was found that the behavior of shallow shells is ver,y 
sensitive to the support conditiono Therefore 0 it is reasonable to expect 
that by improving the accuracy' of the finite=difference expressions at the 
boundarys the accuracy of the whole solution will be improvedo This was 
clearly stated by Rashba(18) in connection with the bending problem of 
plates with fixed edgeso Although this method has the disadvantage that 
it leads to unsymmetrical equations and consequentlyv some of the finite= 
difference equations do not correspond to those of a discrete model v it 
Using the statico=geometric analogy v it is possible to regard the 
compatibili ty of strains as equilibrium of fioti tioua loading 9 namely 
the components of strain and curvature changes 0 
.",120 ... 
involves much less work than the graded network scheme" However g great care 
is requlred in using these higher order schemes v as indicated belowo 
In the following, the higher order difference-quotient expressions 
will be summarized v then the specialized difference patterns for this scheme 
will be given" The higher order difference expressions are the five=point 
formulas g given in Ref" (8)9 Jih .538 9 namelyg 











sXX j 1 :.t2 [11 f j_1 - 20fj + 6fj +1 + 4f j+2 - f j+3 ] + O(.~) 
x 




1,2 [- 8.5f j + 108f j +1 - 27f j +2 + 4fj +3 + 66 p,x f,xl j ] 
x 
= 1 [ 22 f + 12f J!+ .., 3" j j+1 
x 
An independent derivation of Eqo (40.5) using Taylor series expan= 
sion was given in the reference cited above (18)0 Alsov a different 
expression for the off"",boundary point [corresponding to Eqo (405)] was 
given by Shaishmelashvili(24) in connection with the bending problem of 
shallow spherical segments with rotationally restrained edgeso 
The application of this higher order finite=difference scheme to 
the specific case of free edge will illustrate its usee It was found that 
in the case of free edges 9 the behavior of the shell is very sensitive to 
the membrane boundary conditions (those on ~)o Therefore v by improving the 
accuracy to which the membrane boundary conditions are satisfied v the accuracy 
of the whole solution should be improved 0 
In view of the above v the two specialized equations v Eqsa (3061) 
and (3062)9 are modified as follows 0 The ~=term in Eqo (3 0 61) is 
k 
k1Nl :: .~ 2' [y<P ] v and v using the higher order finite=difference schemel) 
a c 91111 
one may be tempted to replace $ by its higher order difference expression 
V'r)')l 
[Eqo (406)Jo However v in many caseS g this leads to gross errorso This 
result might be attributed to the fact that the equilibrium equation for a 
boundary element in the ~~direction will then not be satisfied a This becomes 
obvious if the stress resultants N1 and N12 in Eqo (3032) are replaced by their 
expressions in terms of ~o To overcome this difficulty V one starts 
replacing N1 by its equivalent expression in terms of N12 obtained from 
Eqo ()032)v then replacingN12 by its difference=quotient expression in terms 
of ~o This last expression involves no off=boundary points v ru1d consequently v 
no specialized formula need to be usedo With the above reasoning Eqo (3061) 
remains unchanged 0 
In Eq 0 (3 (62) v the only ~=term that involires off=boundary points 
4 
is a & g and it was found that by using Eq 0 (407) to approximate this temv 
011 
the accuracy of the resulting solution is improvedo This may be explained 
by the fact that by using Eq 0 (407) 9 the boundary condition '" on cP is 
iIT) 
... 122 ... 
approximated to a higher degree of accuracyo Thus v the resulting modified 
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For the one-dimensional case Eqo (3065) becomesg 
4 2-2 -4 '- -2 2 -2 r 4 ~ r -2 ~ 
= (11. + 4R N + 1 2N ) ~ i + 2N (n + 3N ) 'I' i + 1 = '3 N 'Pi +2 + Y N w.; .,.. 1 
In order to evaluate the membrane stress resultant along the edge 
with better accuracY9 Eqo (406) should be used to approximate the second 
derivative at the boundar,yo This might appear to be contradictory with 
what was mentioned in connection with Eqo (Jo61)o The apparent contradiction 
may be eliminated by noting that N1 in Eqo ()061) represents the average 
val.~ of this force for an element one"",half panel wide 0 However v in many 
cases the distribution of the N1 force has a very sharp variation near the 
boundaryg so that this average value may be far removed from the maximum 
value at the boundary 0 Therefore v to obtain a better approximation for 
that maximum value at the boundary v as indicated above g a higher order 
difference expression has to be usedo 
For the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell considered befors v a solution 
using this finite=difference scheme was obtained by replacing the specialized 
Eqo (J065) in the modified <jl=w formulation by Eqo (409)0 The results ob= 
tained are presented in Table )p from which the improvement achieved is quite 
evident 0 The major advantage of this scheme is the possibility of obtaining 
a close approximation for the maximum effects near the boundary even with a 
coarse grid 0 This can be clearly seen by examining the value of N1 at the 
boundar.y obtained by using this schemeo 
4oJ~2Q Further Studies of Convergenc~ 
To assess the effect of shell parameters on the convergence 
of the finite=difference solutions v two different structures were analyzed 
by the method of finite differences (in its different forms}o Solutions were 
obtained using the same three grid sizes used previouslyo No exact solutions 
were obtained for these shells n since v as indicated above v the objective 
was to compare the rate of convergence of the different finite=difference 
solutions 0 
The characteristics of the structures investigated are defined by 
the following parametersg 
Shell 1 0 Hyperbolic paraboloid 
y = 1 00 v mc :; 1 00 D v ::= 0 v 
Shell 20 Elliptic paraboloid 
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For the first structurep the results obtained using the conventional 
and modified u=v-w schemes are presented in Table 4; those obtained using the 
higher order approximation at the boundary and the graded network are 
presented in Table 50 An examination of Table 4 shows that g while the rate 
of convergence of the modified finite=difference solution is rapid (except 
for the small membrane stress resultants)~ that of the conventional finite= 
difference solution is extremely slowo The conventional'finite=difference 
solution using 10 and 20 pivotal interiTals bears no obvious resemblance to 
any of the modified finite=difference solutions (or even to the conventional 
finits=difference solution using 40 pivotal intervals)o Extrapolations of 
the solutions were used for the maximum values of the stress resultants and 
displacements in cases where the successive approximations vary mono= 
tonically 0 For this purposeg the (h2 g h4) extrapolation formula [Ref 0 (20)v 
p <> 99 ] was used 0 The extrapola.ted values are also given in Table 40 The 
improvement achieved using either the graded network scheme or the higher 
order approximation at the boundary becomes apparent if the results in 
Tables 4 and 5 are compared 0 Most significant are the values of the stress 
resultants N1 and M1 and the displacement w at the bOlli1daryo 
Two remarks may be of interest in connection with the above 
considerations 0 The first concerns the value of N1 at the boundary obtained 
using the higher order approximation and 10 pivotal intervals 0 This value 
is closer to the extrapolated value given in Table 4 than that obtained 
using the modified finite differences with 40 intervalso The second remark 
is the fact that the value of N1 at the boundary obtained using the modi= 
fied finite=difference method is mainly dependent on the size of the grid 
near the boundaEYp especially for the case v = OD where NI = K e10 This 
can be clearly seen by noting that the results for the graded network 
pattern I and the modified finite differences with uniform grid and 20 
pivotal intervals were almost identical~ The same result holds true for 
pattern II and the 40 pivotal intervals D where in these comparisons the same 
grid size exists near the boundary 0 
The results for the second structure are presented in Tables 6 
and 70 Again v the convergence of the conventional finite=difference solution 
is extremely pooro The solution obtained using 1 0 pivotal intervals is very 
far from that obtained using 40 pivotal intervals 0 This is especially true 
for the membrane stress resultants 0 
The convergence of the modified finite=difference solution is 
relatively fast~ except for the values of N1 near the boundary where a very 
sharp variation existso Since the maximum stress is that due to N1 at the 
boundaryv this value should be obtained as accurately as possibleo Therefore v 
in such cases v if it is desired not to have large number of simultaneous 
equations v the use of the graded network or the higher order approximation 
at the bounda~- becomes advisable~ 
40Jo)0 Variational Technique 
In this section 0 application of the direct variational 
prinCiple and t~e Lagrange multiplier method to the analysis of normally 
loaded shallow shells with two opposite edges simply supported and the other 
two free is discussedo A numerical example is given for the case of the 
hyperbolic paraboloidal shell described before (Fig 0 4) 0 In the following v 
two sets of approximation functions will be given 0 The first set is used 
in connection with the direct variational principlev and the second is used 
in connection with the Lagrange multiplier method~ 
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Set It> This set of approximation functions has the following 
form~ 
~(rV = Ao(1..., cos 2ni)) +A1(cos 2 n1l"" cos 4norV \~A2(cOS 4ni)= cos 6nY)) + 000 
(4010) 
The first few of these functions are sketched in Appendix Ao 
For the case of free edges~ as indicated before v the necessary 
boundary conditions are those on ~ ( 4>= <P = 0)0 It is clear that the given 
- . 9''1 
set of functions satisfies only the necessar.y boundary conditionso 
The approximation functions for 4'> were introduced by Filonenko= 
Boroditch(11) for the solution of some elasticity problemso More recently v 
the same functions were used by Buziarova(7) for the solution of the bending 
problem of plates with fixed edgeso The expression for w is the same as 
that used by Chuang and Veletsos(9) in a recent study of cylindrical shellso 
These functions are convenient for integrationo They can closely 
approximate any deflection configurationo 
Set IIo In this set v both the approximation functions for 9 and 
w have the same form, namelyg 
It is clear that individually each of these approximation functions fails 
to satisfy any of the boundary conditionso 
The procedure involved in the use of the direct variational 
principle can be summarized in the followingg 
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i = The approximation functions (4010) are substituted in Eqso 
()086)9 and the integrations are carried out (the formulas 
and numerical values of various integrals involving these 
functions and their derivatives are summarized in Appendix A)o 
ii = The resulting system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations 
is solved for the undetermined coefficients Arrs and Crrso 
iii = The stress resultants and displacements are obtained by 
substituting the values of the coefficients Ana and eus into 
Eq s " ( ) 0 84) 9 ( ) 0 87) and () 0 88) 0 
The Lagrange multiplier method follows directly the procedure 
outlined above for the direct variational principle except that in step (i) 
approximation functions (4010) are replaced by (4011) and Eqso ()086) are 
replaced by Eqso ()097)" It is worthwhile to note that the Lagrange 
multiplier method y for the same number of approximating functions v leads to 
two more equations than the direct variational principle 0 This can be 
easily seen by examining Eqso ()086) and (3097)0 Howeverv the extra work 
provides the values of the edge constraints v which could not otherwise be 
found accurately 0 
For the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell described before v solutions 
were obtained using both sets of approximation functions (4010) and (40 l"~ J () 
To study the convergence obtained by using each set of functionSD four 
different solutions were obtained using a total of 6 v 8D On 0 and 12 
approximation functionso For each of the two variational methods v the last 
three solutions (using 8v 10 and 12 approrlrnation functions) are presented 
in Table 8" Also D graphs for the convergence of the ma.ri.mum effects as a 
function of the total number of approximation functions are given in Figo 70 
A close examination of Table 8 and Figo 7 reveals the fact that for 
a very small number of approximation functions (a total of 6)v the solution 
obtained using set I is superior to the corresponding solution using set 110 
However» as the total number of approximation functions increases v the 
solution using set II approaches the exact solution faster than the corres= 
ponding solution using set 10 For the case of 12 approximation functions9 
set II leads to nearly the exact solutiono 
Before closing this section v it is appropriate to contrast the 
finite-difference solutions for the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell described 
before with the corresponding solutions obtained using the variational 
techniques 0 The solution obtained by using the Lagrange multiplier method 
and a total of 12 approximation functions was, as indicated before 0 almost 
identical with the exact solutiono This method involved the solution of 
14 linear simultaneous algebraic equationso The modified finite=difference 
solution of comparable accuracy was that obtained using 40 pivotal intervalso 
This involved v for the ~=w formulation v the solution of 41 equations 0 
Although each algebraic equation in the variational techniques involves more 
terms and~ in turn v more computational work than the corresponding finite= 
difference equation v the total amount of computational work in this case 
required for the Lagrange multiplier method is much smaller than that 
required for the modified finite-,difference methode 
A.l though no general conclusion can be drawn from this example v it 
is possible to say that for cases where the distributions of displacements 
and stress resultants do not have very sharp variations or singularities 0 
the Lagrange multiplier method with set II of approximation functions will 
generally involve much smaller am~ant of computations v for the same accuracy~ 
than the modified finite~difference methodo 
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40 4Q Shells with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and the Other Two 
Fixed 
The shell parameters and loading of the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell 
considered in this section are the same as those of the shell analyzed in 
the preceding sectiono Here 9 the two edges .~ = Op are assumed to be 
fixed 0 As in the preceding sectionv solutions were obtained using the 
various forms of the finite-difference method and the variational techniqueo 
40401 0 Finite=Difference Solutions 
The conventional u=v=w finite=difference solution was 
obtained using Eqso (304) for interior points9 and the specialized w 
equation one panel from the boundary 0 The solution is presented in Table 
90 From this table v it can be seen that the solution using 10 pivotal 
intervals is quite poor o Roughly speakingv the difference between this 
solution and the exact is about 10% for the moments and about 25% for the 
tangential forceso Although the solution using 40 pivotal intervals is 
closer to the exact v even it could not be considered satisfactory0 
The modified u=v=w solution was obtained using Eqso ()021) for 
interior points and the specialized equations (3 050) and ()05 1 ) for the 
v=point one=half panel from the boundary and the w=point one panel from 
the boundar,yo The results are also presented in Table 90 For the case 
of 10 pivotal inter-\Talsp the results for the moment group were pooro This 
is especially true for the value of M2 at the boundary~ where an error of 
about 12% existso Even the solution using 40 pivotal intervals was not as 
close to the exact as the corresponding solutions in the previous casesa 
Both the conventional and modified solutions for the case of 10 pivotal 
intervals are presented graphically' in Figo 80 
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An examination of Table 9 and Figo 8 shows that the difference 
between the modified and conventional solutions is not as large as for the 
previous caseso This is especially true for the momentso This is due to the 
fact that for a fixed edge g the effect of rotational restraint on the values 
of the moments is predominant 0 Since in both the conventional and modified 
finite differences v the same approximation was used for the first derivative 
of w [EqsQ (3019d) and (3047d)] 9 the results 9 as would be expected g are 
comparable 0 The fact that the value of the moments at the edge are slightly 
closer to exact edge moments in the conventional than in the modified method 
is not of importance (as will be seen in Section 404020)0 
In this casep the modified and conventional ¢bw solutions are 
different v since v as noted before v the treatment of the boundary conditions 
is different 0 Here v only the modified ~=w solution was obtained and v as 
would be expected v it was almost identical with the corresponding modified 
u~v""w solutiono 
From the above discussion 9 it can be seen that further improvement 
of the modified finite=difference technique is neededo In order to achieve 
this improvement v the two finite=difference schemes used in the previous 
section v namely v the graded network and the use of higher order approximation 
at the boundary 9 have been investigatedo 
a = Graded Network 
For the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell considered above v 
solutions have been obtained using both the two grid patterns described in 
the previous sectiono The results are presented in Table 100 
Here p it should be noted that the values of M1 and M2 at the 
boundary depend mainly on the size of the grid near the boundary 0 This is 
true irrespective of the value of Poissonus ratio since wv~~lbd = Ov and 
~lJl-
thereforeg 
M1 Ibd = D y w~~IM 2 0 2 a 
M2/bd 
D 1 w~~/bd = 2 2 a' 0 
where w I is found to depend mainly on the size of the grid near the 
~M 
boundary 0 This remark becomes apparent if the values of M1 and M2 obtained 
using graded network pattern I (Table 10) are compared with the modified 
finite-difference solution using 20 pivotal intervals (Table 9)0 The same 
thing holds true for pattern II and 40 pivotal intervals where in these two 
comparisons 9 the same grid size exists near the boundary 0 
b ~ Use of Higher Order Finite=Difference Expressions 
In view of the statico-geometric analogyv the application of 
the higher order finits=difference scheme to the case of fixed edges o 
follows directly the procedure outlined in connection with the application 
of this scheme to the case of free edges if each quantity is replaced by its 
counterpart (ioe0 9 if ~ and w are interchanged)o 
In summaryD the specialized ~=equation at the boundary remains 
unchanged p and the specialized w=equation one panel from the boundarY8 
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= w-Equation One Panel from the Boundary = 
For the one-dimensional caseD Eqo (3074) becomesg 
-2-2 2 ~2) ~ 4 ~2~4 = ."" 
= 2~1N (n + IN wi+1 + 3 ~lN wi +2 + Pg = 0 
(40 13 ) 
If the same reasoning used in computing the membrane stress 
resultant along the free edge is applied in computing the bending moments 
at the fixed edge p Eqo (406) should be used to approximate the second 
derivative at the bound ary a 
The results obtained by applying the higher order finite=difference 
scheme to the analysis of the typical shell are presented in Table 10 9 from 
which the improvement achieved by using this scheme becomes apparento Most 
notable is the fact that the values of the bending moments at the boundary 
obtained by using this scheme with 10 pivotal intervals were closer to the 
exact than the corresponding values obtained by using the modified finite= 
differences with a uniform grid and 40 pivotal intervalso 
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404020 Further Studies ~nvergence 
In this section results of the application of the various 
finite=difference schemes to an elliptic paraboloidal shell with two opposite 
edges fixed are presentedo The shell parameters are the same as those for 
shell 2 considered in Section 40)0209 namely~ 
me =: 2QO ~ )I =: 0 9 a. 
o 
=: 
The results of the conventional and modified solutions are presented in 
Table 119 and the results of the graded network and the higher order finite= 
difference schemes are presented in Table 120 
For this shellv the distribution of the different effects are 
relatively smooth v except for the distribution of M2 near the boundary where 
a sharp variation existso In view of this9 although the convergence of the 
modified finite differences is faster than the convergence of the conventional 
scheme v the difference p as would be expected v is not significant 0 
With regard to the graded network scheme v the remarks made in the 
previous section in connection with the values of the bending moments at 
the bounda~ obtained by using this scheme still holdo Th~s becomes evident 
if the values of the moments M1 and M2 at the boundary presented in Tables 
~ 1 and 12 are compared 0 Also v it is worthwhile to mention that the value of 
M2 at the boundar,y obtained from either the modified or conventional finite 
differences 9 or even from the graded network schemes could not be considered 
satisfactory andv as would be expected v the closest approximation to this 
value can be obtained from the higher order finite=difference schemeo Again v 
this becomes apparent if the values of M2 at the bound~ obtained by each 
of the above mentioned schemes and given in Tables 11 and 12 are compared 0 
4040)0 T~ical Shell Analyzed by Variational Technigues 
Before discussing the solution for the typical shell v the 
procedure involved in the use of the variational techniques to the analysis 
of shallow shells with two opposite edges simply supported and the other two 
fixed subjected to normal loading will be discussedo 
a - Direct Variational Principl~ 
From the statico=geometric analogyv as indicated previously 0 
the boundary conditions for a fixed edge are the same as the boundary con= 
ditions for a free edge with the $ and w interchanged and v replaced by ~ vo 
In view of this 9 a possible set of approximation functions to be used in 
connection with the direct variational principle can be easily obtained by 
interchanging the ~ and w in set I of approximation functions 9 Eq 0 (4 Q 10) v 
introduced for the case of free edge v ioeQ9 




(1 .,., cos 2rtT)) + C1(cos 2fti') <= cos 4nT) + C2(COS 4nl) = cos 6nT) 
+ 
The procedure involved in the application of the direct variational priu= 
ciple follows exactly that outlined in Section 40)0)0 for the case of free 
edges 9 except that approximation functions (4010) are replaced by (4014)0 
b - Lagrange Multiplier Method 
If the two edges ~ =: 0 9 1 are fixed v the necessary boundary 
conditions are those on wv namely 
w =: 0 
= 0 
} at 'l')~O, 1 
If the function w is replaced by expression of the formg 
w = 1: C W sin m 11: ~ 
q q q 
the boundary conditions (4015) can be written in the following formg 
= E C W ( 0) sin m n ~ = 0 
q q q 
gz = ')' 0 W g ( 0) sin m n ~ = 0 ~ q q 
If the approximation functions for w ;> ·W( 1), do not satisfy these 
conditions 9 Eqso (4016) are regarded as constraint conditions 9 and when 
applying the principle of virtual displacements Eq 0 (2058) should be 
modified as follows~ 
where 
= ~ W ( 0) sin m rt~ 6 C q . q q 
z W r ( 0) sin m1t~ 8 C q q q 
consequentlyg the left side of Eqo ()o86b) should be augmented by the 
following two termsg 
1 
2 .r ~ (~) sin mn~ W ( 0) 5 C dl; 
o q q 
1 
2 J L2 (~) sin mn,; W f ( 0) 5 C d~ 
o q q 
The problem then reduces to the solution of the following system 
of j + q + 2 simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the undetermined 
coefficients and the Lagrange multipliers~ 
where 
Left side of Eqo (Ja86a) = 0 
Left side of Eqo (Jo86b) + 2 L1 Wq(O) + 2 L2 W~(O) = 0 
E Cq Wq(O) = 0 q 
E C wt(O) = 0 
q q q 
1 
= Jr L1 = L1(~) sin mn~ d~ 
0 
= I L2(~) sin mn~ d~ L2 = J 
0 
In this case the Lagrange multipliers give the force of reaction 
and the bending moment at the edge respectively a 
In the application of the Lagrange multiplier method to shells 
with two opposite edges fixed 9 the same set of functions used for the case 
of free edges o Eqo (4 0 11)9 has been usedo Again 9 the procedure involved in 
the application of this method is the same as that outlined for free edges9 
except that Eqso (J097) are replaced by Eqso (4~19)0 
Both the direct variational principle and the Lagrange multiplier 
method have been used to analyze the typical shell with two opposite edges 
fixed 0 The results are presented in Table 1)0 Alsop plots for the con= 
vergence of the maximum effects as a function of the total rrumber of approxi= 
mation functions are given in Figo 90 An examination of these plots and of 
Table 1)9 shows that the remarks made in Section 4oJ~3o regarding the 
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solutions obtained for the typical shell with two opposite edges free using 
these techniques hold also for this caseo 
4050 Shells with All Edges Fixed 
4050 1 0 General 
For shells with all edges fixed v a L~vy=type solution 
cannot be obtained and one has to resort to approximate techniques for the 
analysis of these shellso In this section v the modified ~w finite= 
difference scheme and the variational technique using the ~ and w functions 
are investigated" 
The structure analyzed is an elliptic paraboloidal shell with all 
edges fixed 0 The loading is assumed to be uniformly distributed and normal 
to the surface 0 The shell parameters areg 
y = 005 
0:. ::: h R2 = 001579441 
0 V 1 = ),12' a a 
c := 1 00 
v ::: 025 
These parameters p except for the sign of "r 9 are the same as the shell 
parameters of the typical shell considered in the previous sectionso 
405020 Finite=Difference Solutions 
The modified ~=w finite=~ifference solution was obtained 
by applying Eqso (3053) for interior pointsv Eqso (3069) through (3 0 71) 
for points near the edge v and the following ~=equations for points at or near 
the interseotion of the two fixed edgesg 
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N4~ i(Lov2)(~4 + 1) + 2~2(1+V)J 
2p~4 (1+'1) 
N4~ 1 + 4~2 (1+y) + 205f'>4 (l-,hJ 
2 4l 2 2 
0>0 ~ N 2(1+v) + ~ (1=v ) 3 
N4Z (34 + 4132 (1+'1) + 2.5 (1_ h J 
42 2 2 
,.., N (1"" y ) + 2 ~ (1 + Y) 3 
N4l ~(1 = ))2) (f34 + 1) + 2 rf ( 1 + v) J 
<= 2~2N4 t (2+ v) + i' J 
-2N (1"",y) + 4~ 2 ;(1+'.1) j 
~N4 (1= ,.,2) 
lK~ A..W) = 0 
In applying this method to the typical shell described above p the 
shell was divided into 10 intervals in each of the ~ and ~ directionso 
Owing to symmetry, only one-quarter of the shell was consideredo For the 
~rid chosen v the procedure involves the solution of 61 simultaneous algebrai'c 
equations involving as unknowns the values of 4> and w at the pivotal pointso 
Herep there was no way of knowing the accuracy of the resulting 
solution 0 Howevere a study of the results presented in the previous section 
shows that for a grid of the size used in this caseD the accuracy of the 
solution is by no means satisfactory and further improvement of the modified 
finite-difference procedure is neededo To accomplish this 9 the use of the 
higher ~rder approximations at the boundary seems to be p as indicated beforeg 
most expediento 
The application of the higher order approximation scheme to the 
typical shell was carried out by replacing the specialized equations for 
points near the edgeg Eqso (3069) and (307 1 )0 by Eqso (40 13) and (4014)0 A 
solution was obtained using the same square grid described aboveo The results 
are also presented in Table 140 Alsov graphs for both the finite=difference 
schemes are shown in Figo 10 and a pictorial representation of the higher 
order finite-difference solution is given in Figo 110 
.An examination of Table 14 and of Figo 10 shows that the difference 
between the two schemes D as would be expected p is appreciable (especially 
for the moment group where a difference of about 25% exists)o 
405030 Variational Technique 
For the applicatiqn of the direct variational principle 
to the analysis of shells with· all edges fixed v the w and cp functions are 
replaced by expression$ of the for.m~ 
== ~ E A. . t.l· (~) $J' ( 1)) . . lJ 
l. J 
== E E C X (c;)W (1")) 
p q pq p q 
where 9 in this case g the approximation functions for W9 X (~) and W (~)D p. q 
should satisfy the boundary conditions along the edges ~ == 0 9 1 and 1):: Op 19 
respectively" Here the set of approximation functions introduced in the 
previous section 9 Eqo (4014L has been used to approximate the w and ~ 
functionsin both the ~ and 'Y} directions 0 
'iti (s) == 1 + sin~ + cos 2 it~ + sin 31f.; + 000 
<P j ('q) == 1 + sin 1t1) + cos 2 nY) + sin :3 Tt'r} + ,,0 0 
Xp(~) == (1o.,cos 2n~) + (cos 2n~ ""' cos 4'rr~) + (cos 4rt~ = cos 6 n() + <> <> 0 
Vfq ( Tl) == (L."oos 2n'Y1) + (cos 21t'Yl, => cos 4nl1) + (cos 4 Jl11 = cos 6 TIrV + 000 
Substituting these functions into Eqo (3080) and performing the 
integrations v one obtains a set of linear sim~ltaneous algebraic equations 
, 
having as unknowns the undetermined coefficients AUs and errso After solving 
for these coefficients v one can find the displacements and stress resultants 
The results obtained by applying this technique to the elliptic 
paraboloidal shell described before are presented in Table 140 To study 
the convergence p three different solutions were obtained using a total of 
8~ 10 and 12 approximation functions in each directiono These involved the 
solution of 320 50 and 72 linear simultaneous algebraic equationsvrespectively~ 
A study of the results obtained by applying this technique to the 
hyperbolic paraboloidal shell described in the previous section shows that 
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although the resulting deflections are close to the exact, even with a total 
of 12 approximation functions, the moments are somewhat removed from the 
exact valueso It appears on the basis of the numerical solutions obtained 
in the previous sections that among the different methods discussed in this 
section~ the closest approximation to the exact is that obtained using the 
higher order finite-difference schemeo 
v 0 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE BEHAVIOR OF SHELLS 
.5" 1 0 General 
The objective of this part of the study is to proVide information 
which may lead to a better understanding of the behavior of shallow shells 
with various boundar.y conditionso Only the effect of normal loading is 
considered 0 Four parameters are variedg 
R 
i = The curvature ratio r:::..1. 
R1 
11 "'" The shell parameter a. (or a: for the one-dimensional case) 
o 0 
defined by the equation 
h R2 -- 1 h R2 
ao = ~ 1 2'a a' (ao = V za/m alm) 
=V i_v 
iii ~ The side ratio Q (or the effective side ratio ~ for the one~ 
a afm 
dimensional case) 
iv <= Poisson B s ratio ~)J 
A limited number of solutions are presentedo The conclusions drawn therefrom 
are generally of qualitative nature" A more extensive study of the effects 
of various parameters would require much greater number of solutions ~ ',which 
might be obtained from:,the computer programs developed in the course of the 
present study" 
The shells considered are of the same type as those discussed in 
the previous chapter in connection with the stUdy of accuracy and convergence 9 
namelyg 
a = A group of shells with two opposite edges simply supported and 
the other two either simply supported v free or fixedo 
b = A group of shells with all edges fixedo 
-143= 
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For the first group, the effects produced by only the first term 
in a Fourier series expansion of the given loading in the ~~direction is 
consideredC1 For the second group 9 the loading is assumed to be uniform over 
the shell surfaceQ 
In order to be able to compare the stresses resulting from the 
membrane forces with the bending stresses J the following expressions for the 
stresses were adoptedQ 
a ... Shells with Two Opposite Edges SimplY Supported 
i .... Normal StressesQ 
N1 _ M1 
0'1 :::: -+6 -
t h h2 
b R (a/m)2) p 
= (kN 
2 - 6 ~1 sin mn; -+ 1 h h2 0 
= (kN P'~o + 6 ~) Po ~aLm~2 sin mn ~ 1 1 h2 
or, 
0'1 = (k + k ) ~aLm~2 p sin mns <.501) 
t CYN aM h2 0 
b 1 1 
where 
k = kN {17 Cl. O'N 1 0 1 
k :::: 6~ tiM 1 1 
Similarly~ 
<12 :::: (k "+ k ) (aLm~2 Po sin mll ~ ( 502) CYN aM 2 t h 
b 2 2 
ii = Shear stresseso In the same manner as for the normal 




b <= Shells with all Edge s Fixed 
The above expressions for the stresses are modified as followsg 
2 
0"1 ::: (k +: k ) §.... Po 




(k + k ) a Po (5048.=c) CJ2 :::; h2 t erN CTM 
b 2 2 
2 
't12 ::: (k + k ) .§L" P t cr: CfM h2 0 b N12 12 
The output of the computer programs consists of the numerical values of the 
coefficients k and k 
C1'N CiM 
On the basis of the numerical studies with the various finite= 
difference schemes presented in the preceding chapterp the following schemes 
were used in obtaining the solutions presented in this chapterg 
!. => For shells with all edges simply supportedv the modified 
~=w finite=difference scheme with 40 pivotal intervals was usedo 
ii = For shells with two opposite edges simply supported and the 
other two either free or fixed 9 the modified ~=w schemes with the higher 
order approximation at the boundary and with 40 pivotal intervals were usedo 
iii = For shells with all edges fixed v the modified ~=w scheme with 
the higher order approximation at the boundary and with 10 pivotal intervals 
in each direction was used" 
.5" 2" Shells with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported 
The effect of the four shell parameters indicated in the previous 
section on the behavior of elliptic and hyperbolic paraboloidal shells has 
been studied" The shells are assumed to have two opposite edges simply 
supported and the other two either simply supported D free or fixed" Hence= 
forth these shell types will be referred to as class Iv II~ and II19 
respectively" In the following 9 the effect of these parameters will be 
discussed" 
Effect of Ci 0 
o 
This parameter specifies the rlgidi ty and/or 
the shallowness of the shell 0 This becomes apparent if the two component 
R2 h R2 
Parameters v ~ and ~ aim aim pare separated 0 If the second~ ~ p is assumed aim 
to be temporarily fixed and the first is varied v a large value of ;: 
o 




corresponds to a thick shello On the other handv if "':.if::. is fixed and :::-r::: 
aim aim 
is varied g a large value of a corresponds to a very shallow shell (with the 
o 
plate as the limit when a -+ ~) 9 while a very small value of ct corresponds 
o 0 
to a deep shell 0 And since the shell theory used in this study is neither 
applicable to thick shells nor to deep shells v a large value of a will only 
o 
correspond to a very shallow shell D while a very small value of ~ will o 
correspond to a very ithin shell (or membrane) 0 
In view of this p in order to study the effect of ~ on the behavior 
o 
of the shells v solutions were obtained for seven different values of a v 
o 
namely 
Six different shells were considered with the following values of r 
Elliptic Paraboloids Hyperbolic Paraboloids 
For all these shells mc was taken equal to 1 (> 0 and y equal to zero 0 
Numerical values for the distribution of the different effects across the 
midspan (and shearing stresses at the end) for all these shells are presented 
in Table 15 for class Io in Table 18 for class and in Table 21 for class 
addition v plots for the distribution of the different effects for 




in Figso 12 and 13 for class Ip Fi g s () 1 5 and 16 
Q 1 8 and 19 for A1so p curves for the variation 
at the boundary and as a Il.
o 
are 
Q 17 class and in o 20 for 
An examination of the above mentioned table s and figure s 
i ~ As ~o increases v the stresses and displacements increase in the 
For values of a between 005 and 010 the membrane 
o 
stresses start decreasingp but the normal displacement and bending stresses 
continue to increase approaching the corresponding values for a plateo 




occur near the edge for small ~o (except v as will be indicated D 
the hyperbolic paraboloid with y = = 100)0 Also v for y = 0059 100v the 
for small values of (up to a = 0 ) occur at points 
o 
located near the quarter point of the SP~lO 
the maximum effects move towards the centero 
As a increases beyond 0 
o 
For class lID the maximum value of the bending in 
elliptic paraboloids occurs near the boundary for small values of a: 0 Againll 
o 
as (i increases this maximum value moves towards the centero Also D while the 
o 
values of the normal displacement w and the bending stress aM decrease in 
1 
elliptic paraboloids as we move from the boundary towards the centero the 
reverse is true in hyperbolic paraboloidso 
For class III~ as would be expected from the statico=geometric 
analogyv the distribution of the normal stress aN is somewhat similar to the 
1 
distribution of ~M in class 110 
2 
~ = If the corresponding results for elliptic and hyperbolic 
paraboloidal shells are compared 9 one findsg 
For class I p for the same 1"( I and a: 09 the stresses and displace.., 
menta in elliptic paraboloids are smaller than those in hyperbolic paraboloids. 
Removing the simple supports along 'Yj:: 0 9 1 resul ts in reversing this p 
i0609 for class IIv the stresses and displacements in elliptic paraboloids 
are larger than the corresponding ones in hyperbolic paraboloidso However v 
the center effects are larger in the hyperbolic paraboloids than in the 
elliptic paraboloidso This difference is not significant v since center 
effects are smaller than the maximum in both caaeso 
For class IIIv the normal deflection w and the bending stress aM 
1 
are larger in hyperbolic paraboloids than the corresponding ones in elliptic 
paraboloids~ For all the other effects» the reverse is trueo 
iv => Whereas the dominant stresses in the shells of class II are 
the do:m.inan t stresses 
v ~ As iri increases 9 all the stresses and displacements decrease 
in the shells of class I a For class II ~ an increase in lr I resm ts in an 
increase in the displacement w and the bending stresses O"M 0 aM j) O'"M 9 and 
1 2 12 
a decrease in the membrane stresses rr N D Ci N' D cr N 0 For class III D the 
1 2 12 
stresses aN 9 aM 9 ~N increase with an increase in Iy/ v whereas the 
1 2 12 
displacement w and the stresses CiM 9 aN decreaseQ 1 2 
vi = It is of interest to note the peculiar behavior of the 
hyperbolic paraboloidal shell with y :: - 100~ For class Iv this shell 
almost acts like a plate for all values of 0.00 The stresses due to membrane 
forces 9 even for small values of ~ 9 are much smaller than the bending stresses o 
and they tend to decrease rapidly as a: increases 0 For small values of a: 0 
o 0 
removing the simple supports along the edges ~ :: O~ 1 does not affect the 
behaVior of this shell v except for a very small edge zone 0 For class lID 
as ~ increases beyond 001 0 this peculiarity of the behavior is eliminatedo 
o 
Besides j) for me not equal to 1 00 in either class I or lID this peculiarity 
in the behavior does not existo The same thing holds true if the edges 
"Y) :: 0 v 1 are fixed (class III) 0 
vii = The behavior of the shallow sheIla even if it is very shallow v 
is considerably different from that of a plate 0 As an indication of this 
difference» if the shell with y :; 1 00 and a: :; 002 (which may correspond to 
o 
h 1 fo 1 a = 100 ~id a = 8) is considered v one finds that for class Iv the maximum 
deflection is apprOXimately 1 per cent of the corresponding deflection of a 
plate and the maximum bending stress crM is about 5 per cent of that of a 2 
square plateo For class IIv the center deflection is about one=third of the 
corresponding value of a plate v and for class III it is 2 per cent of that 
of a plateo The situation considered in (vi) is a signifi~ant exception 
to the general behavioro 
An indication of the effect of the edge restraint on the center 
deflection is shown in Figo 2ip where variation of the center deflection as 
a function of~ is shown for the three classes of shells and for the two 
o 
different structures with r = ± O~:j 0 
the boundary conditions do not depend on PoissonRs ratio (eogoj) for simply 
supported edges)p it is possible to transform the solution from one value 
of Poisson's ratio to anothero In other words» if the solution is given for 
a value of Poissonws ratio equal to Yo it is possible to find the solution 
for another value of Poisson g s ratio (equal to A.) 0 In order to perform. this 
transformation v the effects of change of Poissonis ratio on the stresses and 
displacements must be studied 0 In the following development it will be 
2 
assumed that the shell parameters mc 0 y j) f3 remain unchanged 0 The quanti ties 
corresponding to a value of Poissonffs ratio equal to ~ will be denoted by 
the superscript A9 those without superscript refer to a value of Poissonas 
ratio equal to y <> 
i = stress Function ~ 
It is convenient to define a quantity k$v a dimensionless 
measure of the stress function by 
An examination of this expression and of Eqso (2025) v shows that 4> is 
independent of Poissonis ratio v ioe0 9 
~A:; 4> (.5 0 5) 
* The development made in this section applies also to shells loaded in 
their plane 9 provided the tangential loading components are constantso 
~i = Membrane stress Resultants 
From (505) and (2027)9 it follows that 
.).. 
N1 ::::: N1 
NA ::::: N2 2 
A 
N12 ::::: N12 
i oe Q v the membrane stress resultants are independent of Poissonis ratioo 
iii = Normal Displacement w 
Again p it is convenient to define a dimensionless measure of 
Now v from Eqso (2025) it is obvious that k is independent of Poissonffs 
w 
ratio <) Therefore p 
orv 
iv = Curvature Changes and Twist 
It is easy to verify thatg 
wA ::::: D (,5 c9a=c) -w 
vXX nf., 9XX 
wA. ::::: D wA. ::: D 
"""""'" 1fT ........" '!;;T 
vyy DA vYY vxy OA. VXY 
v ~ Bending and Twisting Moments 
Using Eqso (208)9 it is possible to write the bending moments 
corresponding to a value of Poisson's ratio equal to A as followsg 
If Eqso (208) are solved for w and w v theng pXX 9yy 
1 (M "" 'Y My) w =: tXX D( 1_ y2) x 
<.5011) 
1 (M .... VMx) w = 
,yy D( 1_))2) Y 
Therefore v with the aid of (.5010) and (.5012) the bending moments correspon~ 
ding to A.. can be written in terms of those corresponding to y as followsg 
In a similar manner p it is possible to arrive at a similar 
expression for the twisting moments v namelyg 
vi = Transverse Shearsg 
The transverse shears corresponding to a value of Poissongs 
ratio equal to A can be written as follows [using Eqso (2~9)]g 
Q~ :::: nA (\1 2 wA) gX 
QA 
-
<= DA (V2 wA..) 
2 vy 
Using (509L it follows thatg 
Q} :::: "'" D err w) ~X 
:: 0.1 
and v QA :::: "" D (tf w) ,y 2 
:::: Q2 
ioe0 9 the transverse shears are independent of Poissonus ratio 0 
It is important to note that Eqso (507) through (5016) are 
identical with the corresponding equations for a plate p ioe0 9 the effect of 
Poisson's ratio on the moment group of a normally loaded shallow shell is 
the same as its effect on the moment group of a plate 0 
In terms of numerical results v solutions were obtained for the 
three classes of shells using two different values of Poissongs ratio v namely 
* v) :::: 0 15 and v == 030 9 for the six different values of y indicated previously 
(y :: ± 0059 ± 1009 ± 200)0 For all these shells me was taken equal to 100 
and eto was taken equal to 001 0 The results are presented in Table 17 for 
class Iv in Table 20 for class II and in Table 23 for class 1110 It should 
be noted that the values of ~N presented in these tables are not directly 
The case of v :::: 0 for these shells was presented in Table 15(d) for class Iv 
in Table 18(d) for class II and in Table 21(d) for class IIIo 
the membrane stresses v but the stress coefficients k defined by Eqs (5 01 )9 
erN 
k ::; ~ 
O"N 
Since for the case of simply supported edges (class I) kN is independent 
k 
cr: No 0 l,J 
yO' 
P' 
which can be easily verified from the values of k presented in Table 170 
erN 
AlSOg using this table v it is possible to verify the expressions presented 
in this section for the shells of class 10 In summaryg 
a = The values of k are independent of Poissonus ratioo 
iN 
b ~ The values of the bending and twisting moments can be trans= 
formed from one v'alue of PoissonITs ratio to another by using Ec;tso (.5013) 
c = The values of membrane stress coefficients k can be 
O"N 
transformed from one value of PoissonRs ratio to another using Eqo 
5020)0 Effect of mco Solutions were obtained for the six 
structures described before for two different values of mov namelyv 
* me = 005 and 2000 The results are presented in Table 16 for class Iv in 
Table 19 for class lID and in Table 22 for class 1110 Although these 
solutions do not provide a complete picture of the effect of the shell 
parameter me on the behavior the shell v they do show the general trends 
of variations of the stresses and di.splacements with varyi.ng mc 0 Tw"o 
Again v the case of mc = 100 was presented in Table 15(d) for class Iv 
in Table 18(d) for class II and in Table (d) for class IIIo 
remarks may be of interest in connection with the above considerationso The 
first concerns the peculiar behavior of the hyperbolic paraboloidal shell 
with y = = 100 in classes I and 110 As indicated previouslyv for values of 
me different from 100v this peculiarity of behavior does not existo 
The second remark is the fact that for mc = 005 (long shells)v 
the maximum values of the normal stresses and displacements in shells of 
class I occur at the centero As mc increases v the points of maximum effects 
move from the center towards the edge v and a general oscillatory character 
of these effects developsa 
50 30 Shells with All Edge s Fixed g 
The effect of a on the six different structures described in the 
o 
previous section v namely r = ± 0 <> 59 ± 1 00 and ± 2 a 0 V has been studied 0 The 
shells are assumed to have a square planform and all the edges are assumed 
to be fixed 0 The loading is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the 
shell surface 0 The same range of a. values considered in the previous 
o 
section has been taken v namely 
Plots for the variation of the different effects at the boundary 
and the center as a function of a are sho~~ in Figo 22a These plots give 
o 
a clear indication of the significant difference between the behavior of a 
plate and of that of a very shallow sheIla That this is indeed so can be 
shown by considering the shell with "(:= '100 and a = 001 (which can be in·ter= 
o 
o h 1 fo 1 preted as correspond~ng to a = 100 and =a = 40)0 The center deflection for 
this shell is only about 40 per cent of the corresponding value for a plate 0 
Also v the maximum bending stre ss at the boundary is about half the corras= 
pending value for a plateo 
5040 Conclusions and Recommendations for Further study 
50401 0 Conclusions 
The study of the different variants of the finits=difference 
method shows that p for the same accuracyv some of the finite=difference 
schemes involve much smaller amount of work than otherso For exampleD the 
use of the ¢-w finite=difference scheme leads v for the same accuracyv to a 
smaller number of simultaneous algebraic equations than are involved in the 
modified u=v-w schemeo This advantage may be partially offset by the great 
care required in treating some of the boundary conditions in the ¢bw scheme 
(eog0 9 fixed edge)o However 0 in such cases the use of the statico=geometric 
analogy provides a useful guide 0 
Also v on the basis of this study' it appears that for the case of 
free or fixed edges v the use of the higher order finite=difference expressions 
at the boundary leads to a significant improvement in accuracy at the expense 
of a ver.y small increase in worko 
The study of the variational techniques shows that the use of the 
trigonometric functions in connection with the Lagrange multiplier method 
leads to results that are very nearly exact v even with a small number of the 
approrimation functions 9 provided that stresses and displacements do not 
have sharp variations or singularitieso In such cases v the amount of 
computational work involved in the use of this method is much smaller than 
that involved in any of the variants of the finite=difference methodo 
As would be expected v the behavior of shallow shells is f01lnd to 
be veFff sensitive to the ~upport conditiono Alsov is found that as the 
shell becomes shallower v the bending stresses increaseo Howeverv even for a 
very shallow shell (the rise=to=span ratio of the order of 1 or 1/40) 
the stresses and deflections are smaller than the corresponding ones 
of a plateo 
504020 Recommendations for Future stu~ 
Among the many subjects that call for further investigation 
in the field of shallow shells are the determination of the limits of 
applicability of the theory of shallow shells v and the application of the 
modified finite~difference method and the variational technique to shells 
with edge beams and with other realistic boundary conditionso Moreoverg the 
analysis of shallow shells subjected to tangential loading (eogop prestressing 
forces) 0 of shells with holes g and of shells subjected to thermal stresses 
deserves attention 0 
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TABLE 10 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE= 
DIFFERENCE METHODS 
Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Shell with Curved Edge~ All Edges 
Simply Supported 
Lewy Using 
type Using up v~ w as ullakn.owns <pp w ~.s 
s(QJlu= CiQirllventional MethiQid MiQidified MethlDd unknowns 
tion n ~ 10 n § 20 n Q 40 n ffi 10 n § 20 n ~ 40 n ~ 40 
Values iQif kw in the expression for w ~ kw, x 10=4 X Pro ,"~~r1 Sin mn'; 
D' 
o (] 
0 0 1 =1 <;i4H1 
0,,2 =2.,454 
0 0 3 =3,,085 
0,,4 =30408 
0,,5 =3 0 505 
OJ 
= n965 
=1 0 611 
c,20123 






=3 0 071 
=3<1>164 
o 
=1 0 311 
=.2<:>385 
=3,,002 
=3 0 320 





=3 0 303 
=3 0 393 

















=2 0 380 

































































in the expression for M1 8 
















































=3 Q 382 =3,,404 
























=2 Q 453 
=30083 











=1 0 811 
=2,,110 
=2,,297 



















03921 Q 3928 











TABLE 20 CONVERGENCE QF SOLUTIONS BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE= 
DI FFERENCE ME'THODS 
Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Sbell with Curved Edges; Two Opposite 
Edges Simply Supported and tbe Remaining Free; Load ~ =Po Sinn ~ 




Using u, v, • 3S unknowns tp) w a.s 
unknowns, 
n :3 40 
Conventional Method Modified Metbod 
tion n n §5 10 n ~ 20 n §5 40 
Val ues IOf k. in the expression flOr 'W :s kw x 10=4 x Po (a~m) 4 Sin m n ~ 
o 30397 06413 10847 
















=4 0 622 




(L 5 =110083 
=30301 
=30996 
=4 0 234 
=5 0 552 =7 0 158 =7 0 678 =7 0 936 =8 0002 =8 0 006 
=6 0 996 =9 0 122 =90862 =10,,182 =100265 =100210 
=7,,458 =9.810 =10 0 625 =10,,969 =11,,058 =11 0 064 
o 5 0 601 




005 =2 0 792 
3 0 395 40587 
10623 20133 
0264 ,,230 
= 0720 =1,,113 
=10332 =10935 
=10541 =20215 
o 0 00 
001 = 02259 = 02413 = 01988 
002 = 07136 = 07373 = .7060 
003 =1.226 =10191 =10224 
0.4 =1 0598 =1.494 =1.590 












=2 0 690 
5 0 421 









=2 0 452 
=2,,785 





=2 0 786 
o 0 000 
= .2135 = 02446 = 02312 = .2275 = 02275 
= .7085 = .7245 = .7163 = .7145 = .7144 
=1.226 =10225 =10225 ~1.226 =10226 
=1.601 =1 0590 =1.595 =10598 =1.598 
=1 0736 =10723 =10730 =1.132 =10133 
Values of kMl in the expression for Ml 
o = .3143 = .0593 = .1109 = .2629 
~ kMl x 10=2 x Po (a/m)2 Sin m n ~ 














































.0785 .0761 00752 .0752 
.5866 06003 06035 .6038 
10033 10065 10074 10074 
1.328 1.373 1.385 1.386 
1.431 1.480 1 0493 10493 
~ k M2 x 10 = 2 x p (\) (a / m;2 Sin m 1t c; 





















TABLE 30 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTKONS BY FKNITE=DIFFERENCES USING UNIFORM 
AND GRADED NETWORKS 
JH[yperbolic P3Iraboloidal Shell with Curved Edges; Two Opposite 
Edges Simply SupPOlrted and the Fres 9 LOlad g =Po Sin 1C 1; 
~ =005 § 0015794 
Valuss of k. in tbe expression for w § x 
o 30397 





















=9 0 971 
=100749 
5 0 741 







=4 0 595 
=7 0 959 
=100210 
=lQ0999 





















=7 0 899 
=10 0 148 
=100935 
5.393 







in the expression for N2 = kN2 x 
o 0 0 0 0 
001 = .2259 = 02210 = .2264 = .2262 
0.2 = .1136 = .7156 = 07141 = .7138 
0.3 =1.226 =1.229 =1.226 =1.226 
0.4 =1.598 =1.603 =1.599 =1.599 







1 0 496 























=1 0 754 






1 0 473 
3~354 
= 0679 
=4 0 641 
=8 0 009 
=1(L301 
=110103 
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TABLE 40 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE= 
DIFFERENCE METHODS 
Hyperbolic Paraboloidal 'Shell with Curved Edges; Two Opposite 
Edges Simply Supported and the Remaining Free; Load §l =Po Sin n ~ 
me §l 1.,0 Y ;::; =100 V §l 0 0.0 '25 001 
Using u, v, w as unknowns 
'Y'j Conventional Method Modified Method 
n :;; 10 n ;::; 20 n ;::; 40 n i5 10 n i5 20 n i5 40 
fa/m}4 
Val ues IOf kw to the expression for w '25 kw x 10=4 x Po =1),. ~D= Sin m 11 .; 
0 = 0185 = 0380 ~ 0705 = .646 = 0969 =10072 (= 1.108)* 
0.1 =1.037 =20995 =60464 -10.414 =10 0678 =10 0805 
0.2 =10808 =50436 =110891 =19.471 =19 08Q1 =19.994 
0,3 =2.414 =70380 =16,237 =26.701 =27" 105 =27 0361 
0,4 -2.799 -8.622 =19,016 =31.338 =31, =320076 
0.5 =20930 =9.048 =19.971 =320934 =330391 =33 0697 (=330817) 
Values of kN in the expression for N1 i5 k x Po R2 Sin m H ~ Nl .~ 1 
0 1 .. 495 30071 5 0827 60270 8.243 8 0991 <+ 90263) 
0.1 '0689 ,761 0797 0856 0833 ,,825 
0.2 0257 0037 = 0384 = 0,606 = .,801 = 0887 
0.3 - 0039 = 0298 = 0699 =10126 =10164 =1,182 
0.4 = 0229 = 0528 = .957 =10463 =10466 =1.469,;: 
005 = 0296 = 0614 =10066 =10591 =1,,597 =10604 (= 10606) 
Values of kN2 in the expression for N2 
'25 kN x Po R2 Sin m Tt l; 2 
OJ <» 0 0 0 0 0 
001 = 0291 = Q229 = 0241 = 03D9 = 0290 = 0285 
002 = 0662 = 0669 = 0685 = 0103 = 0700 = 0702 
003 = 0948 = 0999 =10026 =10031 =10036 =10040 
0,4 =10 ISO =10208 =10244 =10260 =1,,258 =10261 
005 =10194 =10281 =10320 =10339 =10336 =10339 
Val ues (Dlf kM1 in the expres§ion for Ml s kM1 x 10=2 x Po (a/m»2 Sin m 1t ~ 
OJ 00183 00375 .0696 .0638 00956 01058 ( 01(94) 
0.1 ,,1023 02956 0638 10028 10054 10066 
0.2 01185 05365 10114 109?'), 10954 10973 
0.3 02383 07284 1 060.2 20635 2,,675 2 0700 
0.4 02762 08509 10811 30093 30137 30166 
005 02892 08930 10971 30250 30296 30326 
Values of kM2 in the expression for M2 i5 kM2 x 10=2 x Po (a/m}2 Sin m 1l l; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.1 .D802 .1712 .310 .710 .565 ,,506 
0.2 01659 .5052 10110 1,827 1.853 10869 
0.3 .2211 .7078 1.582 2.593 20647 2.679 
0.4 02529 08201 10838 30041 30087 30117 
0 05 02634 08577 10923 30192 30235 30264 
*Extrapolated value 
TABLE 5", CONVERGENCE OF SOLU'JrIONS BY FJINITE=DIFFERENCES USING UNIFORM 
AND GRADED NETWORKS 
Rype~bo1i~ Pa~~bo1oidal Shell wit~ Curved Edges; Two OPPOSite 
Edges Simply Suppo~ted and the Remaining Free; Load 8 =Po Sinni 
m~ C/ 1 0 ()J Y §5 = 1 <> (] V 83 0 8 '" 0 15'794: 
Higher Order Approximation 
"f1 n = 10 n § 20 n §l 40 
= 0932 
=10 0 536 
=19 0 622 
=26 0 913 
=31 0 590 
=33 0 200 
=1 0 079 





=1 0 097 
=l(L 770 
=19 0 920 
co270260 
=31 0 959 
=33 0 513 






















1 0 040 
1,,931 
2 0 656 
3,,118 
3.,271 















2 0 684 
3,,)l41 
3" 30'1 





2 Q 613 




























1 0 859 
2 0 610 
3~106 
Grad.ed Network 
Scheme I Scheme XI 
=4 (alm)4 ~ 
































=20 0 006 
=21 0 350 
=32,,103 









=1 0 0)41 
"",]Lo 268 
=1,,348 















TABLE 6 0 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTJrONS B'll' CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFJIED FJINITE 
DIFFERENCE METHODS 
Elliptic Pilltralb«:»loidilltl Shell with Curved Edges 9 T'lIt!'o Opposite 
Edges Simply Supported and the Remaining Free Load g =Po Sinn~ 
mre :;;: 2 0 0 r~:;;:,-200 ' y ~ 0 Cil!) g 0 01 
'lit!' as unknown s 
~ C~nwentionilltl Method Modified Method 
n -g -10 n ~ 20 n = 4l(t) n § 10 n ~ 20 
Val ues of·.~ in the expressi.on f«:!!' w 
o =121~497 =110~519 =1010283 
. ('a/m) 4 
§ ~ x 10=4 x Po ~~ 
Ol 01 = 80.,..3-51 
0 0 2 = 5~L705 
003 = 30 0 101 
004 = 290230l 
0 0 5 = 2tL581 
= 72;;"569 
= 48 Q 416 
= 33 0 970 
= 26 0 31'8 
= 23 0 928 
=--66;;;"5'64 
= 44 0 404 
= 31 0 151 
= 24,,132 
= 21,,939 
= 94i353 = 92 0 £72 
=-~loS85 = 60 0 713 
= 410447 = 40 0 544 
= 290199. = 28 0 474 
= 220701 = 220Q78 
= 20~669 = 20 0 080 
Values of kNl in the expression for HI = 
o 3 0 027 7.831 15 0 532 
001 = 22,,673 
002 = It,i22 





31 0 485 
21,,950 
16,,801 



















1 0 931 
5 0 300 
3 0 121 
2,,885 
2 9 623 
100908 

















6 0 510 
4L,383 
























§ kMl x 10=2 x Po ~ 
9,,312 9 0 146 
60108 5,,992 
4~091 
2 .. 882 
2,,240 
2 0 040 




Sin m 11. ~ 
= 92,,365 
= 60 0 669 




















1 0 915 
in the of M2 :;;: kM x 10=2 x 
.2 ~i8l./m).2 Sin m n. ~ 
o 






3 Q 622 
2,,664 























1 0 991 
1 0 401 
1,,086 
0 981 
3 0 094 
1",992 
1 0 398 
1,,083 
0 984 
TABLE 1" CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY FINITE=DIFFERENCES USING UNIFORM 
AND GRADED NETWORKS 
El1ipti~ Paraboloidal Shell wi tTrn Ctllrved Edges;; TW(QJ Opp<Olsi te 
FtrlhY'ft,S Slmply SupP((ilrfr:ed Aln!'i the Remainirng Freeg LO,Q,d l'§ =Pg Sln 1l ~ 
m~ = 2" 0 Y = 2" 0 'hi = 0 do = 0 0 1 
Htghl3T Order Approximation Graded Net\'~(Q)1"k 





0 .. 4 
0,,5 






























Values of kl\T in the expression for N1 ;;;;kN x Po R2 Sin m n S 1 1 

































= 2 0 919 


















2 0 821 
2,,192 
1 0 994 
o 
= 3,,038 
= 2 0 010 






































5 0 980 
30971 
2,,802 



















2 Sirl! m n. ~ 
9 0 121 
5 0 919 
3,,981 
2 0 191 
2 0 110 
1,,916 







TABLE 80 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUES. 
JH(YJPlerboli\C P:a.ri8l.b(QJllOidal Shell 'With Curved Edges;; Two Opposi te 
Edges Simply SUPP(QJrted and the Remaining Free; Load 8 =Po Sin R ~ 
me § laO y g =(L5 \I El =025 iio B (0015794 





approximation functions approximation functions 
N § 8 N 8 10 N g 12 
o 3 0 397 
OJol 0661 
002 = 410635 
0l,,3 =8,,021 
004 =100289 












11 0 011 
3 0 390 
?663 
= 4,,635 
= [L 021 
=-10" 287 




= 7 0 994 








Values of kNl in the expressi(QJn f(QJr Nl § kNl x Po R2 Sin m rr E 
o 5 0 601 4,,905 5.,051 5 Q 136 5 0 102 5 0 534 
0,,1 ~o59)1 
0,,2 0188 
0,,3 =1 0 471 
0,,4 =204\59 




=2 Q 535 
=2",614 




















V~lu~s @f kN in the expressi(QJn f(QJr N2 g kN x p~ Sin m n ~ 2 e2J 2 "'" ';. 
o 000 
= ,,2259 ,,2219 .,2256 
= ,,1136 01152 01135 Q1130 
=10226 = 10227 = 1 0 226 = 1 0 226 
=1 0 598 = 1 0 600 = 10598 = 1 0 598 
=1 0 733 = 10732 = 1 0 734 = 10733 
V~lue~ ~f kMl in the 
o ,,3JL43 03889 
10 0746 
10 61044 
1 0 076 
1~388 























= 10234 = 10225 
= 1,,599 = 1 0 597 










1 10 080 
1 0 390 
1 0 491 
30396 
,,661 














= 1 0 598 
= 10733 




1 0 016 
10387 
1 0 497 
Va1ue~ ~f kM~ in the expressi(QJn f@r M~ g kM2 x 10=2 x P~ ( 2 Sin m n ~ 
o ,OJ 03020. 010142 00272 03113 ,,1005 00255 
001 ,,0544 01373 00674 00411 01334 00128 00508 
002 07018 06890 06712 ?1039 06921 96192 07042 
0,,3 1 0 335 10280 10350 1 0 335 10283 1?349 1 0 336 
004 1 0 745 10149 1015~ 10741 10747 1 0 751 '10141 
1 0 883 1 0 864 1 0 888 1 0 924 1,,865 1,,888 
TABLE 8 
0 
0 0 1 = 
0 0 2 = 


























C(Ql,{VERtGENCE OF SOJLUJrKONS BY VARIATJIONAJL TECIH!NJIQ1LllES 
U§ing set JI <of 
app~~ximati~n fUIr1l~ti~Ir1ls 
in the exp~e§si@D for 
12 
OJ (}) ()) 
= 1,,296 = 1 0 295 = 1,,289 
= 10102 = 1,,691 = 1,,698 
<= 1 ",481 = 1,,481 = 1,,415 
,,832 0843 ,,845 
0 0 ()) 
in the! exp~es§iCOlJrll f(()l~ 
,,9463 ,,9501 = 09516 
,,9600 ,,9569 = ,,9590 
,,8802 ,,8906 = ,,8905 
,,6847 ,,6858 = ,,6836 
03773 ,,3618 = ~3104 





llising set JIJI 6Jf 
app~~ximati~n functi~Ir1l~ 








1 0 736 = 1 0 695 = 1 0 696 
1,,416 = 1~473 = 1,,417 
,,809 0846 .0842 
0 0 (] 
X (( 2 CO~ m 1t ~ 
09442 ,,9529 09531 
09602 09578 09596 
08803 08906 ,,8906 
06838 ,6851 ,,6836 
,,3163 03619 ,,3103 
0 OJ (11 
TABLE 9~ CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FXNITE= 
DIFFERENCE METHODS 
Hyperboli~ Parabol~idal Shell ~ith Curved Edges; T~o Opposite 
Simply Supported and the Remaining Fixed; Load § = P Sinn ~ o ';; 
type Using ti, V9 W as unknowns ~, w as 
solu= Conventional Method Modified Method unknowns 
tion n g 10 n § 20 n g 40 n ~ 10 n ~ 20 n R 40 n ~ 40 














































in the expression for N1 ~ kN
1 
x Po R2 Sin mn~ 
o -.2468 -01894 =~2314 =02432 -,,2418 =,,2411 ~~2469 
OQl =01410 -00869 =01245 =a1361 =Q1211 =,,1349 =,,1394 
OQ2 =Q0196 ,,0093 =00096 =00110 =Q0131 =~0114 ~Q0191 
















































































=,,0023 =.? 0031 
,,0207 '10201 



























Values of EM in the expression for M2 
2 











































TABLE 10" CI01TIvERGENCE lOll' SOLU"lKON BY FINITE=lDlIFFERENCES USING Ul~IFORM 
AND GRADED NETWORKS 
Hyperb~li~ Paraboloidal Shell ~ith Curved Edges p Two 0 posite 
Edge~ Simply Supp~rted and the Remaining Fixed p Load 9 =Po Sin ~ ~ 
m~ ~ 1,,0 Y :5 =0,,5 V §l 0 0 25 g; ",015794 
type 
solutioI'll 
Higher Order Approximation 
at Boundary 
I'll g 10 n ~ 20 I'll g 40 
Graded Net~l.\)rk 
S~heme 1 Scheme lIt 




















0 0 5 
° 0,,1 




















































in the expression for 
o 
001 
0 0 2 
































































































































TABLE 110 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODKFIED FKNKTE= 
DKFFERENCE METHODS 
Elliptic Paraboloidal Shell with Curved Edges; Two Opposite 
Edges Simply Supported and the Remaining Fixed; Load q =Po Sin n ~ 
y §l 0 
USing up vp v as -unknowns 
CODventional Method Modified Method 
n ~ 10 n ~ 20 n g 40 n g 10 D §l 20 n §l 40 



























= .. 0636 
=,,0650 
Values of kN in the exp~ession for Nl ~ 
1 
kN1 x Po R2 Sin mrr~ 
o 0 0 0 












































Values of kMl in tbe expression for Ml 
o 0 0 0 
0,,1 00037 ,,0038 Q0038 
0 0 2 ,,0050 ,,0050 ,,0050 
003 ,,0058 ,,0058 nOG58 
(L4 00063 ,,0063 ~0063 
,,0064 ,,0064 ,,0064 























































~ kM1 x 10=2 x Po (a/m)2 Sin mn~ 
000 























2 Sin m 1t- ~ 






TABILE 12 0 COJ::~VERGENCE OF SOLUfJION'S BY FJINJITE=DJIFFERENCES USJING 1UNJIFORM 










0 0 2 
0 0 3 
OQ4 
(L5 
Ellipti~ ParablQlllDiidal Shelll with CUlrved Edlge§lD T'm!'@ te 
Simply Supp\DJlrtedl and! Itlhle RilWHHadning FiJKsd;; lLcOl8dt i:5 Sin T\,k; 
Higher Order Approximation 




































































































































2 StEll m It ~ 






TABLE 13" CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS ~SING VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
JH[:J!perbliJllic; Pcarab<Olloidal Shell '\llfi tlhl Curved Edgeg;.; T't~(Ql OppO!si te 
Edges Simply Supported and ~lhle Remaining Two Fixed; 
Load g =Po Sinn~ me § 1 0 0 Y § = 0 0 5 
y g 0025 ao g 0015794 
Levy 






























Values cof kM 1 
0 =004161 
Ool =00032 




Values cof kM2 
0 =,,1843 


























in t!h\e exprell3lSJiorru 
=~9~66 =,,9869 
= ,,,9,BS8 =09868 
=09121 =,,9128 
= o 956(!) =,,9562 
=,,94141 =>,,9442 
=,,94100 =,,9401 































o 0l,500 ,,0553 
,,0191 ,,0195 
,)J8B1 ,,081S 



























f(iJllf Ml kM1 x 10=2 x POl (( 
"--'" 0318 =,,0345 c-:",,, 04129 
,;",,0024 =00085 =00040 
,,0196 ,,0209 00216 
00349 ,,0381 ,,0340 
00429 ,,0425 00422 
,,0445 ,,0424 ,,0459 
for M2 ~ kM2 x 10=2 x POl 
(=o1891~ ~=" 
=01511 =01380 =01116 
=r,>()J325 =,,0548 =00389 
,,0151 Q()J209 ,,0232 
,,0411 ,,0524 ,,03S1 
1I05()J6 .. 0486 ,,0480 
,,0492 ,,0411 ,,0545 
FlUlnc;tiCC»Jl1I.iSl Q 








































































Using set KK of 
approximation function~ 


















ValuliElis tDlf EM in the expressilQ)n foJr' M12 :;; 1\:M12 x 
12 
x PIQ) ( .2 811m m R ~ 







































TABLE 14~ COWifERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUE AND METHOD OF 
FINITE DIFFERENCES 
or 
E11ipti~ Pa~ab©1~ida1 Shell ~ith All Edge~ Fixed p Subje~ted to 
Unif@rm No~mal L@ading 
Modified Finite Differen~es 
CtOlnventional lHflgtier Order 
Variati@nal Meth@d Boundary Ap~roximation 
N ~ 8 N g 10 N 8 12 F«:prmula «:PD W f«:pr w at Boundary 
----------------------------------------------------
Values of k in the expres~i~n fo~ w ~ 
w 
x 10=4 a 4 








01 0 1 
01 0 2 


















0 0 2 
003 
0 0 4 





0 0 4 

















































































































'lABILE 14 ~CoJriltiK11ue(n" CON\v:ERtGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY VARIATIONAL TEClHlNIQUE 
AND METHOD OF FINITE DIFFERENCES 
oX' . 










0 0 3 =,,121OJ 



































































Conventional Higher Order 
FiQlrmula on w for w at Boundary 






=" 7552. =07579 
Al(ong the Line .; § 0.,5 
=,,6955 =06834 
=,,7133 =0 1058 




ftQlJr' M1 ;;;:: z 10=2 x 
Al<Olng the LiThe 'Y) "'" 0,5 
=" 2(111.6 =03242 
00443 =,,0166 












TABLE 14 (Continued) 0 CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUE 
AND METHOD OF FINITE DIFFERENCES 
~ Modified Finite Differences Conventional Higher Order 
or 
Variational Method Boundary Approximation 
'll N ~ 8 N ;:;; 10 N ~ 12 Formula on w for w at Boundary 
Values of kM in the expression for M2 ~ EM x 10""'2 x Po a 2 2 2 
a) Along the Line ,'rl :$ 0,,5 
0 =o049~ -.00560 =,,0595 =,,0504 =,,0810 
0,,1 =,,0092 ,,0133 ,,0041 ,,0086 ,,0024 
0,,2 ,,0031 ,,0119 ,,0010 00068 ,,0095 
003 =,,0141 ,,0091 =,,0036 0 ,,0030 
<LA =,,0104 =",0001 ='10062 =,,0022 0 
0,,5 =,,0161 ,,0058 =,,0098 =,,0024 =00005 
b} Along the Line ~ 8 0,,5 
0 = .. 1388 =01560 = .. 1594 =,,1532 =02121 
0 01 =,,0221 <1&1",0025 =00011 .. 0093 "',,0125 
0.,2 ,,0516 ,,0472 ,,0375 ,,0392 ,,0398 
0 .. 3 00219 00374 00286 .. 0226 !ll0214 
0,,4 00089 ,,0036 ,,0052 0.0043 ,,0013 
005 =,,0161 ,,0058 =,,0098 =,,0024 =00005 
UIDlU Jl~)o JEi:WlJE©il" OJr O<@ OlNJ ~AJL1UfJE~ (Qll is\l"R~~~!iS AJID 1DJ:n:~F1kA~lE~JN!~S.(~Nll1JLIFT:n:lC ANI» lHIl'lF)IU(Q)l1Jr~ FAll)r,)&O!l1iOJIDAlL 
SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORtED 
P § c,o Po Sin m 7t S m© ~ 1 0 0 
fa/m}4 \\" Sin mi't D ) w ~ kw x x 
fS"Nz 2 kn-N2 ~2 W~j) Sin III "'> 
=, x 10 x Po b 
Jt~f 
,g,"2 trM2 
y § OJ ~= w formulation with N ~ 4~ 
~ 1 c 
Co 
k"Nl '2 




k"N12 e2 ~a/~ Cos l!lIJ<$ ~ x 10 x Po h 
k'1112 
~ k~Nl Hyperboli~ Paraboloids * *_ 1k~1 k6j;f2 kGR2 kElN12 kG-M12 kw 
ElliD.-tLc_P a rabo loids 
kw k~N1 k~Ml k6NZ k6k2 kGM12 k~_12 
a) ~ g 0001 
y g =005 Y ~ 0.5 
(\) 0 (() (() (() 0 g; Q 1916 o (())213 0 0 0 ~ 0 =01262 0014(0 
0025 ';;;' ""'0 °0' c~181 =00018 °01089 00011 =00099 01017 =01177 0006(0) 
~OO61 
" 
90121 =00026 =01542 00016 =.0191 0071«» = r> 1055; 00(004 
0015 = 00«J)11 01112 0«J)046 = 1 =02239 00087 =00027 0 01552 00016 =00274 002131 = =00011 
010 = 00089 00052 = o (1J181 co 0 2299 .0072 =00025 =01393 00015 =. 00029 =.0824 =0(0)019 
015 "" 0(0)101 =o004«) 00063 =01024 00(QJ86 = 00058 =o002~ =01lO70 00012 =0041@ oo005~ = 
,,2(QJ 
"'" 00121 =0(0178 0(1)(QJ12 = 0(1))(0)94 = 0 2230 0 0043 °00011 =00866 olO010 = =00020 °00501 =00008 
00139 ""0 0({](QJ82 = oD(QJ62 = 00019 =oO(QJ14 =00610 00008 = =00009 =00283 ~00O(QJ4 
00146 = 0(QJ(QJ31 '"'0 00006 = =00472 oOO(QJ7 =o(QJ164 =00007 =00121 =00002 
oSlO "" =03293 o (\))(Ql81 = otDi@18 0 (Ql =00012 =b0429 olO001 =00785 ·00006 (0) Q 
Y ~ ",,100 r g 100 
(() «) «) 0 0 (0 =" 190323 (() fO 0 10 0 =00869 oO(QJS(QJ 
"" 20 00324, 10518 "" 10 =0482 190200 ~o0001 =00134 00004 =olO068 00459 ~o0811 00014 
005lO = 50109 30026 °00755 30 UL961 =olO009 =0(QJ899 000lO5 =00132 o. ({]181 = «) 
olO15 = 10624 "'" 40515 =01133 ,tL516 = 0607 =08009 =00844 olO005 =00190 00021 =00674 =00001 
o U}) =1({]o092 = 0 089~, 50916 ""01510 50 180137 =00008 ~o0761 oDO(QJS = =00011 =00641 =Q~OOl 
015 <C 0826 = <> 8018«:» = 80115 <=0 16" ~00008 =00664 00005 = 0 00001 =00506 0 
020 =190195 ""02680 110 110 150182 0 0 00108 =00589 00005 =010411 0 °00411 0 
030 ",260419 o 0 411~1 150645 =o4((]91 15,,636 o,,:l95 140 ""0101008 ""010480 010005 =0105210 0 ""0 0 
50241 =QOIO(QI8 =00418 001005 0 00581 0 "".0111 0 





TABLE 15. (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
,HfPERBOLIC-PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS- WITH ALL EDGES SIHPLY SUPPORTED 
'? 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw kOMI k6JM k~2 k~2 k~12* k6j{12* kw kGN1 k~ k~2 k~ kGN 12 k6j1 1 1 :2 12 . 
a) 0(0 ;;. 0001 
'Y a; =200 y :;; 200 
0 0 0 0 (() 0 01405 00039 0 (() 0 0 (Jj -00547 00016 
0025 = 00005 .0515 00003 .0110 00167 .1365 .0026 =.0002 =.0438 00001 =.0043 .0163 =.0513 .0003 
.05«) = 00009 00623 .0005 .0218 00033 .1316 00023 =000(()2 =00473 00001 =.0083 00027 =.0476 .0001 
00]5 "" .0012 .0664 .0007 .0321 00006 01264 .01023 =010003 =00444 .0002 =.0121 -~OOOI =.0441 .0001 
.10 = .0015 .0710 .0009 .042(0) 00008 .1208 .0022 =00003 =.0422 00002 =00155 0 =.0408 00001 
.15 = 000210 .0BlO) .10012 .06@5 00013 .1085 00020 =00003 =00391 00002 Q.0217 00001 "'00345 .0001 
020 = .0026 00BB5 .0015 .0771 00015 00950 .0018 =.~003 =00366 00002 =00269 00001 ""00287 o (()iOOl 
03D = .0034 01017 00020 01034 0(\)019 00644 00013 =00004 =00327 00002 =00346 00(001 =.0180 0 
040 = .(0)040 01099 00024 01197 .0021 00308 00006 =00004 =00304 00002 =00391 o O(f)(n =. 0082 (() n i-! 050 = .0042 01126 .0025 01253 00022 0 0 =00004 =00297 00002 =00406 00001 (() 0 ""'l 
"-0 
n 
b) 0(0 g .002 
Y a; =005 Y g 005 
0 0 (() 0 0 «) =04041 00919 0 o· 0 0 0 -.2449 00404 
0025 = 00122 01262 00072 =0031] 02150 =04140 00]50 =00054 =01560 00032 =.0192 .1921 =02326 .0253 
0050 = 00221 a 191«) 00131 =00642 .2356 =o429rDl 00565 =00087 =02521 .0052 =00375 01939 =02128 00101 
0075 = 00296 01924 00175 =00979 01837 =04441 00420 =.0101 =02877 00060 =00542 .1297 =.1902 =.01001 
010 = .0352 01491 00208 =,1328 !!dti~l = 04558 00324 =0@100 =02829 00059 =00691 00636 =01680 =00051 
015 = .0430 00038 0((»25,4 =.2049 00515 =04625 00222 =00085 =02285 .0050 =00939 =00055 =01298 =00060 
020 = 00485 =01516 00287 =02771 00333 = 00165 =000]1 =.1772 00042 =01131 =00140 =01001 =00039 
030 = 00554 =04147 .(\)328 =04069 =03436 oOlOl77 =00056 =01212 0©033 =01390 =00041 =00565 =0(QlO16 
040 = 0(0)583 0 05926 0(\)345 =04964 0(0126 =. 1760 o002S =00049 =.0944 00029 =01528 =.0027 =.0242 =0(Qlij07 
050 = 00590 =06562 .OJ4,9 = 05282 000]] 0 (() =00047 =o085a .0028 =01571 =olO025 0 (() 
*The sbearinl stresses are tabulated at ~~ 0.0125. 0.03]5~ 000625, 000875. O.1125~ 0.1625~ 0.2125~ 003125. 
O.4125~ 0050 
TABLE 15 (Continued) EFFECT OF ;;'0 ON OW . STRESS1~S AND DIISPJLACEMENTS IN ELl,IPTIC AND 
X:lllfPERBOLIGoPARAlBOLOIDlAL SltllEJL~LS-WrrlBI ALL lEDGES SD'L~LY SUPPORTED 
i.e Paraboloids ElliEtic Paraboloids 
"? kw k() k6jl1 keN ks-'M2 kONl'~* k6}.l '* kw ko&l ke-M1 k6Nz k~ k5fs kSM N] 2: .t, - 12 . 2 12 12 
b) a o :;;; .002 
y:;;; "'1.0 "(;: 1,,0 
0 ({) 0 0 0 0 ;;';02015 190318 0 0 0 0 ({) =.1713 .0161 
.025 = 2.562 00918 1.,517 
-.0158 1.622 -.20,87 19.191 
-.0021 -.1149 .0013 -.0135 .1033 =.1623 .0080 
.050 - 50107 01191 ':L024 =.0322 3.100 =02181 180947 
-00032 =.1659 .0019=00262 .01'37 -.1493 .0022 
.075 '" 70620 01004 40513 =.0493 40544 =02259 18.590 
-.0035 =.1719 .0021 -,,0379 00302 =.1358 =.0001 
.10 =10.086 ,,0626 50973 -00671 50979 =02309 180121 =00035 =.1601 00021 ~o0486 
.0056 -.1232 =.0006 
.15 =14.816 =010180 8.773 -01035 8.768 =02311 160852 =00033 =.1340 .0020 =.0670 =.0030 =.1012 =.0001 
.20 =19. IiI =00893 11.358 =·1395 110352 =02198 15.167 .".0033 =01175 .0020 =.0822 -.0005 =00822 0 030 =260398 =.2090 150632 =.2032 150622 =.1675 10.730 =.0033 =.0960 .0020 =.1040 0 -.0497 ({) 040 -310031 =.2885 180376 =02467 18.363 -.0850 50242 
-.0033 -.0837 .0020 =.1163 0 =.0222 0 n 
.50 -32.628 =.3163 19.321 -.2621 19.307 0 0 
-.0033 =.0797 .0020 =.1203 0 0 0 f-i co 
0 
u 
(.:: -2.0 y :: 2.0 
0 0 0 0 ({) 0 02803 .0149 0 0 0 0 0 -.1089 .0056 
.025 .0020 00911 .0012 ,,0220 .0475 .2732 .0111 =.0007 =.0759 .0004 =.0085 .0462 =.1029 .0020 
.050 ." .0034 .1247 .0020 .0435 00208 .2634 .0095 =.0010 =.0947 .0006 =.0166 .0185 =.0955 .0006 0075 = .0047 .1354 .0028 .0642 .0055 02527 00091 =00011 =Q0913 .0006 =.0241 .0026 =00883 .0004 010 = .0059 .1430 .0035 .0840 .OOl28 02415 .0088 ~o0011 =00855 .0007 =.0311 =.0007 =.0816 
.0004-015 = 0082 01604 .0049 01210 00049 .2170 .0082 =.0012 ~o0782 00007 =.0434 
.0003 =00691 .0004 
.20 00 .1770 00061 01540 00060 01898 .0072 =.0013 =.0731 .0008 = 0100104 =00574 .0003 030 02033 00081 o 2(OJ61 
.O0!76 01288 000510 =00015 =.0654 .0009 =00.692 
.0004 =00360 00002 040 02196 o (1)094 o (()t1)86 00615 00Ol24 =00016 =oOl609 .01009 =.0782 00«)04 r- 0 0 16~~ 00001 050 = 00166 02252 00099 .2504 .0089 Ol (() =00016 =00594 001010 =00!811 ([) ([) 
0314;51) 
TABLE 15 (Continu®d) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALl~S OF STRESSES AND IN ELLIPTIC AND 
1!fi'PERBOJL!4~ PARABOLOIDAL SJHlE1LB WITH A1L1..DE;])l~~ES S1li]tlPLY SUPp(iJR~rnD 
~ 

















02593 = 0 028d~ 
02993 =035331 
03442 =1 oO@5 
03633 <:> 10448 
03685 = 1 ~6(QJ2 
k(?Mt k~2 









02151 = 1 0224 
02132 =L3C02 
y :;;; =100 










0025 = 20573 
Q(Q)5(Q) = 50128 







o 166~~ 10524 
o 27£~5 30037 
"l174~ 40529 
o 309:? 50 992 
0216~~ 80791 
o (Qi91~QJl 11 0 384 
= 0 150661 
=02 1~L406 
=02582 190352 
kG>M2 k~~l:2<k kfi"'Ml2:* kw k6""Nl k6}11 k4~2 








01470 = 0839 

















= 0 ((J)02(Q) 19 r 25J 








= 00728 180149 
= 01111 160867 
= 01312 150178 
= 01229 100736 























{ g 100 
(() (() ({) ({) 
=00091 =01863 00054 =00325 
=00158 =03149 00093 =00639 
=00197 =03798 00117 =00933 
=00215 =03962 00127 =01204 
=00219 =03586 00130 =01673 
=00212 =0 00126 = 
=00208 =02389 00123 =02599 
=00208 =02091 00123 =o29~6 
=00208 =01994 00123 =oJ(QJ06 
kGM.z kGN12 k~12 
o =05734 01520 
.3761 =05553 01224 
05020 =05229 00830 
04805 =04810 00453 
03875 =04343 00148 
01657 =03406 =00196 
.0183 =02588 =00273 
=00417 =.1404 =o015@ 
=00240 cc0595 =00045 
=00140 0 0 
o =04140 00688 
02354 =03994 00503 
02629 ~,3141 00296 
02028 =03448 00137 
01251 =03137 00(()39 
00204 =02554 =00026 
=00089 =02056 =00018 
=00021 =01241 0 
00003 =00555 0 
000 
str~ss~s ar8 tab~lat~d at ~ ~ 00 




TABLE 15 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~ 0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
'( lew ka Nl ko'Ml ka-'NZ koMZ ks-; '* N12 ko,;:; '* M12 kw k~l k<J'Ml k'1~2 k'1i2 k~12 k~12 
c) ~o :: .005 
(' :: -2.0 (:: 200 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ~. 6944 .0841 0 0 0 0 0 - .2676 .0268 
.025 - .0111 • 0 1736 .0066 .0545 .1373 .6808 .0733 -.0036 -.1365 .0021 -.0210 .1304 - .2569 .0166 
.050 = .0209 .2827 .0124 .1080 .1208 .6586 .0638 -.0058 ·.2090 .0034 -.0412 • 1079 - .2405 .0081 
.075 .... 0293 .3387 .0174 .1597 .0741 .6320 .0580 -.0068 -.2296 .0040 -.0601 00561 = .2225 .0037 
.10 = .0370 .3671 .0219 .2094 .0415 .6031 .0547 -.0073 -.2243 .0043 -.0776 .0195 - .204'7 .0022 
.15 - .0513 .4038 .0304 .3017 .0272 .5411 .0504 -.0079 -.1991 .0047 -.1084 -.0016 - .1726 .0021 
.20 - .0643 .4412 .0381 .3841 .0357 .4733 .0451 -.0084 -.1824 .0050 =.1344 .0008 - .1434 .0021 
.30 '" .0857 .5069 .0507 .5154 .0475 Q3212 .0314 -.0094 -.1634 .0056 -.1730 .0025 - Q 0900 .0013 
.40 - .0992 .5475 .0587 05968 .0536 .1533 .0152 -.0100 -.1522 .0059 -.1955 .0023 co .0411 .0006 n t-J 
.50 = .1038 .5613 .0615 .6244 .0557 0 0 -.0102 -.1486 .0060 -.2028 .0022 0 0 CX> N 
a 
d) ~ :::: .01 
( :: -O.S 0 (':: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 '"'2.163 1.390 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1. 062 .3951 
.025 .., .1843 .0551 .1092 '" .1699 07594 =20167 1.330 -.0524 -.2909 .0310 -.0834 .5747 ... 1.039 .3500 
.050 '" ~3608 .0759 .2136 - .3401 1.228 -2.173 1$234 "'.0988 "'o54~2 .0585 .... 1651 .8675 ~ .997 .2819 
.075 .... 5244 .045"6 .3106 d .5107 1.480 ""2.177 10118 ~ 01362 "". 7476 .0807 .... 24.33 .9607 .... 938 .2064 
.10 = .6127 -.0410 .3983 - .6817 1.577 =2.173 0994 "" 0 1636 "" .8897 .096-9 .., 0 3170 .9227 = ,,868 ,,1340 
" 
... 69200 .... 3671 .5448 ""1.022 10493 '"'26130 6753 "" 0 1907 ""LOll 01129 =04473 .6548 "" .7112 .0191 
.20 .,,1.105 -.8366 0.6546 ... 1.353 1.246 =2.018 6547 ""01907 =.973 01129 =.5530 .3412 '" ,,556 -,,0464 
630 ""1.332 =1."881 07888 =10940 0736 -10 0259 =.1572 =0714 00931 =06954 -.0426 = .300 ~-o0687 
.40 -10433 -20670 .8487 -20343 0095 =.1269 =.496 00751 =07670 =.1260 = 0121 =00344 
oSlO -1.461 =20956 08653 -2.487 0321 0 (() =01165 =,,422 .0690 =.7884 -.1233 0 '0 
===========-==-----------------~------------------------------------------------.----------------------
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at 7 ~ O.0125 B 000375 8 000625, 0.0875, Oo1125~ 0.1625, 0.2125, Oo3125~ 
O.4125~ 005. 
15 (Continu~d)· EFFECT OF ~o ON ~ALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC ··PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES S DiPLY SUPPORTED 
~Hypet~lic Para.cOlloids Elliptic Pa~aboloids 
'7 kw ko- ker kG"""' k~ ka- * kcr.:' '* kw ke- ke- ko-:- ktJ k5:": ko-!fl M NZ H2 N12 M12 Nl HI N2 H2 NI2 Ml2 1 
d) 0(0 ~ .01 
( ~ =100 r ::; 1.0 
0 0 0 (() '0 (() ~:13~8 19.522 0 0 0 0 0 =07935 01983 
,,025 = 20589 02163 10533 00104 10936 01153 1~LJ70 -00263 =02533 00156 =00623 03906 "'07736 01676 
01050 = 50158 03851 301054 00195 30601 o08~5 19.086 =00485 =04593 ~0287 =01231 05294 =07315 01261 
0075 .:, 70689 04896 40553 00262 50104 00411 180685 =00653 ~o6019 00386 =01810 05184 =06902 00853 
010 =UL 168 05314 60021 00299 60491 00054 180115 =00766 "'0683500453 =02352 04325 =06365 00514 
015 =140908. 04726 ~L828 00276 9001"1 =3)727 1608h,9 ~00868 =07111 00514 =0330B 02155 ">05245 00092 
.20 =190270 03113 110411 0~n,31 110486 =01285 150138 =00879 =06461 00521 =04090 00635 "'04200 =00059 
030 =260468 =00431 150674 =00325 150600 =01551 UL694 =00844 =04934 00500 =05195 ">00199 =02484 =00043 
040 =310085 =02762 180408 =00754 180299 =c0920 5,,222 =00832 =04166 00492 =058(0)8 =00061 =011«)3 =00003 
050 =320676 =03544 190350 =00923 190232 0 0 =00831 =03~63 00492 =06005 00006 0 0 
y ~ =200 "I ~ ~LO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 10364 03090 0 0 0 (() 0 =05232 00832 
0025 =00410 02693 00243 01071 02631 10343 02844 =00110 =01975 00065 =00411 02393 =05016 0064,4 
0050 =00792 0479S1 00469 02126 03164 10305 02635 =00196 =03370 00116 =00810 02700 =04812 00432 
0075 =01142 o 624iif 0.0616 03151 02192 10256 02416 =00253 6 0 4122 00150 =01187 02123 =04488 00265 
010 ""01462 011731 00866 04138 022@~ 10200 02242 =00288 =04383 00171 =01540 01360 =04144 00158 
" 15 =02039 08194 01207 05975 01467 10074 01991 =00323 =04170 00191 =02164 00319 ""<i-3l~75 00076 
020 =02553 ,,8855 01512 o 161(Ql o 14Ul 0938 01772 ·=00342 =03752 00202 =02685 00018 =02870 00067 
030 =03393 1,,004 02009 10021 01854 0636 01243 =00376 ~03258 .0222 =03458 00073 =01799 00054 
0.40 =03928 10084 ·02326 10182 02126 0.304 00601 =00399 =03042 00236 =03906 00094 =00822 00025 
050 =04111 10111 02435 10237 o 22©J8 ({) (() =00406 =02971 00241 =04053 00090 0 0 






TABLE 15 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
'7 Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids kw k N kM k N k M k N '* k M *' kw k N k· k N kM k k 1 1 2 2 12 12 1 HI 2 2 N12 MI2 
e) 0( o ; .,02 
y :;; =0.5 "( ~ 005 
(() 0 (() 0 0 (() =3.992 4.e36 0 0 0 0 0 =1.904 .9838 
0025 = .5353 = 013\7 0317 = .313 1.175 =30981 3,,94;4 =.1305 ~ .3463 00773 = 01495 .8279 =10877 09188 
.050 = 1.058 = 0295 .627 = 0626 2.037 =3.958 30784 =.2523 = .6671 .1494 = .2969 10352 =10824 08126 
.1075 = 10560 = 0485 ,,924 ,~ 0937 20643 =3.920 3,,576 =.3601 = .9464 .2132 Q .4402 1.637 =1.750 .6840 
010 = 2.034 = 0711 10205 =10245 3\ 042 =3.864 J0337 =.4508 =1.176 02670 = 05777 10739 =1.658 05474 
015 = 2.886 =10269 10709 =1.846 3\.388 =:30688 20814 =.5782 =10476 .3424 = 08297 10586 =10436 .2887 
020 = 30597 =10930 20130 =20415 303\46 =3.412 2 0 284 =06402 =10588 .3791 =10046 10187 =10189 00852 
030 "" 40611 =3\0307 20731 =30394 20792 =20532 10334 =06349 =10454 03760 ",,10361 0320 = a 708 ~ 1131 
040 = 50161 =40352 3),056 =40049 20238 =10275 0572 =.5716 =10192 03385 =10534 "" 02248 = 0304 "60969 
050 = 50332 =40737 30158 =40280 20025 (() 0 =05409 =1.075 03203 =10588 ." 03943 0 0 
( § =100 ( § 100 
({) ({) (() 0 0 0 02210 190758 (() 0 0 (() (() =1.484 .5599 
0025 = 20620 02388 10552 .0174 2.167 02022 19.588 =.0743 = .3289 00440 = 01166 06078 =10458 05122 
0050 = 50218 04422 30090 40037 01675 19.271 =01422 = 06218 00842 ~ .2311 09320 =10409 04390 
0075 = 701'74 05921 40604 .0464 50677 01210 18.825 =02004 = .8604 01187 = 03418 10053 =10342 03563 
010 =100271 06825 60082 00559 7.143 00674 180264 =02477 =10038 01467 = 04472 10038 =10260 02747 
015 =150021 06974 80899 00621 90710 ~ 00435 160836 =03107 =10226 Q1840 = 06380 08003 =10073 .1380 
oZ(() =190380 054~3 11.476 00513 110941 = 01365 150045 ~03406 ~1.244 02017 = 01988 04947 = 0 S771 00484 
030 =260513 00437 150700 =00045 150608 = 02111 HL 547 =.3484 =1.059 .2063 =10031 00830 = .5193=00176 
o lrr(()) =3\10060 = 03811 180393 =00652 180033 = 01369 50132 =03384 = 08715 02004 =10158 = 00410 = 02258 = o~n45 
050 =320623 = 05375 190318 =009(()5 180885 0 0 =03339 = 08045 .1977 =10198 = 00552 0 0 





TA~!t~i~~l5:~~G (Continu.ed) EFFECT OF 0( ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HY:pERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL §1fllELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
'7. 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw ktt'N kcr'M k6""N lk~M ke-'N '* k~ '* kw k6""N k(r'M k6""N kCl'M k~ 1 1 2 . 2 12 12 1 1 2 2 12 
e) 0( :: .02 
y :;;; =2.0 0 Y :;;; 2.0 
0 (() 0 0 {) 0 2.596 1.115 0 0 0 0 0 =1.008 
.025 = 01479 .4056 00816 02039 .4829 2.564 100T7 = .0336 = .2735 00199 =00792 .40110 = .9865 
.050 = .2908 .7627 01722 04053 07111 2.505 10t022 '" 00631 '" 04994 .0374 =01566 .5496 = .9473 
.075 = 04263 1.053 .2525 .6020 ,,7843 2,,422 .960 = .0868 '" 06615 00514 =.2310 05468 = 08953 
010 = .5537 1.279 .3279 07923 .7758 2.321 0899 '" 01049 '" .7616 00621 =03014 .4674 = .8355 
015 '" • 7 845 1 0 575 04646 10148 .6909 2.084 .787 = 01274 '" .8224 .0755 =.4276 .2578 = .7073 
.20 '" . 9864 10 745 05841 1.465 .6430 1.816 .685 = 01391 '" • 784·2 00824 =.5337 01073 '" .5820 
030 =lo3(())9 10951 07751 10967 .7072 1.225 .474 = • 1513 = .6665 .0896 = 06,895 .0199 = .3\596 
.4«J =10513 26086 08960 20277 .8096 0583 023(Ql = 01591 = .6064 00942 =07789 00297 = .1635 
.50 =1.583 20135 .9376 2.382 08479 0 0 = .1620 '" 05911 00959 =.8082 .0361 (Q 
f) ~ ;:.05 
0 Y ;: -005 r :: 0.5 
to 0 0 0 0 to =50428 110816 0 0 0 O· 0 =3.865 
0025 '" 1.567 = .340 0928 '" 0426 l0907 =5.401 11.666 '" 0433 '" .422 .257 ." a)tO) 1.201 <=>36832 
.050 '" 30114 = 0687 1.844 = 0850 3.488 =50347 11.392 = .855 = .829 0506 '" .604 2.081 =3.767 
0075 '" 40625 =10045 20739 =10270 40786 =50265 110016 '" 10254 =10212 0742 = .9(QJ0 20692 =30671 
o 1(Q) = 6.086 =1.416 3.604 =1.684 5.842 =50154 100558 = 10625 =10564 0962 =10 18~ 3.079 =310548 
015 = 8.817 =2.186 50221 =20482 7.363 =40841 9.454 '" 20269 =20156 10344 =10734 3.34(() <L232 
.20 = 110 2<4r3 =tL 971 60658 =30227 8029ij =4.4«]S 8.183 = 2,,776 =20598 1,,644 =2.221 3,,138 =20839 
030 =15.((JJJ9 =4" 809(0)6 =40477 Q Q 066 c.~ Q 18@ 5,,4(Q1CO = :L416 =Jo096 20023 =3,,«114 :L 143 =10914 
040 =1]QJJ2 =5.451 100264 =50294 5!1 182 = 10 :;'L522 = 30698 =3>0263 20190 =30491 102«:1)0 = ,,903 






























:iitBLE 15 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~ ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
JHftPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAl, SHELLS -WITH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
Hyperb~li~ Paraboloids E11ipti~ Paraboloids 
'? kw k.,., k~ ko-: kes:: kG":': '* k6:" * ~ k~ kc: ko:' ka;; ko:- k~ 











































(() «) 01983 200066 
.0156 20455 .184~ 190873 
00300 40588 01579 190513 
60 01215 190006 
o~520 80067 00782 180373 
00606 100741 =00165 160784 
120828 =01029 140846 
00085 150 0.1884 10. 
=00470 170419 =01296 40901 
=.0711 17.968 0 0 




















(() 0 50051 
0397 1.082 50003 
0790 1.866 4.910 
10 20 40775 
10550 20811 40604 
20258 30265 40173 
20893 30497 30655 
30905 30182 2. 
4.527 40~11 10 












= 02814 = .4261 
= 05523 = 08298 








= .1440 = .3936 
"" .2803 = .7545 
= .4045 =1.064 
= 0 5 =10315 
=06891 =10643 




y :;; 1.,0 
o : 0 (() =3.170 2.122 
.1666 - 02490 10001 =30136 20043 
.3271 = .495'3 10691 =30071 10910 
04771 = '07365 20129 =2.917 10743 
.6140 = .9703 20366 =2.858 10557 
.8435 =1.408 20412 =20560 10175 
1.014 -10797 2.118 620207 08291 
10209 -20400 10228 -1.433 03369 
1.282 =20759 .5350 = .6588 .0967 
1.298 -2.B77 02903 10 10 
(~ 2.0 
10 10 
.0853 = 01800 
.1660 = .3576 
.2396 = .5305 
.31046 = 06969 






































15 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 





-kw kl')Nl kc:r'M kC3"'N k~ k~ '* k~ * kw kerN ko--'M k6""N k~ ktrN k~ 1 2 2 NI2 M12 - 1 1 2 2 12 M12 
g) 0<0 § 0.100 
{ ~ =0.5 "( § 0.5 
0 0 (() (() (() 0 =4.059 17.163 0 «) 0 ({) 0 =50470 7.987 
0025 = 20276 = .274 1.348 = .319 2.348 -40C37 16 979 -10059 = 0494 0627 = 0430 1.619 =5.431 7.860 
0050 - 40528 = 0551 20681 = 0636 40366 -3.994 16.636 =20102 = 0978 10245 = 0856 20913 =50 7.631 
0075 = 60735 = 08ll 30988 = 0950 6.093 =30929 160158 -3.114 -10 1.844 -10277 30927 =50241 7. 
010 = 80878 =1.119 50257 =10258 1.566 -3.841 15.563 -4.085 -1.893 :L419 -10688 4.699 -5.092 6.954 
015 -120914 -1.698 7.647 -10853 90872 -30597 1400Q6 05.875 020705 3.479 -20 50669 -40698 60095 
.20 =16.541 =2.272 90795 =20405 110502 =).262 120347 -7. =30398 40400 -30193 6.075 =40190 50152 
030 -22.314 -3.]00 130214 =30329 130392 =20 80326 =90781 .412 50792 -40366 50963 =20911 3.245 
040 -250868 =40011 15.318 -3.930 140186 -1.155 30944 =11.142 =40975 60598 =5.107 5.493 =10 1.465 
.50 -270065 =4.265 160027 =4.139 14.4~1 (() 0 -110585 =5.154 60860 =5.360 50273 (() «) 
Y :;;=100 "( ~ 100 
to 0 0 0 (() 0 .1202 20.242 0 q) 0 0 «) =4.951 5.586 
0(()25 = 20685 01044 10590 o (()094 2056(Ql 01120 200041 = .7408 = 04998 04387 = 03889 10392 04.912 50476 
0050 = 50343 01980 3.164 .0182 40790 00964 190665 =10467 = 09852 .8688 = 07746 0462 =40834 50283 
0075 0 70951 .2738 4.708 00258 60 00749 190137 =20168 =1.446 10284 =10154 3)0260=40721 502i' 
.10 -1«:L489 03279 6.211 00317 8. o(Ql492 180476 =20835 =1.875 10679 =10525 30828 =40574 4.726 
015 =150287 03664 90052 00372 110156 -.O(Ql18 160823 =40045 =20622 2.395 -20 4, 430 040190 40 «Jl48 
.2([)l =1~L622 03196 110619 00338 130216 =.06(Ql5 140822 =50071 =30213 30003 =20870 4. 534 =30707 30336 
oJ(\] =260579 00661 15.739 .0063 150887 =.1146 100106 =6.567 =30976 30889 -30901 40 019 =2.535 10999 
040 -3009©5 =02063 18.301 =.0276 17. = 0 (OJ! 98 40 =70395 =40326 40379 -4. 30 365 =1.209 08702 
050 -320 1 =03193 190169 =00425 170 0 iDl =70651 =4. 40534 =4. 761 3.097 «) 0 
- ~-







TAB:LE 15 (Continued) EF.FECT OF 0\0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHEJIJLS WITH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ k~ kcr.- ko;- k~ k~ *.k~ *' 
Ni Ml NZ MZ NIl M12 kw 
kG":: ko-::' kcr: kcr,:- k(h. kG':" 
N1 Ml N2 HZ N12 M12 
kw 
g) Oz 0 ~ 010 
y ~ =200 r :;;; 200 
0 «) 0 0 0 (() 5.746 11.652 0 0 0 0 0 =30930 30126 
.025 = 1,.545 0618 0915 0451 10783 50697 110,512 = 04146 = .4828 02455 = c3(()J86 10091 =3.892 3"O~ 
0050 = 30072 1.213 10819 0899 30249 50602 110257 = 08179 = .9430 .4843 = .6143 10871 =3.818 20893 
0075 = 4.565 10770 20703 10339 40 50463 100907 =10202, =10366 .7116 = 09141 2.395 -30710 20705 
010 - 6,,012 20280 30560 10768 50 50284 100481 =1.560 =10743 • 9240 ~ 1 0 206 20715 =30574 20492 
015 = 8,,127 30 50168 20581 60 40822 90452 =20191 =2 344 10298 =10754 20913 =30227 20038 
.2lO =11" 30796 60607 30317 70841 249 80255 =20702 =2075<<ll 1.600 =20245 20748 =20809 10597 
o:lCO =15.,(012 40588 B089CO 40 80944 20881 50555 =:L395 =30116 20010 =30(Ql18 20042 =10862 08684 
040 =170384 40923 100294 50227 9. 1 10372 20633 =30746 =30168 20218 =30487 10443 = 08688 03521 
050 =180183 50011 100768 5. 90619 (1) 0 =30851 =30157 20280 =30642 1.226 0 0 







TABLE 16. EFFECT OF mc ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLllC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS lA,:tTH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
P :;;: ... Po Sin mn::.~ ';;<'0:: .01 y :;;: 0 
w :: 1.r x 10<=>4 x p ~~./m)4 Sin IDTt.E 
DN 2 
<rM 2 
.. "'W 0 I) J 
:: 
kcJN 2 
2 x 10- x Po 
ka-~ 
2 (aIm) Sin mTC) 
h2 
Hyperbol:i.<:: Paraboloids 
'Y( ---k-w--k-fS"---k-Q~--k-tr':-- ko:-, k6:" '* k~ .. 
_~ ______ N-=l:'-.-_~M-:;;l=---__ ~~! .M2 NIl M12 
; = w formulation with N :;;: 40 
~1 k"'N l 2 
:: x 10 ... 2 x p (a/m) Sin m TCF 






















a) me ': 0.5 
{::: - 0.5 f :: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 l.720 2 .. 210 0 0 0 0 0 =.8306 
.025 <=> .1465 .3077 .0868 .O6'l5 .6002 1.708 2<186 0 ... 0293 -.1706 .0174 -.0326 .3183 =.8239 
.050 .., .2915 .6097 .1726 .1346 1.117 1.684 2.142' ·~.0579 -.3362 .0343 -.0650 .5550 -.$107 
.075 .... 4336 .9018 .2568 .200l 1.559 1.649 2.081 ··.0849 .... 4932 .0503 =.0968 .7216 =.7913 
.10 .... 5716 1.181 .3385 .2655 1.937 1.602 2.005 ··.1101 =.6391 ,.0652 = .1279 .8289 =.7662 
.15 "" .8316 1.690 .4925 .3891 2.528 1.479 1.817 .D.1539 .... 8915 .0911 =.1869 .9052 =.7009 
.20 -1.065 2.127 .6309 • 50~~3 2.949 1.320 1.593 ·-.1883 ... 10 089 .1115 =.2404 .8546 =.6190 
.30 =1.438 2.774 .8516 .68"l2 .3.447 .9191 1.076 ··.2318 =1334 .1373 =.3264 .5850 =.4217 
.40 =1.668 30142 09877 • 80l~3 :30 669 04440 .5107 '=02508 =10439 .1485 =.3798 .3247 =.2005 













*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ 00012S~ 000375, O.0625~ 000875, 0.1125. 001625, 002125 8 003125. 





TABLE 16 (Continued) EFFECT OF mc ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIFTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPL~ SUPPORTED 
. lBll2erbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
"( kw k o- kQ~ ko:- k~ kcr: '* kcr::- '* kw kes:: ko:- kcr;: kcr kO':' k~ NI HI N2 H2 NI2 MI2 NI HI H2 HZ NI2 M12 
a) mc ~ Q.5 
Y g =0" 5 r:;>;: 0.,5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .8386 .4127 to 0 0 (() 0 =05344 02020 
,,025 = 0 0274, 01870 00162 00329 02727 08313 04020 =00134 =01396 00079 =00210 02355 =04290 01927 
0050 =0054(()) 03665 00320 00656 04670 " 8169 0383'1' =00262 =02720 00155 =00418 ,,3931 =05123 01773 
0075 "'00795 05338 00471 00977 05973 01959 03602 =.0379 =03926 00225 =00621 .,4875 =05029 01582 
010 <=0 06856 00612 01289 06766 07690 03337 =00484 =04985 00287 =.0819 .5324 =04833 01372 
o 15 "" 09382 .0863 01880 01270 0700(() 02770 =00652 =06628 00386 =01189 05194 =04341 00957 
020 °01806 10124 01070 02414 06917 .6150 .2217 =.0767 =07667 .0454 =01519 .4296 =.3757 0~599 
030 =02295 10336 01359 03266 05427 01273 =00873 =08430 00517 =02((»34 .2014 =02461 00150 
.40 =02557 10416 01514 03791 01966 00544 =00894 =08365 00529 =.2342 .04210 ~01139 00003 
050 =02639 10435 01563 03968 .3861 0 0 =00893 =08256 00529 =02444 =.0109 «) (() 
(' ~ =200 r :;: 200 
() 0 0 0 Ii) (() 03921 01056 0 0 0 (() 0 =03129 00795 
0025 = 0 007fP 01202 00041 00154 01638 03874 .0992 =.0053 =01((»74 00031 =00123 .1581 =oJ«J86 .0733 
oOSOJ =00136 .2308 .0080 .0306 02555 03783 00891 =.OU)l "'02051 .0060 =.0244 .. 2441 =.JOO6 00637 
0075 =00195 03264 .0115 00455 02946 03655 00776 =00144 =02881 00085 =.OJ62 02780 =02893 00528 
010 ~ 0(0)146 00598 02979 03496 .0659 =.0179 =.3544 00106 ""00476 ,,2764 =02754 00419 
015 =00326 05132 00193 00866 02472 03111 00452 =00228 =04392 00135 =0((»686 Q2175 =02422 ,,0235 
,,2;((l) =00381 05693 00226 01101 0 02673 00301 =00254 "" 00150 = Q (0869 Q 1391 =02(Q)55 0(0)110 
030 = 05971 00261 00737 00136 '7"00270 =04686 .0160 =01147 00319 =01308 000«)8 
04CO =00469 05916 00278 01685 00809 o «)(QJS6 c!o0270 = 00160 = 01311 = 00003 "'00598 =00004 
050 <=0 00477 05880 00282 01758 00402 0 (() =00269 =04329 00159 =01364 =00037 0 0 







TABLE 16 (Continued) EFFECT OF me ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ kw k~ k6:'" ko-- kG":" k~ 'If: N1 Ml N2 M2 N12 k~ 'If: M12 ~ k~ Nl k~ M1 kG":" N2 k s-- ke::-M2 N12 ko-M12 
b) me :: 2.0 
"(:: -0.5 "(:: 0.5 
0 ([) 0 0 0 ([) .2975 3.661 0 0 0 0 0 =1.086 .3717 
.025 = 09712 07004 .5751 .0467 2.183 'c'1874 3.319 =.0986 =.5380 .0584 =.1706 .8494 =1.001 " 2.383 
.050 =1.851 1.178 1.096 .0762 30442 .0023 2.778 =01618 =.8653 .0958 =.3278 .9014 = 08654 .0967 
.075 =2.588 10404 1.533 .0765 4.169 = 02182 20.123 -.1875 =.9700 .1110 =.4638 .6411 "" Q 7130 ~OO40 
.10 =3.152 1.425 1.866 .0423 4.577 = • l.420 10404 -.1864 =.9183 .1104 =.5758 03383 = .5687 =.0571 
.15 =3.698 1.105 2.190 = " • 1288 4.754 = .8208 = 00906 =.1516 =.6321 .0898 =.7350 =.0283 = .3459 =.0695 
.20 ""3.460 .6011 2.049 = .4019 40111 =1.050 ""1.462 -.1183 =.3124 .0701 =08316 =.0950 = .2106=00409 
.30 =1.135 = .3399 .6721 =1.095 1.073 =1.045 ,:,2.965 =.0919 =01371 .0544 =.9280 = 0 0254 = .0834 =.0082 
04,0 1.871 .... 9212 =10108 =1.659 =2.661 "" .58.34 =2.132 =.0862 =.0664 00511 = 09656 =.0053 = . 0286 ~ 0023 
050 3.216 -10107 =1.904 =1.872 =4.304 0 (() =.0848 =.0474 .0502 =.9755 =.0040 0 0 
r = =1.0 'Y= 100 
(() 0 0 0 (() 0 =01675 04465 0 0 0 0 0 =08646 .1830 
.025 -.1184 .5332 .0101 = .0263, .6309 =.2512 .3474 =.0485 .... 4468 .0287 =.1358 .5076 =.7944 .1033 
.050 =02106 .8116 01247 "" 00658 06339 =.3787 .2478 =.0759 =.6508 00450 =.2606 .4148 =.6922 00381 
.075 =.2763 08739 01636 "" .1252 04874 =.5160 01712 =.0861 =.6634 00510 =.3693 .2106 =.5880 00050 
010 =.3217 .8143 .1905 "" 02063 .3678 =.6439 .1135 =00874 =.5871 .0518 =04617 .0673 =.4958 =.0055 
.15 =.3694 05683 .2187 = .4259 .2690 =08433 .0238 =.0844 =.4075 .0500 =06053 =.0156 =.3545 =00033 
020 =03717 .2828 02201 = 0 7·014 .2204 =09550 =00495 =.0832 =.2899 .0493 =.7083 =00068 "".2554 =00001 
030 =02793 =03110 .1654 =1.306 o ({)S52 =.8987 =01268 =00833 <=.1641 .({)493 =08350 00004 =01271 0 
04({) =.1502 =07857 00889 =1.792 =01150 =05({)60 =00917 =.0833 =01042 .0493 =08950 0 =00500 ({) 
oSO =.0923 =09663 00547 =10977 =01848 0 ({) =00833 =00865 00493 =09126 0 ({) 0 







TABLE 16 (Con.tir1lu~dl~ EFFECT OF m© ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SlHlELLS WIm AJL1, EDGlf1:S S LlMIPLY SUPPORTED 
1 
lBlyp@rb0l1ic Pa:rabo1())idl~ Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw k eJN k6f.1t k~ k~2 kG":: --;- kw kcr;: kCiMl kc:r kOM kerN kOM ·1 ·1 :2 1-112 Nl N2 2 12 12 
bj) mc ~ 200 
Y ~ =200 Y ;; 200 
«) «) 0 «) (() 0 = 09W04 0,2125 0 «) 0 (() «) =06384 00782 
0025 =00723 02938 00428 =01524 02731 =10017 p\l296 =00207 "'03231 00123 =olO«)J 02486 =05876 00391 
o iQ)50 "" 03465 00789 =03 1 01707 =10071 .,2Q28 =00311 =.4099 00184 =01926 01295 =05232 00188 
0075 =01.870 01107 = 00865 =10115 01892 =00361 =03830 002 =02748 00358 =04631 00132 
010 =02372 01789 01405 =06554 0(()618 =10143 01795 =00396 =03352 00234 =03475 00055 =04104 00123 
" 15 = =00116 ",,10016 00691 ""10 01586 =00460 "'02647 00272 =04691 00056 =03224 00110 
020 . = =01918 =1376 =1.107 01350 =00515 =02172 00305 =05645 00068 =02507 00088 
030 = =05153 0.3167 =20023 .0861 =00593 =01524 o 0 J 5':1 <- 0 6\9!~'!{!o 00052 01414 o «llOJ52 
=07385 03600 =20469 00397 =00637 =01180 0037"1 = 01632 00043 =.10604 00023: fl 
050 =06320 =08181 ,-"20628 00718 10 0 =00650 =01013 00:385 = 0 7847 00041 (() 0 ra '\.0 
N 
fi 
*Tbe sb@aring str@sses are tabulated at 1 ~ 0.0125 , 0.0375, 0.0625~ 000875, 001125, 001625, 0.2125, O.3125 s 
00 I 005. 
TABLE 17. EFFECT OF POISSON'S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
p ~ "" Po Sin m Tt S Q{o :;!: • 01 
w :;!: kw x 10=4 x. Po <a~m)4 Sin mK..s, 
~z k~2 ~ x 10-2 x Po 
k~2 a'MZ 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids 
"7. kw ker k~ k6":' k~ ks-: * Nl HI NZ MZ N12 
a) 
y:: -0 ~ 5 
0 0 0 0 .0 0 -2.138 
0025 - 01843 00544 .2231 = 01679 .7758 -20142 
0050 .., 03608 00751 03978 "" .3362 1.260 =2.148 
0075 = .5244 010451 .5325 <= .5049 1.526 =20152 
.10 <= .6727 .., 00405 06348 <= 06740 1.636 =20149 
• 15 - 092010 0= 03629 07688 =10010 1.575 =2.106 
.20 =1.105 <= .8271 ,,8416 =1.338 10344 =1.995 
.30 =1,,332 -10860 .8992 =10918 .8543 -10531 
040 -10433 -20640 09120 =20316 05492 = 07837 
.50 -1.461 =2.922 .9134 -20458 ,,4507 0 
-
me ;;s 100 t =w formulation with N :: 40 
"N1 kOT"NI -2 . (a/m)2 Sin m "-I:, 
:: X 10 x Po h2 el
MI k~1 
2 
"N k"N12 -2 . (aim) Cos m I1:.S 12 = x 10 x po. . h2 Ch k~12 M12 
Elliptic Paraboloids 







ks-::: ker::-Hz N1Z ko: M12 
'j :: 0.15 
r :: 0~5 
10181 0 0 0 0 0 -1.050 ,,3359 
10131 =00524 <=02876 .1172 =00825 .5793 =1:.028 o297~ 
1.049 =00988 =.5400 .l886 =01632 .8763 0= .9853 02396 
09500 ",.1362 =.7392 .2248 =02406 09728 = .9272 .1755 
08448 =.1636 =.8796 .2353 =.3134 .9312 .., .8581 01139 
06404 =01907 =09993 02112 =04423 .6718 0= .7039 .0163 
04651 =01907 =.9620 01641 =.5467 .3581 ~ .5502 -.0395 
02203 = .1572 - 07058 .0867 =06875 -.0286 = .2962 =.0584 
00808 =01269 =04908 .0562 =.7583 -.1148 = .1198 ~.O292 
({) =.1165 =04177 .0505 =.7794 -01130 0 ({) 







TABLE 1:7 (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSONBS RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
'7. kw kG: k~ ko:· ko:: k6""' *' ks: '* kw ko: ko:- ko- kes::- ko:- k(5""' Nl HI NZ 1'1Z NIl 1'112 Nl HI NZ M2 N12 MI2 
a) )J ~ 00 IS 
"( ~ =100 "( ~ 100 
() 0 (() 0 0 0 01313 160593 ({) 0 0 ({) 0 =07845 01686 
0025 = :20 589 02139 10824 00103 20166 01145 160464 =00263 =02504 00742 =00616 03929 =07648 01425 
.050 = 50158 .3807 30596 00193 40066 00846 160223 =00485 =.4541 .1082 =.1217 05337 =07292 01071 
.075 = 70689 04840 50319 00259 50787 .0466 15.882 =00653 =05951 01164 =01 789 05241 =06824 00725 
.10 =100168 05254 60995 .0296 7.394 00053 15.449 =00766 =06758 01102 =.2325 .4393 6 06293 00437 
015 = .9lO8 046731(CL189 00273 100401 =00719 140322 =00868 =07031 00838 =03270 .2232 =05186 .OO7S 
020 =190270 03078 130134 00135 130198 =.1270 120867 =00879 =06388 00616 =04043 00713 =04153 =c0050 
030 -26.468 =00426 18.014 =00321 170951 =01533 90089 =00844 =04878 00470 =05137 =00124 =02456 =00037 
=310085 =02730 21.153 =00746 210060 =00910 40439 =00832 =.4119 00482 =05742 .0007 =01090 =00003 3 
050 =320676 =.3504 220235 =00913 220134 0 0 =00831 =03919 00493 =05937 00080 (() (() ~ 
+:-
8 
'Y ~ 2.0 "( ~ =200 
(() 0 0 0 0 0 10349 02627 0 0 0 0 0 =05172 00707 
0025 = .2663 00637 01059 02668 1.J28 02451 =00110 =01952 00424 =00406 02402 =.5019 00547 
0050 =00792 00944 .2102 03235 10290 02240 =.0196 =03332 00521 =00800 02718 =04751 00361 
0075 =0 11~}2, 06174 01095 03116 .2893 10242 02054 =00253 =04076 00468 =01114 02145 =04437 00225 
010 =01462 07092 01197 04091 02339 1.186 01906 =00288 =04334 00375 =01523 01385 =04097 00135 
o 15 = 0 ,2039 08101 01428 .5907 01648 10062 01692 =.0323 =04123 00239 =02140 00348 =03436 00065 
020 = 08755 01723 09273 01506 =00342 =03710 00205 =02655 =02837 00057 
030 = 0 ,3393 09923 02288 10009 02155 06288 01056 =00376 =03221 00234 =03418 00107 =01778 00046 
040 =03928 10072 02645 10169 02475 03002 00511 =00399 =03008 00250 =03862 .0130 =00812 00021 
Q 5(Ql =0,4111 10099 02766 10223 0 (() =00406 =02937 00254 =04007 00126 0 (() 
. shearing stresses are tabulated at 1 ~ 00012S i 000375 1 000625 1 000875. 001125 8 001625, 002125& 003125, 
004125~ 0050 
TABLE 17 (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSON'S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC 
AND HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
7 H~R~rbolic faraboloids E11inti~ ~a~abQ1Qids kw ke- kG:" ko- k.,: ke: *' kcr:' *' kw k~ k~ kes: k~ k~ k~ Nl HI N2 H2 NIZ·MI2 Nl :HI N2 H2 N12 M12 
b) Y :: 0.30 
y:: =0" 5 Y :: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -2.063 .9730 0 0 0 0 0 ~LOI3 .2766 
0025 = 01843 .0525 .3370 = 01620 .7922 =20067 .9312 =.0524 =.2775 .2034 =.0796 .5840 =09916 ,.2450 
0050 = 03608 .0724 .5820 = .3244 1.292 =2.073 .8637 =00988 =.5210 .3188 =01575 08851 =.9507 .1973 
0075 = .5244 .0435 .7544 .., .4872 1.573 "'2.076 .7824 =01362 =07132 03689 =02321 .9849 =.8946 .1445 
" 10 ." .6727 = .0391 .8713 = .6503 1.696 =2.073 06957 =.1636 =08487 .3737 =.3024 09517 =.8280 .0938 
" 15 = .9200 = .3502 09927 .., .9749 10656 =2.032 05274 =01907 =.9642 .3094 =04267 .6887 =06792 00134 
020 = 1.1105 = .7980 1.028 -1.291 10443 -1.925 .3831 -01901 =.9282 .2153 =05215 .3751 =05309 =00325 
.30 .., 10332 =10795 1.010 -10850 09726 =10478 01814 =01572 =.6810 00803 =06634 =00146 =.2858 =.0481 
040 = 1.433 -20547 .9752 =20235 .6765 = 07562 00666 =.1269 =04735 00373 =.7316 -.1035 =.1156 =00241 
.50 = 1. lj,61 -2.820 09616 =20372 .5805 0 0 =.1165 =.4030 .0320 -.7521 -.11026 0 0 
( :: -1.0 y :: 1.0 
«) 0 0 0 0 10 .1267 13.665 0 0 0 0 0 =.7569 .1388 
.025 = 2.589 .2064 2.114 .0099 2.396 01105 130559 =.0263 =.2416 .1327 =.0594 .3953 =07379 .1173 
.050 = 50158 03673 4.137 00186 4.524 .0816 13.360 =.0485 =.4381 01876 -.1174 .5380 =.7035 .0882 
.075 = 70689 .4670 6.085 .0250 6.470 00449 130080 =~0653 =05742 01941 =.1727 05299 =.6584 00597 
.10 =100168 .5069 7.968 00286 8.298 .0051 120723 =:0766 =.6520 01751 =.2244 .4461 =060172 00360 
.15 -140908 04509 110551 00263 11.725 =00693 110794 =00868 =.6784 01161 =03155 .2310 -.5004 00064 
.20 =190270 02970 14.857 .0131 14.909 =.1226 100597 =.0879 =06164 00711 c.3901 00791 =.40017 -00041 
030 -26.468 =.0411 2100354 =00310 2010302 =01479 7.485 =00844 =.4707 .0440 =04956 -00049 =02370 -001030 
040 =3100185 =.2634 230898 =00720 230822 =00878 30656 =00832 =03974 .0472 -05540 .00181 =.1052 =00002 
050 =32.676 -03381 25.119 =00881 250037 0 0 =00831 =03781 .0494 =05728 .0154 0 0 
*Theshearing stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ 000125, Oo0375~ O.0625~ 0.0875 9 Oo1125~ 001625 9 0.2125. 003125~ 





'1'ABLE 11 EFFECT OF POISSON'S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACE~mNTS IN ELLIPTIC 
AJNDl HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SlffiELLS WITH ALL EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED) 
HYJPerbtQ)li~ Pa1rabllQjliQJid~ El1i~ti~ Paraboloids 
1 kw kif'Nl kG kG'"' k~ ko-:- * k6~ * W"W 1M- kQ~ ko: kG:' kG": k 6::' . HI HZ v MZ NI2 1'112 Nl Ml HZ M2 N12 M12 
b} V 15 «L 30 y 15 :2 00 { :: =200 
0 0 (() (OJ (OJ l\) 10301 02163 0 0 0 0 0 =04991 00582 
0025 =00410 02569 01032 01022 o 2 704 1 0 ;( ,q 1 02019 =00110 =01884 00783 =00392 02412 =04843 00451 
0050 =00792 04578 01419 oZ02S 03\305 10245 01845 =00196 =03215 Q 0926 = aUJ7 72 02735 = 04590 00302 
0075 =01 05951 015 03006 10198 01691 = 0 0253 = 0 3\932 00787 =011313 02168 =04281 00186 
o 10 =01462 06843 01529 03941 02469 10 01570 =00288 =04181 00579 =01469 01411 =03953 00111 
015 =02039 07816 05699 01S31Dl 10«]25 01393 =03978 00287 =02064 00376 =03315 00053 
020 = 01935 07259. 01864 08941 01240 = 0 3,580 00208 =02562 00079 = oOlDl47 
03(0 = 02566 09739 06061 00810 =00376 ""03108 00245 =03298 0014(1) "'01116 01Dl038 
=0.3928 10034 02964 10128 02897 00421 =00399 =02902 00264 =03726 00165 =00184 00018 
050 = 11 10060 03097 10180 02938 0 (() =00406 =02834 00268 =03866 00162 0 «) 






TABLE 18~ EFFECT OF ;(0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND! HYPERBOLIC PARABOLCIDAL 
SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAIN;IN(L1'WO FRE;E 
p g =Po Sin m 1t.f; me g 100 y g (() t - wformu1ation with N ~ 40 and 
higher order approximation on ~ 
w g k x 10-4 x p (a/m)4 Sin m ~~ 
WOn ") 
for points n~~ar the boundary 
~~ k"N 







-2 Sin m n:~ x 10 Po 
kcrMz 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids 
k<5:' ko:- kcr:: kG:"'" k~ 'i!t' k<r:;; *' 
N1 HI N2 H2 N12 M12 kw 
:;: x 10-2 x Po -% Sin m7CS eJ'l\R kcr-u h 
.&.'".1.1 r.l.1 
fS: ko;-; N1~~ N12 
-2 (a/m) 2 




E 11 itLti~Pa rabo 10 ids 
k6':: kCJ.:' k<T:': k~ kcs-: k~ 
N1 HI H2 H2 NI2 MI2 
r:;: -0.,5 a) 0(0::.001 r: 0 .. 5 
0 50176 -10753 =3.065 0 0 0032 60192 -25.789 17.590 150272 0 () =0432 =18.062 
0025 40355 0592 -20579 0003 = 10923 <= 0 015 60343 =230393 0951 130853 =.034 = 70612 =0506 =170464 
0050 40514 0922 -20081 0001 "" 3,,160 =0081 60591 -210071 -30118 120481 -.074 -170262 =026! =160109 
0015 20640 0638 -10563 -0006 "" ].099 =0138 60834 -180941 =20414 110216 -.094 -210300 =.072 =140436 
010 10133 0344 -10026 =0016 = 20244 =0165 1 aOlO 
-17.026 =10032 100082 -0100 =210021 .009 -120784 
015 =0138 0093 0082 =0043 o 1«)6 -0185 7.088 -13.833 .088 80192 -.097 =160808 0018 = 90911 
020 =2.005 0011 10187 =.073 20318 =0190 60802 -110344 .067 60718 =0095 =130425 0004 = 1 0743 
.30 =5.356 = .154 30171 =.130 6.334 =0161 50256 = 70955 .002 40711 =0095 = 90419 0001 = 4 .. 370 
040 =70667 = 0280 40540 =0173 90065 =0086 20692 = 60159 oOlOI 30647 =0095 = 7.294 0 - 10868 
050 =80491 = .326 50028 =0189 100038 0 0 = 5.598 (() 3.315 =0095 = 6.629 0 0 







TABLE 18 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALU~S OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OFPOS EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
~ 
lHIyp~Jrboli~ Paraboloids 
--~-----------~-= kw kG"'N kcru k Wiv kcr:M kGiy ~ kc~ '* 1 nl n2 2 ~12 n12 kw 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
kerN 1 kCJ:M kO;;::N k~M k"N 1 _~~ 2 12 kC-;;M 12 
'l ~ -100 
a) -;:(0 :;; 00101 
r ~ 100 
10 ,,·013 20713 0008 10 0 19.228 -530559 18.2104 31.716 10 10 ~,4010 =26.714 
0025 = 20563 0599 10518 =01006 190202 
-51001015 - 1.308 29.618 -01031 -140971 0297 -250538 
0050 - SolID =01015 30026 =0015 20555 
- 190002 -460628 = 20528 27.612 =01055 025.293 
-.098 -230552 
01075 ~ 706310 =0042 40518 = 4'0 HL651 -43.5105 = 0881 250762 -0062 =26"444 -0029 -210475 
c 1 ([) ,~ 100 oO(Qll 50 -0034 60012 HL179 -400656 - 0098 2401076 -01065 =240596 =0022 =190,543 
015 -140 =.0(Ql8 80793 =0052 80796 1609((JJ,5 =3507109 01001 210146 =01068 -2101410 =0024 =160102 
020 =190221 =0045 l1Q386 =0070 1 384 = 150216 =310644 = 00310 180739 =0072 =180733 =o02(() =1301011 
030 =260 =0105 150 150671 = HL765 ,,,,25078ij = o02l 150266 =o07? =150266 =0012 = 70907 04,0 =310116 = 180 =0125 180 50259 -220479 = 0020 13.312 =0080 =130311 =0005 = 30529 
050 =320718 =0159 190 190372 ij 0 =210414 = 0019 120681 =0081 =120680 (() 0 
( 5=200 r 5 200 
0 ~310594 50878 180709 0 (1) 260106 =870525 120080 51083(() 0 (() =0243 =280041 
0025 -350051 =0535 2(Ql0760 =0010 7073([» = 250498 
-8308105 = 10860 490628 =0019 =180812 =0097 
-260510 
0050 =38.438 =0330 220762 =0016 110 2£~0 =8(L281 = 0820 470541 =0027 -230884 =0032 =240694 0075 =41.702 =.017 =.021 120 23063(() =770006 = 0076 0601 -.029 =230067 =0026 =220882 010 =440836 =01003 26Q,551 =0025 130 2~~ 0 585 =730972 0 430804 =0031 =210940 =0026 =210159 015 =,5006810 -0023 300011 = 150004 
- Z«L 295 =680578 '" .023 400610 =0035 =200303 =0023 
-110910 020 330 =0041 160 1;7 0 =64. = 0023 370918 =0039 =180959 °0019 =140881 030 o 13 =0048 o Q)25 "" 0 OS!, 19. l~L 049 -57. = 0022 330910 = =16.955 -0012 = 90340 
o lil,Q =6903'11 =.lQlS6 0080 =0063 200 50753 =530333 = 0021 310582 -0047 =150791 =0006 = .iL262 
oSlO =71.119 =0060 42.115 =0066 210057 0 -52.«)44 - 0021 300819 =0048 =150409 (() (() 
;~he shearing StJr8SS8S are at 1 ~ 00ij12,5s 000375. 000625. 000875. 001125. 001625& 002125. 003125, 




JtLLioI~araboloids _______ ---:-----:::H~v .. p .:.e~rb:=_=oJ ic Pa rabo 10 ids ~ kw k~ kG""'M keN k~ k~ * k6M 'Ie kw k()N ~ k k()M kC)N k5j{ k()'N o-u 
_________________ 1____ ~1 _____ 2 2 12 12 1 ~ ~ 1 2 2 12 '0' 12 
b) d. :;: .. 002 
01 
"(:;: -00 5 ( :; 0 .. 5 
0 5.196 - .854 "" 30077 0 0 .008 6.381 -27 .. 208 18.634 16.112 0 0 =.516 -17.869 
.025 4.350 - .792 = 2.576 .001 = 1.296 -.054 6.483 =24,,838 4 .. 182 14.708 =0040 = 3.489 =0844 -17.595 
0050 30490 1.244 = 20067 -.004 .., 2.257 -.152 6.660 -22.504 
-20115 13.326 =0107 -11.150 =0678 =160719 
.075 20607 1.124 "" 10544 -.016 - 2.461 -.240 6.854 =20.287 -3.594 120013 =.160 -17.058 -0396 =15.380 
" 10 10698 0823 - 1.005 =.034 - 10997 -0305 7.011 -18.247 -2.942 10.805 -.191 -19.807 -.165 -13.824 
015 = .174 0299 0103 -0086 .005 -.370 7.097 -140788 ~ 0780 8.757 =.206 -180705 .035 -10.785 
.20 = 2.044 .018 1.210 =.144 2.340 =.382 6.820 -12.103 .094 7.167 =.200 -14.979 .042 "" 80285 
.30 = 5.404 ... 0311 30200 =.260 60370 =.321 50266 "" 8.488 .055 5.026 -0192 -10.004 .005 "" 40655 
040 = 7.719 - .557 4.571 -0345 9.081 =0172 20695 - 6,,574 .004 30893 =0191 = 70776 0001 = 10993 
050 = 8.543 ~ .649 50059 =.37'6 100048 ·0 0 "" 50975 0005 30538 =.191 = 7.074 0 0 
r :;: -laO y ~ 1.0 
0 0065 30900 0039 0 0 =0118 190043 =540449 20.314 320244 0 0 =0508 -26.I'46 
01025 ... 20591 1.482 1.534 =0009 ... 0372 -.234 190072 -50.982 10598 30.190 =.040 ... 8.096 =o6l3 =25.510 
0050 = 5.120 0274 3.032 ... 0 02;8 1.682 =0256 180940 
-47.598 - 3.289 28.187 =.090 -19.402 =0375 =230986 
0075 = 7.632 = .088 40520 "'0048 30967 =0249 18.629 
-4,4.417 = 2.726 26.303 =.119 =24.813 
-.161 -22.038 
010 =100103 = .105 50983 -0067 50878 =.240 18.167 =41~494 = 10267 24.572 =0132 =25.406 =0061 =20.042 
.15 -14.844 - 0039 80790 =.105 80841 =0233 160887 
-36.427 - .003 210571 -.139 =22.043 
-0034 -16.433 
.20 -190218 = .085 11.381 =014.1 110384 =0222 150197 =32.281 .005 19.116 =0145 -19.111 
-0037 =13.328 
.30 =260449 = .212 150663 =0205 150652 =0169 100750 =260299 = 0048 15.574 =0155 -15.570 =0024 = 8.065 
.40 =31.092 = .291 180412 =024·9 180398 =.086 5.252 -22.933 = 0039 130580 =0161 =13.578 
-.010 = 3.600 
050 =320691 = .319 190359 =0265 19.344 0 0 =210846 = .038 12.937 =0163 =12.935 I{) 0 







TABLE 18 (Continu~d) EFFECT OF ;~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIP'IIC AND HfPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWOl OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE RE'1fAINING TWO rR~E 
(' Hyp~rbo1i~ Parab~1oid8 kw kcr'M k G:N k~M 'kO-::N * kOj.l *' 1 2 2 12 1Z 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
ko-
Nl kw ke). k~ k~ kG:: kcr: Nl Ml NZ :H2 NI2 
ko-: 
M12 
b) OZo ~ 0002 
( g; -200 ( ~ 200 
0 =310735 tL 049 180793 (I) 0 ~o190 250890 =870841 150836 5201017 «) 0 = 0352 =21,569 
0025 =350169 0166 2100826 =0015 40891 =0203 250506 -840185 = 0896 490852 =0028 Q120506 = 0282 =260579 
01050 =38.552 = 0812 220830 =0031 1100254 =0140 240700 =800660 - 20115 47.765 =0050 =210813 - 0116 -240866 
01075 =410828 = 03510 240769 =01042 120526 =0112 230717 =770362 = 0113 450812 =01059 =230441 = plO55 =2301025 
010 '" 01069 260 =0«)51 130497 = 220657 =740308 = 0110 44010104 =01063 =220438 = 0046 =210262 
015 =500 = 0033 3001«)3 =01067 =0103 200 =680890 = 0020 40.795 =.t070 =:2100394 = 0045 =170989 
oztO =56Dt069 = 0065 330203 =0083 160597 =ot094170806 =6403:23 = 0047 38.091 =.077 =19.1039 = 0038 =140949 
030 =640408 = 0096 380141 =011~ 190068 =.067 1201085 =570525 = 3401065 =0088 =17.032 = .1024 C- 90382 0 
.40 =690581 = 0115 410 200600 =0«)3\3 50769 =530576 "" 0041 31.726 =0094 =150862 = 0011 = 40281 N 0 050 =71. = 0122 =0133 210119 0 (() =520281 = 0040 300960 =0096 =15047S 0 0 0 s 
~) d. o g; 00105 
"I ~·:=,Oo5 1 :;; 0'05 
0 50082 10565 =30010 «) ([) =0070 6.689 <=>300116 2(QJolll 170834 (() (() = 0628 =170439 
0025 40195 2.132 =20484 =0006 = 0911 = 60760 =27.803 8.188 16.464 =0049 = 0391 =10318 =170408 
0050 3.299 20218 =1.953 =0024 =10 60812 =250 10641 150097 =0153 = 40318 =10447 =1700~9 
0075 20387 2.021 =1. =0051 =10 =0571 60988 0230 =20252 130756 =0266 = 90081 -10270 =160356 
010 10 10680 = 0865 =0101 =10 =0703 70 =210061 -30871 120472 =0366 =130203 = 0966 =150319 
015 = 0422 0893 0250 =0220 0362 = 10089 -L70 165 =30516 100165 =0 =170562 = 0370 ,120618 
020 =20289 0191 10355 =03\60 20 ° 093)1 601'93 -130988 =10788 80284 =0535 =110398 = 0021 = ~L 906 
03\0 =50 = 0183 30 60 =0189 50 = 90 ~Hn 0111 5. =0515 =120400 - 0099 = 50389 
=70 01. 697 =0852 90 1D3(1j = 20611 = 10507 0189 40 
- 80911 003(0) = 20249 
05(1) =80 = 10 !L 181 =.928 90 ({) (Q) = 60 0081 40046 =0488 = 70949 0 (Q) 
*Th~ &1ih~B!ril!.1lg str~&ilS~~ 8!1r~ tB!1b1lJ!lait~dl at '( ~ (Q)o0125e> ((:»00315:9 ((L0625~ Oo0815~ 0'01125» (016252) tt1la2125» ((LJ125
2J 00 ~ (0)050 _ 
TABLE 18 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF ~TRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED A.ND THE REMA:mING~TWO FREE 
HYEerbolic Paraboloids Elli2tic Paraboloids 
~ kw kG"" ko: kcr: k~ kfS:' *' kG:' *' kw kcs-: ko-: kcr:: kcr:- kG:' ko:-NI HI N2 H2 N12 M12 Nl Ml N2 M~ N12 Ml.l 
c) 0<.0 :;: 0005 
r ~ -1~0 r :;;: 1.0 
0 -.333 6.305 .197 0 0 =0210 18.691 -5&.539 210939 33.481 0 0 '" 0640 =25.126 
0025 = 2.812 3.627 10665 =.016 -10116 -0495 18.779 -53-.207 6.826 31.508 -.050 = 2.244 =10176 =24.950 
.050 = 50303 10688 30140 -.055 01.21 -06~8 180770 -490898 = 0886 290548 =0143 = 9.776 -1.106 =240182 
.075 ~ 7.792 .526 40614 =.105 2.312 =.669 180588 -460690 -3.667 270649 -.229 -16.852 = .818 -22.858 
010 =100258 - 0055 6.074 =.157 40658 =.664 180222 -43.659 =3079& 250854 =.294 -21.418 = .520 =210176 
015 =15.020 = .342 80895 =.260 80641 =0615 17.009 -38.285 -1.772 22.672 -.358 =230494 - .156 -17.493 
020 =190426 = 0341 110504 -.354 11.561 =0562 150300 =330879 = .365 20.063 =0377 -2Lcl05 = 0056 =140067 
030 ~260701 = .522 150811 =.516 150771 =.424 100804 -27.592 - 0012 160339 =.393 -16.350 - 0050 = 80445 u 040 -31.365 - 0732 180574 ~~627 180486 =.216 5.276 -24.066 ~ .096 14.251 =.406 =14.214 = 0026 = 30174 N 
050 =~2.972 - oB05 190525 =0666 190433 (() 0 -22.927 = 0094 130577 =0411 =13.567 0 0 F3 I 
Y :: =2.0 y :; 200 
0 =310973 100236 1809'Jt 0 0 ~02B7 25.237 =8;80683 180182 520516 0 0 = .4BO 026.549 
.025 =350320 2.583 20091b =0023 1.386 =0490 25.128 -850162 20830 50.431 -.038 = 5.018 = 0702 =26.154 
.050 =38.653 - .503 22.889 =0061 60436 =0450 240622 
-81.693 -20388 48.377 =0093 =140379 - 0515 =250025 
0075 -41.918 -10091 240823 =.096 100623 =.365 230788 
-78.374 =2.732 46.411 =0133 =200341 - .300 -230428 
010 =45.073 - 0798 260691 -0125 130155 =.302 22.755 =75.267 -1.678 44.571 =.157 -22.449 = 0168 =210664 
015 
-500958 - 0198 300176 =0170 15.375 =0253 20.406 =690753 = 0217 41.306 =.178 =21.314 = 0094 -18.239 
.20 =56.203 - .128 33.282 -0209 160691 =.234 170835 ~6 5 0 126 = 0 028 38. 566 = 0 19.3 = 1 ~.L 372 - 0 088 = 15 0 127 
030 
-640556 = 0242 380228 =0276 190095 =0169 120104 =580246 = 0108 340492 -.218 -170230 - .060 - 90498 
040 
-690737 = 0290 410297 ~0319 2006j~ =0083 50779 
-540248 - 0101 32.124 =0233 =160058 = 0027 - 4.334 
050 =710493 = 0307 420337 -.334 21.152' 0 0 -520937 = 0100 310348 =0238 -15.669 0 0 
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ Oo0125~ 000375& Oo0625~ O.0875~ 001125~ 001625~ Oo2125~ Oo3125~ 
004125~ 0.5. ( 
TABLE 18 (Continued) EFF1~CT OF ;(0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL-SHl~LLSWITHTWO OPFOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
~ 
Hyperbolic Pa.rabo1oids E11iEtic Paraboloids 
kw ko.: ka::- kG": kcr:- k *' k * kw kcr: ko-;;: ka;;' k(h" ko-:;: ken:: N1 M1 N2 M2 ~12 '1112 N1 M1 N2 M2 N12 M12 
d) OZo :;; 001 
y § -0.5 'l ~ (loS 
0 4.418 5.294 "" 2.616 0 0 = 0202 6.924 -33.536 210691 19.859 0 0 = .721 -16.865 
0025 - 3.500 4.827 - 2.072 = .016 - .800 - .581 6.987 -31.299 12.304 18.535 -.057 .803 -1.687 -16.928 
0050 20573 40211 - 1.524 - 0061 -1.OB7 - 0912 7.072 -29.054 50436 17.205 =.189 = .930 -20114 -16.855 
0075 1.635 3.523 - .968 = .133 - .959 -1.189 70147 -26.818 .726 150881 =0355 = 3.893 -2.171 -160549 
.10 .687 20817 '" 0407 = 0227 - .513 -10410 70188 -240624 -2.235 14.581 =0526 - 7.184 -10995 -15.985 
015 = 1.218 1.467 .721 = 0461 .989 -10692 7.097 -20.490 -4.497 12.134 ~.81~ -12.723 -1.340 -140182 
.20 = 3.080 .286 1.8,24 = 0732 20863 -1.782 6.723 -16.879 -40054 9.996=.998 -150620 - .669 -11.815 
.30 - 6.370 -1.512 30772 =10272 60426 =1.500 50104 =11.-611 =1.338 60876 ~o100 =140922 0070 = 6.892 
.40 = 80605 -20606 5.096 =1.668 80793 = 0793 20584 .,. 8.798 0235 5.210 =10059 =11.566 0143 = 2.873 
.50 - 90395 =2.981 5.563 -1.812 9.604 0 0 = 1.939 .605 .'. 40701 =1.031 -100063 0 0 
Y :; =1.0 ( ~ 1.0 
to .., 1.096 9.288 .6l.9 to 0 = 0324 18.127 =580908 23.298 34.884 0 0 = 0740 =230886 
.025 = 3.501 6.345 2.073 = .025 =10483 = .823 18.244 =550740 10.990 33.008 =0058 0141 -1.603 =23.897 
.050 = 5.920 3.925 3.506 - 0090 - .958 =1.131 18.319 =52.570 2.961 31.131 =.184 =3.987 -1.835 -23.584 
.075 = 8.350 2.111 4. 9l.S = . 179 .708 -1.297 180264 -49.442 -1.641 29.279 =.328 -9.389 =10707 =22.847 
010 -10. '772 .851 6.379 = .281 2.896 -10364 180036 -460412 =30778 27.484 =.462 =140366 -1.410 =210718 
.15 =15.502 = 0460 9.180 = 0495 7.417 =1.330 17.044 =40.840 =30974 240185 =.657 -20.512 = .758 =18.683 
.20 -19.925 = 0899 110799 = .700 110157 =10201 15.429 =360110 -2.367 210383 =0756 =210776 = 0320 =150274 
030 .. 270267 =1.184 160147 =10039 16.025 = 0860 100896 =290297 = .285 17.349 =0811 =180250 - .049 - 90053 
040 ~Jl0967 =10469 18.930 =1.260 18.640 = .431 5.305 -250539 - 0052 15.124 =0823 -15.170 = 0027 = 3~982 
- .50 =33.582 =10603 190886 =10339 190518 0 0 =24.339 = 0121 14.413 =0829 - 268 0 0 







TAjLE, 18 . (Continued) EFFECT OF 0('0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 











































HY~~~~Q1J~_R~raboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
k~1 kcrM k~-- k()M k~ * ka--M * 1 2 2 12 12 kw kIY-N ko-M --~~-k~-- k~ -K~ 1 . 1 2 2 12 12 
d) CA o :: 001 
1 8 
120157 190255 
5.296 210173 = 
10234 230093 = 
0685 240994 = 
-2.0 7 8 2.0 
o 0 "" .378 240420 =89.575 190315 530044 o 0 = 0571 =25.343 
1.287 260851 = 
.966 30.350 = 
.509 3:L 479 = 
.448 380449 '"' 
0583 410526 = 
.623 42.569 .,. 
0030 - .350 = .794 24.447 -86.214 6.483 51.054 = 
0092 30036 - 0891 240209 =82.868 = 0260 490073 = 
.162 70187 = 0838 230644 -790605 =20850. 470140 
0228 100754 - 0736 2~o799 -76.490 =30145 450295 
0336 150120 "" 0563 200562 -70,866 -10618 410965 
0420 17.076 - .469 17.943 -660128 - 0457 39.159 
.552 190204 = .33-8 12.142 -590133 "" 0133 35.017 
0640 200693 - .168 50797~-5S.081 - 0201 32.618 
.670 21.218 0 0 -530752 ~ 0200 31.830 
0045 - 10490 -10080 -25~226 
0130 "" 7.905 =10059 =240605 
.213 =14.247 "" .836 -230486 
0278 =18.634 - 0589 -220023 
.356 =210516 "" 0267 -18.693 
0392 =200415 = 0159 -150426 
.436 -170517 - .113 = 90626 
0465 ~160269 = .055 - 4.395 
0475 -15.897 0 0 
"( ~ -005 
120158 = .905 0 
100174 "" 0360 "" .035 = 
80117 0191 = 0134 "" 
6.602 0746 "" 0283 = 
5 0 034 ,,10 306 .,. 0473 .., 
20324~ 20424 - 0938 
0128 30505 =10461 
-3.014 50383 -20475 
=40805 6.636 =30202 
-50395 70075 -30463 










e) 0( ;; ,,02 
o {:: 005 
60947 -380476 230677 22.784 0 0 - 0822 -150921 
70006 -360364 15.B~1 21.534 "" 0064 1.403 =20064 =160032 
70077 -34.238 90550 200275 "" .227 10111 =20814 -160119 
70129 -32.100 40697 190009 = 0448 "" 0270 -30183 -160098 
70139 =29.965 1.079 17.745 - 0698 - 20268 =3.268 =150920 
60975 =25.789 =30197 150272 =10202 - 60806 =20900 =15.029 
60532 =210896 -40678 12.966 =10631 =10.771 =20202 =130483 
40857 =15.559 =3.565 9.214 -2.154 =150015 = 0873 = 90144 
20426 -11.676 -1.385 60914 -2.332 =15.623 = :195 "" 40255 
o =10.388 "" 0478 6.152 =20363 =15.413 0 0 







TABl.E 18 (Continued) EFFECT OF a o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACE~NTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL-SHELLS WITH- TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPOR~D AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
-----
k£>Nl ko-M ko-N ka-M_ k~ -';Jt' k~ *' 1 2 --1, 12 12 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ Hyperbolic Paraboloids kw kw k lC . ko,;- k6"":: kO'~L Nl Ml NZ --L, ka;- kQ;' N12 MI2 
e) 0(0 ::;; 002 
r ~ - 100 r~ 100 
0 - 30669 140159 20173 0 0 = 0509 170164 -620313 250014 360900 0 0 = 0844 -210990 
0025 = 50946 100668 30521 - 0040 =10662 -10347 170295 -59.397 15.t56 350173=0066 1~367 -20026 -220098 
,,050 - 80240 70633 40879 - 0146 =10690 =10946 170428 -56,,466 70568 330438 -022~ = .217 -20621 =220081 
0075 =100551 50102 60248 - 0299 = 0625 -20347 170477 -5~,,537 20248 310704 =0431 = 30351 -20797 -210818 
010 -12,,869 30061 70621 - 04·83 10108 =20587 170390 -500644 - 10275 290990 =0651 = 70047 -20697 =210264 
015 -170 0239 100332 = 0898 50397 -20721 160715 =450114 = 40436 260716=10054 =13.806 =20083 -190342 
.20 =210803 =10355 120911 -10322 90616 =2.561 15.365 -400153 = 40560 230778=10352 =180108 =10352 -160640 
=290171 ·~20686 1:70214 =20049 1!L800 =10836 110048 =320549 = 20196 190275 ",1.641 =19076B = ,,364 =10.449 
040 =330945 =30 200102 -2.518 180948 = 0892 50402 =28.192 = 0504 16.695 =L705 =11.685' => .041 = 4.630 
050 =350590 =30281 21.076 =20679 190882 0 (() =260798 = 0041 150869 -L711 =160546 0 0 
ry:;; -200 f :: 200 
«) 
-34'0 140898 20 18c6 (() 10 = 0499 230156 -900967 20.619 53.869 0 0 - 0663 =230576 
0025 8.763 220004 = ,039 =10 -1.188 23.264 =870840 10.252 520017 =e()!~2 ~519 =1.468 =23.617 
0050 40283 230832 = 0132 0282 =10524 230242 =840708 30327 500162 =0167 = 20845 =10729 =230394 
.075 0327 10310 250657 - .252 30348 -10627 220979 =81.605 = .778 480325 =0303 = 70528 =10668 =220802 
.10 -46.3 = .464 27.462 = 0380 6.776 =10590 220447 =78.581 = 2.815 460534 = =12.035 =1. =210857 
015 =520225 -10729 30.926 = 0621 12.685 -10 200667 -720946 = 30358 43.197 =0640 -180137 - 0910 =190204 
020 -570552 =1.638 .1081 = .822 160 =10 18.209 -68.056 - 2.209 400301 =0765 =200189 = .513 -160080 
030 -66.073 -1.123 39.127 =1.110 190726 = 0679 120305 =60.771 - 0532 350987 -0878 =180675 = 0196 = 90954 
040 =710330 =1.145 42.240 =10283 200950 = 0330 50 =560599 = .304 .517 -0926 =160713 = 0092 = 40493 
o'sf» -73.105 -10223 0291 -1.343 210367 (() 10 -550242 - 0349 32.713 =0943 =16.209 (() (() 






TABLE 18 (Continued) EFFEe,X OF ~ 0 ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
'PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING-TWO. FREE_ 
--------. 
HY])Etl:'boJ i<; __ ~arab91o ids Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ kw ktS"":N kc:r:M kc:r: k<J.M kcr.: '* kChM '* kw 1 1 NZ Z N12 12 ker,:: k~ ko:: kc:- kcr: kcr: N1 HI N2 MZ N1Z M1Z 
f) ;;t.. 0 =: .05 
o -15.376 260967 
.025 -160158~2o036 
0050 -160946 17.623 
0075 =17.742 13.686 
010 -180543 100183 
015 =20.135 4.317 
020 -21.668 - 0261 
030 =24.306 = 6.460 
.40 =26.047 - 9.733 
.50 -260651 =10.751 
y:: -0.5 
9.105 0 
9.568 - .078 = 
100035 = 0292 = 



































7.321 0 o 
y g; = 1.0 
-17.519 24.891 10.374 0 0 
=19.407 -19.872 110492 - .071 =1.522 
=21.310 15.423 120619 = 0265 -1.871 
-23.233 11.525 130758 = 0555 -1.362 
-250170 8.144 140905 - 0915 - .252 
-29.036 2.756 17.195 -1.768 2.986 
-32.777 - 1.118 19.410 =20692 606910 
=39.279 = 50705 23.260 -4.394 13.181 
-43.618 = 70737 25.830 -5.553 170136 
-45.136 - 80309 260729 -5.958 18.416 










(' = 0.5 
-49.57029.160 290354 0 o =1.052 =13.275 
-47.810 22.317 280312 - .083 
=460034 16.476 27.260 - .303 
-44.237 11.541 26.196 = 0625 
-42.423 7.421 25.122 -1.018 
-38.785 10262 22.967 =10921 
. 1~486 -2.805 -13~391 
1.961 -4.099 -13~545 
1.660 -5.005 =13.676 
.781 -50588 -13.737 
-2.072 =6.004 =13.534 
-35.234 -2.683 20.865 -2.858 -5.S93 -50718 -12.797 
=28.979 -60256 17.160 -4.483 
-24.739 -60977 140650 -5.511 
-12.279 -4.066 - 9.689 . 
-16.693 -1.922 - 4.897 
-23.242 -6.986 13.764 -5.856 -18.187 0 0 
"( =: 1.0 
-69.289 27.806 41.031 0 {) 
-66.917 20.184 39.627 - .078 1.806 
-640526 13.846 38.211 - .280 1.998 
-620115 80682 360783 = .S67 1.060 
-59.692 4.568 35.348 - 0908 - .618 
-54.889 -1.033 32.504 -1.655 - 5.057 
-50.296 -30973 29.784 =20381 - 9.679 
-420481 =5.274 250156 -3.516 =16.717 
=370403 =40385 220149 =40146 =20.173 




























TABLE 18 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 






















kw k k k k k <>i.. V, oR.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~M .~ 1 1 2 2 12 12 
kw 
f) ~o :: .05 
y m -2.0 
-400279 19.944 23.852 0 
-42.873 14.447 250388 - .056 = 
=45.486 9.855 26.936 = .200 = 
-48.117 6.143 280494 = .406 = 
=500751 3.235 30.054 - .649 
-55.941 = .595 330127 -1.182 
=60.847 = 2.522 36.032 -10704 
=69.061 = 3.530 40.896 -20544 
-74.309 - 30403 440004 -3.044 
-76.101 - 3.298 45.065 -3.208 






























'I'" ~O • 5 g) ;;'0' o. 10 
-47.512 34.528 28.135 0 
-48.015 280118 28.433 - .100 
-480521 22.413 280733 - .373 
-4900]1 170344 290036 = 0784 
e49.S48 12.849 290341 -10303 
-50.571 5.357 29.947 -2.553 
-510556 = 0454 300530 -30938 
-53.251 - 80235 310534 -60570 
-54.369 -120274 32.196 -80418 










































k~ kcr:' ko. ko- k~ kG:" 
NI Ml N2 M2 N12 Ml2 
f g; 2.0 
22.238 54.714 0 
14.671 53.184 = .060 
8.694 51.644 - 0211 
4.159 50.098 - .416 
.873 48.559 - .646 
-2.800 45.567 -1.109 
-3.915 42.801 =1.506 
-2.985 38.353 -20021 
-1.595 350650 -2.243 
-1.090 340755 -20301 
(:;, 0.5 
o = 0769 -19.483 
1.574 -1.921 -19.607 
0926 -20604 -19.680 
-10052 -2.931 -19.597 
-3.698 -2.999 ~19.307 
-9.283 -20671 -18.063 
-130766 -20082 -160062 
-170994 = 0984 -10.766 
-18.354 = 0334 = 4.994 






o 0 -1.215 - 8.806 
=30300 - 80887 
=4.925 = 9.000 
=60148 = 9.108 
-70022 = 9.179 
3.963 350706 
- 10292 340284 
= 70689 310738 
-HL569 290978 
-11.373 29.349 
= 0095 1.029 
= .355 1.445 
= 0 74,2 1. 310 
=10224 0908 





-70905 = 9.126 
"'1.892 = 80724 
=60118 = 60754 
=30072 = 30461 
o (() 
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at 1 = 0.0125, 000375 , 000625, '0.0875. (\)01125, O.1625~ 0.2125» 003125 9 






TABLE 18 (Continued) EFFECT OF' ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
,PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 






















-450680 31.691 21.051 0 
-46.940 25.649 27.197 - .091 = 
=48.210 200217 280549 = .341 = 
=490494 15.527 29.309 -" 0 716 = 
-50.790 11.343 30.076 -1.186 = 
=53.382 4.465 310612 =20314 
=55.903 = 0750 330105 =30555 
=600323 - 7.479 350722 =50892 
=63.304 -10.806 370481 =70515 
=64.354 -11.803 38.109 -8.090 




1 .. 059 -50990 
0384 ... 6.881 
10694 -7.834 
40175 -70906 
~L 763 =60246 
110745 =30177 
12.751 0 
-540497 24.045 32.272 0 0 - 0873 
-56.437 180753 33.421 - .068 = 1.552 -20346 
-58.394 14.148 34.579 <=> .253 - 10881 -3.457 
-60.370 10.195 35.749 - .524 = 10323 =40257 
-62.359 60845 360928 = .859 - .149 -4.795 
-66.327 1.717 39.277 -1.637 ,'3.222 -5.247 
=700159 = 1.723 41.547 -2.460 70025 =5.097 
=76.801 = 50280 45.479 =3.929 13.564 -3.773 
=81.217 - 60493 48.095 -40895 17.454 =1.841 
-82.759 - 6.761 490008 -50227 18.694 0 











-79.204 300016 46.903 0 
=77.542 23.468 45.919 = .086 
=750865 17.799 440926 = 0316 
-740169 120934 43.921 = .656 
o =10090 -120531 
1.406 -2.933 -12.641 
1.863 -4.331 -120787 
10592 -50347 =12.912 
-720457 80792 42.907 =1.076 
-69.020 2.380 40.872 -20057 
0777 -6.038 -12.973 
-1.890 -60641 -12.791 
-6506'64 = 2.013 38.884 -30100 -5.199 =6.480 -12.107 
=59.740 - 6.686 35.376 =4.972 
=550715 - 8.306 32.993 -6.207 
=54.293 = 8.655 320151 -60632 
-11.568 -4.823 = 90191 
-150836 -2.357 - 40654 ' 
o -17.296 0 0 
'Y :: 2.0 
140628 -94.883 230158 56.188 0 0 
14.750 -92.915 17.205 55.022 = .065 1.528 
14.898 =9((L931 120191 53.847 = 0236 1.750 
150002 =88.928 80042 520661 = 0483 10051 
15.013 -86.914 4.674 51.469 = .779 - .266 
140649 =82.913 = 0086 490099 -10441 = 3.847 
130695 =790073 = 20810 46.825 =20104 - 7.692 
10.148 =72.492 - 40617 42.928 =3.194 -13.831 
5.054 -68.178 = 4.453 40.373 -3.844 -17.104 





















*Th.e sh.earing stresses are tabulated at ( :: CL(1252) 0.0375}) 000625 s Oo0875ll0.1125~ 0.1625» ~L2125~ (L3125~ 






TABLE 190 EFFECT OF m~ ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL 









p g =Po Sin mTCS ~ g 001 )I 8 0 ~~ w formulation with N § 40 and 
higher order approximation on t for points near the bOQn1ary 
= 11<- . 0=4 (a/-m14.. 






x 10=2 x p (a/my 2 k~ 0 h2 Sin mICS 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids 








ko-N 2 1 
x 10-2 x p (aIm) Sin m n:.S 




;;; x 10=2 x p . ~/m) Cos m TC.S 
k"M o h2 
12 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
kerN k"i1 k~ k~ k"N. k~ 
1 1. _~~_ __ ....... ~ ______ 12 12 
a) me ~ 0.5 
y 8 =(loS y~ ((L5 
=1q 0758 230054 HL516 to (() 1101051 =370275 250129 220073 OJ (() = 0455 =120640 
=] 8,~ 180750 100950 =0017 = 0400 =10160 11.067 =36.43,6 190£0,41 210577 = olO18 0421 =10218 =120656 
=1§L225 140 110385 =0062 0003 =10 110 (067 =35.597 14.494 210080 = • lO66 = 0125 =10788 =120651 
=19.959 11.357 110819 =.131 10029 =20189 110027 0758 HL 200583 = 01.36 = 10412 =20190 =120596 
=200690 80249 120252 =0217 20526 =2.513 10.927 =3\30923 60656 200lO88 = 0222 = 30236 =20 ,-,120469 
=2201.28 301.14 130104 =0422 60 =,20852 1«) a 5«)4 =320283 102(QJJ 1~L117 = = 70846 =2.642 =1.10947 
=230 130915 =0648 100845 =2. 90740 =300726 =20338 180195 = .626 =120917 =20520 =11003,3 
=250856 = 5. 150311 =10069 190135 =20234 10201 =2iL =!L 16061.9 = 0984 =210982 =10789 = 80(()83 
=270 = 70 160241 =1.3}58 0150 =10125 30 =2603,(QJ] =6. 1.39 150578=1021(() =270768 = 0842 = 40016 
=2'] 0 915 = 80 160566 404,6Q 260104 0 0 ,";250695 =60116 150216 =10286 =290697 «) 0 





TABLE 19 (Conti.nued), EFFECT OF mc ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABIOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPOR'I'ED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
'7 kw ko-K k~ k~ kcrK kerN * ko-M * kw k~ ktS""M k~ k~ k~ kCT'M· 1 1 2 2 12 12 1 1 2 2 12 12 
a) mr;: mo ~ 5 
1 :: =1.0 
o =-42 0628 220 151 25 Q 243 0 0 =- 0:3 96 16" 221 
A)25 ""'430104 16 .. 359 250880 =0016 .,; 0355 =1".038 16,,235 
Q050 =440780 110431260518 -0056 .. 174 Ql0487 161>205 
.,075 ~5,.855 10354 270154 ""0115 2,,927 ... 10776 16&090 
010 -460922 4.052 270786 =0184 50732 =1.935 150865 
015 =49.003 = .537 290018 =0339 120198 =10911 15.036 
.20 -500957 = 30030 300176 =0490 180578 =10173 130700 
030 =540229 ... 40334 320113 =0732 280358 -10128 9.763 
~40 =560335 = 30826 330361 =.871 330467 - 0490 4Q755 
.. 50 ..,,570059 <= 3.475 33,,189 =0914 340951 0 0 
y * 1.0 
-640843 240106 38.399 (0 0 - 1'425 -1{) .. 203 
-63.769 160913 310162 =0017 0245 -1.091 -16~213 
",,6:L693 110081 37.126 =.000 -1 .. 132 =10526 =16.168 
-610621 60341 36.491 -.120 =3.586 =1,,715 016.028 
0600558 2.661 35.861 ~.189 =6~619 -1.880 -15.165 
-58.494 - 2.086 340639 -.331 -13.495 -10794 ~14.840 
=56~569 = 40210 33.499 =0472 =19.809 =10495 ~130403 
-53.389 - 40214 31~616 -.664 -~80426 - D788 ~ 9.315· 
-51.316 ~ 2.618 30.424 -.756 ~32.090 = .284 ~ 4.502 
",,5(L692 = 1.810 30.019 =. 180 ~'32. 964 0 0 
1 :;: -2. 0 r ~ 2.0 
0 ..,,16.351 17.033 45.213 0 0 = ,,290 15 9 187 -92,,306 180023 54.661 0 0 ~ .305 =14.657 
.025 -71.358 10.675 450810 =.011 .186 = .110 150180 =910334 10.941 540086 -.012 - 0304 - .734 ""14.645 
0050 ~780365 5.110 46.406 =0039 20356 = .936 15 9 088 =90.363 5.564 53.511 -.041, = 2.664 - .953 =14.541 
0015"'790365 2.185 46.998 ·0016 50591 -1.022 140868 =89.399 1.110 52.940 =.078 - 6.091 -1.020 -14.301 
610 =8003.51 - ,,214 41.582. =",11\6 9,,232 =10011 14.505 =88.450 =;J};,,865 52.378=.118 - 9.859 = .986 =13.914 
015 =82.2,42 "" 2.611 48.702 -.193 16.134 - 0834 13.368 
-86.640 = 3.213 51.306 =~192 =16.731 Q .165 -12.727 
.,20 =83.965 ~ 3.031 490722 b 0254 210287 - .597 11.787 
-850003 - 3.334 50.336 =0247 -21.526 = .498 =11.119 
030 -860118 - 1.165 510352 ·.323 260088 ~ .235 1.896 =820423 = 1.619 48.809 =.300 -25.106 c 0135 = 7.307 
040 =88.396 = 0128 520346 =0349 26.901 = 0069 30694 =80.,878 = a 311ii 41.894 = 0 312 -24.837 = . 016 ,~; J~ 313 
.50 =88.956 = .434 52.617 =0355 260855 0 () =80.368 = D032~41.592 ~o313 -240425 0 0 







TABLE 19 (Cont:Lnued) EFFECT OF m~ ON VALUES' OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
kw kG"' k~ kIT' kcr-- ko-- * ks- * kw kcr:' ko:' ko-:- kcr' k(L k ( N1 M1 N2 M2 NIl M12 Nl MI N2 HZ NI2 ~12 
b) me ~ 2.0 
Y :;; =005 y :;;: 005 
0 =30062 60562 10813 0 0 =0425 20648 =330687 220002 19.949 0 0 =10244 =17.692 
0025 =3.765 3.397 20229 =.067 .469 =0959 20574 =28.994 50685 170170 = .195 = 0887 =20137 =170552 
=40448 10396 20634 =0217 2.165 178 20234 =240338 = 10993 140413 = 0531 = 60865 =10824 =160474 
.tOl75 =50040 0234 20985 =0402 30906 215 10621 ..,190968 = 40292 110825 = 0818 =120035 =10150 =14056;3 
010 =50 = 0410 30239 =0593 50192 ""L 150 0805 =160100 = 30920 9.534 = 0998 =140561 = 0534 =120296 
015 =50652 = 0973 30347 =0936 60061 =0877 =1.073 =10.186 = 1.373 6.032 =10101 -13.136 0096 = 70934 
020 =40841 =10147 20B67 =10184 5,,154 =0525 =20791 = 60434 0039 30810 =10059 = 80120 0163 = 40844 
030 = ,,997 '" 0'19(0 0590 =10353 0739 ,,099 =40394 = 20739 0152 10622 '" 0994 = 3.140 0021 = 10843 
040 30330 0106 =10~72 =10221 -30925 0247 =20957 = 10338 0002 0793 = 0990 = 10455 = 0002 = 0631 
050 50185 0573 =30071 =10129 =50883 ({) 0 = 0968 = 00104 0573 - 0991 = 10049 0 0 
( ~ "" I" 0 r :s 100 
(() = 0008 10195 0004 0 0 =.089 0246 =580092 230444 340401 (() 0 =10228 =260373 
0025 = 0073 10032 = 0014 0025 =0251 0242 =510097 30369 300258 = 0193 = 3,,766 =10757 =250782 
0050 = 0137 0930 0081 = ,,053 0121 =0397 0223 =440258 = 30298 260208 ~.469 =130235 -10239 =230703 
.075 = 0196 0852 0116 = 0116 0200 =0531 0191 =370970 = 3.653 220485 ~:0663 =18,,560 = 0665 =20.788 
010 = = 0199 =0652 .153 =320456 '" 20242 19,,220 '" ,,768 =190271 = ,,313 =170760 
015 = 0317 .560 0188 = 0421 ,,253 =0846 0073 =230761 = 0306 140071 = .842 =140864 = olIO =120686 
020 '" 0346 0288 0205 = c691 0213 =0959 o (H02 =170549 = 0020 100392 = 0875 =100473 '" 0097 = 90085 
030 = 0 3(08 = 0 3 11 0182 =10305 0072 = =0079 = ~L 942 = 0074 50887 = 0928 = 50824 = 0056 = 40517 
= 0222 '" =10795 = 0073 =0509 =0065 = 60338 = 0045 30753 = 0954 = 30704 = 0022 = 10776 
05(0) = 0 181 = 0 973 0107 =1.0981 = 0133 «) {) = 50280 = 0037 30127 = ,,962 = 30077 0 0 






TABLE 19 (Continued) EFFECT OF me ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPIJ1' SUPPOR'mD AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
'~ kw k"'N kcrM k()N k<rM kON * ko-M *' lew kON k~ k~ k<:>M ken; kerr 1 1 2 2 12 12 1 1 2 2 N12 M12 
b) me g 200 
Y g =200 ( ~ 200 
«) 200149 0328 =110932 0 0 =0068 110875 =920143 200311 540~20 0 0 = 0964 =32' 0990 
0025 160999 10520 =100066 = .011 =30331 =0306 120399 =830992 .391 49.738 =.151 = 80122 =10026 =310714 
0050 13.110 10090 = 80119 = 0059 =40010 =0477 130029 =750580 = 2.754 440751 =0313 =170880 = 0594 =280906 
0075 1((.10254 0663 = 60072 = 0134 =30225 =0582 130535 =670912 = 10550 400216 =0406 =200185 = .350 =250735 
010 60664 0454 = 30946 = 0225 =20060 =0653 130859 =610086 ." ~510 360174 =0461 =180733 = .270 =220793 
015 = 0726 0264 0430 = 0439 0224 =0749 130964 =490685 = 0~10 290422 =0542 =140155 = 0229 =170867 
020 = 80019 0073 40784 = 0678 20381 =0788 130384 =400759 = 0140 2401~6 =0611 =120032 = 0186 =130893 
030 -210261 = 0312 120590 =10160 60244 =.680 100329 =280601 = 0111 1609~7 =0709 - 80447 = 0109 = 7.836 
040 =30.343 = 0591 17 0 968 = 10521 80906 =0367 50286 =22,,162 = .092 13,124 =0762 = 6.5]9 = .048 = 3.349 
.5lO =33.578 = .693 190884 =10655 9.854 0 0 =200150 = .085 11.933 =.779 = 5.944 0 0 
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ( § Oo0125~ 0.0375$ Oo0625~ Oo0875~ Oo1125~ Oo1625~ 0.2125~ 003125~ 
004125~ Do 50 
B 
N ~ j-d 
8 
TABLE 200 EFFECT OF POISSON 9 S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 










p g =Po Sin m It.S ao g 001 me g 100 + = w formula tion with N :s 40 
and higher order approximation On 0/ for point; near the boundary 
kw 







x 10=2 x Po Sin m TCc; 2 
ker Ml 
HY~JPo~ie Paraboloids 
k . k k·· k* k·· . * ~ cr:: cr: cr:: ~ 
Ml NZ H2 N12 M12 
kw 
~ k~ 1 ._ 1 2 
:s x 10-2 x Po (a~~) Sin m "'I'; 
~ kcrM 1 1 
c:r;: kON N12 2 12 





ks-: k' it k· k - ket:: k£)":' er: 0.. t5:' 
Nl Ml NZ M2 N12 MI2 
a) )' ~ 0015 
Y ~ ·~O05 'Y g ~L5 
40663 40890 =20699 0 0 = 0189 6,,221 -380128 220121 220070 (() 0 = 0734 =170046 
30692 40579 =20245 = 0015 = 0718 = 0548 6,,247 =350468 120489 200649 = 0058 0786 =10715 =160888 
20711 40078 =10716 = 0058 = 0954 = 0868 6,,294 =32083,3 50461 180848 = 0192 =10046 -20144 =160623 
10735 30473 =10123 = 0126 = 0788 =10141 60337 =300239 0657 160882 = 0361 =40143 =20195 =160167 
0747 20822 = = 0216 = 0305 =10363 6,353 c270716 = 20350 140908 = 0533 =10570 =20011 =150498 
=10232 10525 0908 = 10299 =10 60 =230015 = 40617 110324 = 0824 =DoJ19 =10336 =130605 
=3016(0) 035:1 20 = 0108 30315 =10752 5090S = 18 0 947 = 4· 0 121 80521 =10(006 =160311 = 0652 =110267 
=60557 =10471 40879 =10241 10220 =10488 40 =1Jo041 = 10 50220 =10101 =150548 0092 = 60548 
=80 =20586 60611 =10 90 = 0789 20268 = ~SL 903 0275 30926 =10054 =12004(0 0154 = 20741 
=90 =20 70220 =10778 HL (() 0 = 80 0648 30605 =10025 =1(00473 «) 0 






TABLE 20 (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSONGS RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 






















Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw k(f"N 
1 
k(r, ker,: k~ k~ '* kcr:- '* 











1 ~ -laO 
80846 0611 0 
60039 10837 = 0024 -
30736 30359 - 0086 -
2.012 5.050 - .170 
.816 60809 = .261 
- 0427 100275 = 0472 
= .847 13.443 = 0667 
-10128 180507 = .991 
=1.406 21.676 -1.203 
-1.537 220763 -10278 
r & -200 










-34.333 5.304 190961 = 
-370426 1.006 220403 = 
-400503 - 0937 24.922 = 
-43.514 -1.473 27.283 -
=490193 -10003 310321 = 
=54.270 = 0476 340607 = 
c620326 = .400 39.673 = 
=670315 = .533 420842 -
-690006 = .570 430920 -
a) 1 
o - 0309 






180406 = 0823 













"( ~ 100 
-670892 220708 39.299 0 0' 
=64.089 100734 370140 =.057 0219 
=60.343 20915 340375 =0179 = 3.695 
=56.691 = 1.573 31.471 =0320 ~ S~965 
=53.185 = 30664 280709 =.451 =~l.~47 
-460789 = 30870 240096 =.643 =19.917 
=41.383 = 20314 200774 =0741 =210204 
-330595 = .288 160777 =0791 -17.796 
-29.288 = 0059 14.735 =.810 =14.787 
=270910 = 0125 14.070 =.815 =13.905 
y B 200 
o = .391 19.660 =101.128 160074 58.538 0 0 
.584 = .81D 19.824 -97.181 50584 560156 =.037 = .648 
40927 = 0889 190717 -930331 = .019 53.178 =.109 = 5.643 
9.849 = 0816 110300 =89~625 = 2.237 500263 =0181 =100716 
130967 = .700 180626 -86.115 = 20555 47.686 =0239 =140409 
180970 = 0516 16.794 =79.801 = 1.377 430656 =0311 =16.914 
21.287 = 0425 140646 =140478 = .433 400695 =.349 =16.111 
230972 = 0309 9.907 -66.603 = 0159 36.481 =0395 =130812 
25.843 = 0154 4.730 =62.037 = 0207 33.987 =.426 =12.822 










= 0748 =180154 
= 0320 -140828 
= 0053 = 8.815 
= oD29 = 3.885 
(() 0 
= 0478 =25.297 
= 0916 =240678 
= 0915 =23.747 
= 0739 =220497 
= 0539 =210024 
= .269 =17.841 
= .171 =140752 
= 0118 = 90219 
= ,0057 = 40209 
o 0 
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ 000125 9 000375 9 000625 9 000875~ 001125~ 001625 9 002125~ 003125 9 





TABLE 20 (Continu~d) EFFECT OF POISSON°S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
JhljJfPERB01,IC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WrIH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED ANU THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
H.YE~l"boli(;: Pal"abo1oi.dis 
_ El~~t..:lC Para~91oids ~ kw kON1 '~. ------k .. ~- k * k * kw k~ ~- k~ k~ k~ k~ !<~1 kcr-NZ ~2 ~1Z ~12 1 1 ~2 2 12 12 
b) 'I ~ .30 
r : =005 
"( g 0.5 
(() 40937 40345 = 2.661 (() (() = c,170 5.4,33 =440547 22.338 24.005 (() 0 = .740 =170130 
0025 30908 40208 = 20293 = 0013 = 0625 = .500 50429 =410301 120531 220474 = 0058 0726 =10724 =160766 
0050 20879 30844 = 1.793 = .053 = .806 = .802 5. 4l~5 =380125 50402 200160 = 0193 = 10282 =20148 =160323 
o (()75 10848 3;340 = 10175 = 0116 = 0599 =10064 50460 =350032 0549 170499 = 0362 = 40596 =20192 =150728 
010 0813 20763 = 0461 = 0199 = 0075 =10281 50456 =320052 = 20470 140801 = 0534 = 80237 =10998 =140963 
015 =10247 10552 10163 = 10636 =10512 50342 =260557 = 40704 10.019 = 0823 =140305 =10307 =120994 
020 =.30248 20891 = 0661 30803 =10681 50039 =210846 co 40159 60544 =10000 =170427 = 0616 =100694 
o 3(() =60161 =10.393 60069 =1018(() 80016 =10440 30818 =150060 = 10284 30154 =10084 =160539 0122 = 60190 
=90155 =20505 80240 =10561 110021 = 0767 10934 =110450 0328 20334 =10029 =120181 0168 = 20585 
""HL O(QO ~2 0 884 90002 =101100 120046 10 0 =HL345 0691 20239 = 0991 =110120 (() (() 
"I ~ =100 "I 8 100 
OJ = 10015 80203 0541 0 ((J = 0286 120711 =800701 210584 430492 0 (() = 0686 =240816 
= 30 .5 0 59'] 10620 = 0022 = = 0126 120786 =7600(()5 100225 410081 =0054 0412 =10489 =240096 
0050 = 50 30 30251 = 0079 0335 = 0998 120825 =110440 20797 370415 =0171 = 30408 =10709 =230211 
0075 = 80216 10869 £L 195 = 0158 2.452 =10145 120771 =670042 = 10412 330564 =0305 = 80546 =10593 =220086 
010 =HL 696 0'764 102'73 = 0248 50030 =10205 120599 =620858 = 30466 290873 =0430 =130332 =10321 =200739 
015 =15. = 0385 110,)84 = 100259 =10179 110889 =550285 d 30677 230995 =0613 =190323 = 0119 =170628 
020 = 190 82 1 = 0 i76 150085 = 0619 140679 =10068 10 736 =480914 = 20206 200170 =0108 =200631 = 0311 =140384 
030 =270132 =1.046 .200852 = 0921 2(L]?l = 0768 70596 =390733 = 0283 160209 =0763 =170340 = 0055 = 80516 
=310 =10313 407 =10119 240214, = 0,3186 30699 =340 0063 140346 =0176 =140402 = 0029 = 30788 
0510 =,3l:L 421 = 10429 250 =10185 250306 = 0056 =330008 co 0125 130725 =0182 =130541 0 ([) 
stresses are tabulated at 7 ~ 000125& 000315 8 00 
0050 





TABLE 20 (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSON'S RA~IO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC- PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TI~O OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FREE 
I 
r---
H:IEerbo1ic Paraboloids ! Elliptic Paraboloids ~ in--* kw kcr ka: kc;: ko-: ker-: kcr:: kw kcr ko: kcr: ko-;: ~ ke-:: HI HI HZ M.z HI12 MIZ Nl HI HZ Mz NIZ M12 
b) )I ::;: 0.30 
'Y :: =200 
I 
r ::: 200 
0 =3(L077 130027 160208 0 o ~.3~8 150337 .,,117.0Z3 11.777 63oC61 «) 0 =0355 =25.043 
0025 =320983 50180 180204 =.031 1.434 =oBP4 15.580 =112.278 .4.366 60.622 =0028 a~~392 =0697 =23.968 
.050 =350935 0182 21.360 ~.094 60-6-5~~ =.8~6 15.565 =107.737 0273570Z15 =0083 
-2.806 =0719 -220761 
0~J75 -380884 = 1.134 24.638 =.162 120283 =.7!77 15.270- =103.424 "" 1.442 53.8~3- =.139 
-6.400 =.606 -21.399 
.10 =41.777 - 1.600 270585 =.223 16.908 -.6~1 140748 = 99.370 - 1.782 50.829 =0187 -9.065 -.466 -19.930 
o 15 
-47.238 = 1.010 32.204 -.317 220496 -.4~2 13.295 = 92.104 = 1.053 46.309 =.251 -11.080 -0265 -16.908 
.20 -52.118 "" 0435 350628 -.385 25.144 -03~6 110587 = 850976 = .395 430135 =.288 =100652 =0182 =14.009 
030 =590856 .349 4{L 757 =0492 280339 =02175 7.835 760881 0177 38.699 =.338 ~ 90113 -0121 8.768 
.40 -640647 - .477 440005 =0563 30.561 =o~38 3.741 = 71.6.15 = 0211 360057 =0368 = 8.449 -.058 = 4.002 
I 
.50 =66.271 = .510 450114 -0588 310338 O! 0 =::"9 .. 886 = .209 350182 =0379 - 8.260 0 10 






TABLE 210 EM"FECT OF O{o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND H1'PERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL 
SlHlELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
p g =Po Sin. m TC.S me ~ 100 »:5 0 cp = VI fOlrmulation with N ~ 40 
and high~r g~der approximation on 'iii for points near the boundary 
w ~ k x 1(0=4 x p (a/m}4 Sin m l\:S CJ'N k~ 2 'iii 0 D 1 1 
x 10=2 x P. {aIm} Sin ill ~ :!'5 
()M ko-M o h
2 
1 1 
~ k"N cr::. kO"f;g 222 N12 2 ;;; x 10=2 x p (aIm) Sin 1m jt".S 12 
x 110=2 x Po (a/~) COB, m TC~ ~ o 2 ~ ko-~ h Ih ktr'M h 2 &, M12 12 
~ Hyperbolic Paraboloids ElliEtic Paraboloids kw k~ k~ kcr"'N kcrM kd'"'N *' k6M '* kw ka-N kcr'M k~ k~ k<TN k~ HI 1 2 2 12 12 1 1 2 2 12 12 
a:9 ~ :5 0001 
Y ~ =«:L5 ''('is 005 
(() (() 10 (0 =01(Q)5«JJ 00087 00102 =00002 0 (() 0 =010748 =00870 =00298 00021 
0025 I{) =00032 «) =01042 =00029 00104 010001 = 0 000;1 =0(125 00002 =00772 =010047 =00288 00(0)25 
0050 «) =00052 (0) =011034 =00046 00109 ,,0004 =00006 =00284 00004 =00794 010154 =00265 00013 
0075 0 =00051 (() 00113 00007 =00008 =00351 00005 =00815 00119 =00238 oO(()04 
010 =0010(01 =001037 0 - ,((»011 00115 00008 =00008 =00347 00005 =00834 00051 =00211 (0 = 0 
015 000102 00002 =00999 =001005 00111 00009 =,,0008 =00277 010005 =00865 =00004 =00164 =00001 
020 =00006 00039 00004 =00980 0 00112 00009 =oOQQ8 =00221 00005 =00889 =Q0003 =00128 0 
03\0 = 0 (0(011 00104 00006 =Q0948 0(1)008 00087 00008 =00008 =00155 00005 =oQ922 0 =00072 0 
o £0·0 =00014 00149 00009 =00925 00014 00(0)<4·4 000104 =00«)08 =00120 00005 =o094(Q) 0 = o «J)(Q)31 0 
,050 =00«))16 00165 00009 =.0917 00016 0 (\) =00008 = o (Q)109 00005 = 0 0 0 
---
'i!'Tlh~ slh~a~in.g 8tir®$8~B ar~ takn!llat~dl at 7. ~ (CL0125?) 00 » ([L06125<J (L0875i) «:Ll125>J «L1625., Oo2125"KL31.25>J 





TABLE 21. (ContinuEtd) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
( kw kc:r,; k~ k~ k(h k * ka;: '* kw ko,:: ko;;- ktr.: k~ ko;;:, k6T: cr.: Nl ~.Ml N2 H2 NIl. M12 Nl M1 NZ HZ N1Z M12 
a) 0(0 :: .001 
r:: -1.0 r:: 1.0 
0 0 a 0 ~.IQOO =.0134 ~.0316 .0004 0 0 0 =.0418 =.0899 -.0440 .0020 
.025 0 .0005 0 = • 0915 = .,0030 .0316 .0006 -00003 =.0246 .0001 =.0512 .0065 =.0420 .0015 
.050 =.0001 o OO~~2 .0001 =.0950 "'.0001 .0313 .0006 .... 0005 "'00416 .0003 =~0545 .0125 -.0388 00005 
.015 =.0002 o OOj'3 .0001 =.0926 =.0002 .0301 .0006 "'.0005 =.0435 .0003 =00516 .0043 '"'.0354 .0001 
.10 =.0003 .0099 00002 =.0901 0 00299 .0006 '" co Q 0005 "" 0 0405 .0003 =00604 .0005 ""00322 .0001 
.15 =.0004 .0145 .0003 =.0855 0 00278 .0006 .... 0006 =06348 ,,0003 =00652 0 "'00265 .0001 
.20 =00006 .0187 .0003 =.0813 .0002 .0250 .0005 -00006 "".0308 .0003 =.0691 .0001 =.02,15 .0001 
.30 =.0009 . 02~~8 .0005 =.0742 .0005 ~0177 .0004 "-=.0006 ",.10251 .0004 -.0749 .0001 =.0130 .0001 
.4C; "".0010 60303 .0006 = .. 0697 .0007 .0086 .0002 -.0007 =,,0219 .0004 "".0781 .0001 "'00058 0 
.50 -.0011 .,0319 .0006 -.0681 00008 0 0 =.,0007 =.0209 .0004 -.0791 .0001 0 0 
'y:;; 2.0 r= 2.0 
0 0 0 0 =.0693 .... 0290 .0429 .0006 0 0 0 =.0147 ~.,0596 =.0461 .0012 
.025 =.0001 .0127 0 =. 065'9 ~. 0026 .0419 .0004 =.0002 -.0309 .0001 =.0184 .. 0092 =.0437 .0005 
.050 =.0001 .0186 .0001 =.0626 .0016 .0404 .0003 =.0002 =.0393 .0001 ""0021a· .0041 -.0406 .0002 
.015 =.0002 .02Q4 .0001 =.05'4 .• 0002 .0388 .0003 =.0002 .... 0379 .0001 "".0250 .0004 =.0376 .0001 
.• 10 =.0002 .0218 .0001 =.0564 0 .0371 .0003 -.0003 -.0361 .0001 =.0279 0 -.0348 .0001 
015 =.0003 .0246 .0002 =.0507 .0001 .0333 .0002 =.0003 "'00334 .0002 =.0332 .0001 .... 0295 .0001 
.20 =.0003 .OZ'?2 .0002 =.0456 .0002 .0291 .0002 -.0003 =.0312 00002 =.0376 .0001 .... 0245 .0001 
.30 '~=" 0005 .0312 .0003 =.0376 .0002 .0198 .0002 -.0004 =.0279 .0002 =.0442 .0001 =.0154 .0001 
040 =.0005 .0331 .0003 =.0325 .0003 .0094 .0001 -00004 .... 0260 00002 =00480 00001 .r 0 0070 ,0 
050 =00005 o 034r6 00003 -.0308 .0003 0 0 ""00004 "",,0253 .0002 =.0493 00001 0 0 







TABLE 21 (Continue.d) EFFECT OF ()(o Ol~ VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITEl'rWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
H~2erbolic Paraboloids El1iEtic Paraboloids ( kw k~" k(k k~ .. k ko-; k~ kw ko-;: ka-:- ke-: k<h: k~ ka-:: cr-M N1 M1 NZ 
-Z N1Z M12 N1 HI N2 HZ N1Z Ml2 
b) 0(0 ::; .002 
r ~ = 005 ( IS 0.5 
0 0 ({) 0 =02101 .0084 00210 =.0001 0 0 0 =01469 =01843 =00589 00051 
0025 ({) =00043 0 =02085 =00078 00214 00005 =00007 =00115 .0004 =.1515 =00414 =.0580 .0083 
0050 =001001 =00074 0 =02068 =00123 ;;(iJ)220 00015 =00018 =00367 00011 =01561 00209 =00551 00067 
0075 =00003 =00081 oDDOl =02051 =00111 00226 .0024 =00027 =00562 00016 =01604 00355 =00507 00039 
010 =00006 =00066 00003 =02033 =00081 .0231 00030 =.0032 =00653 .0019 =01644 00291 =.0456 .0016 
o 15 =00014 0 00008 =.1997 =.0030 00234 00037 =00034 =00616 .0020 =01711 00077 =00355 =00003 
020 =00024 0007] 00014 =01960 =00002 00225 00038 =00033 =00494 00020 =01764 =00009 =00273 =00004 
030 =00043 00210 00026 =01894 00031 00174 00032 =00032 =00330 00019 =01834 =00005 =00153 0 
040 =00058 00299 00034 =01849 .0055 00089 00017 =00032 =00256 .0019 =01872 0 =00066 (() 
oSlO =00063 00331 .0037 =01833 00064 (() 0 =00032 =0023:3 00019 =01883 0 0 (() 
( § =100 'r ~ 100 
0 0 0 0 =01999 =.0386 00628 00012 0 0 0 =00937 =02010 =00862 00050 
0025 =00001 =.(()012 00001 =.1949 =00147 00629 00023 =00007 =00267 00004 =01004 =.0158 =00841 00063 
.050 =00005 oDOSS 00003 =01900 =00027 00625 00025 =.0015 =00640 00009 -01070 00325 =00791 00037 
.075 =00008 00131 .OOij.s = 0 1851 00009 006 00025 =00(020 =00818 .0012 =01133 00270 =00727 00016 
010 =00011 00194 00010 =01803 oOlO10 00599 00024 =00022 =00838 .0013 ='01190 .0125 =00661 00006 
=00017 00292 0(()010 =01710 00557 . (()D23 <='00023 =00727 .0014 =01289 ,,0 =00542 00(0) 
020 =00023 oD375 00014 =01625 00008 oD501 oD02l =00024 =.0630 00014 =01370 0 =00439 00004 
030 00516 00020 =01483 .0021 00017 =00026 =00513 00015 ",,01486 .0005 =00266 00002 
=00042 00607 00025 =01393 00029 00173 000D8 =00027 =00448 oOD16 =01552 00004 =00119 00001 
.50 00638 00026 =01361 00032 0 0 =00027 =00427 00016 =01573 00004 0 0 





TABLE 21 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLlPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
































































Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
k~ k~ kOJi k~ * ko-M * 1 2 2 12 12 Iv k~ k~ k~ k~ k~ 1 1 2 2 12 
b) 0(0 ~ .002 
y:: =100 
o -.1384 -i0792 
00001 =.1317 =00016 
.0003 =.1251 .0080 
.0004 =.1188 .0034 
.0005 =01127 .0007 
00007 =01013 .0003 
.0008 =.0911 00006 
00011 =.0749 .0009 
.0012 =.0649 .0011 































c) ;;(0:;: .005 
( = 1.0 
o -.OS88 -01563 -.0907 
.0003 =.0359 ,.0089 -.0875 
.0005 =.0428 00209 =.0818 
.0006 =00492 .0076 -.0758 
.0006 =.0552 .0011 =00700 
.0007 =.0657 .0002 =.0592 
00008 =.0746 .0005 =.0492 
.0009 =.0879 00004 =.0309 
00009 =.0956 .0004 =.0141 
.0009 =.0981 .0004 0 
y is -0 <> 5 { = 00 5 
-
.0 "" 0 5·2~ =0,0381 
.0001 =.5205 =00527 
.0006 =.5161 =.0548 
.0014 =.5116 -.0500 
00025 =.5011 =.0415 
00054 =.4979 -.0221 
00089 =.4888 =00049 
.0159 =.4725 .0194 
.0210 =.4613 .0338 































o =.3531 =.4969 -.1436 
.0012 =.3644 =02171 =01434 
00038 =03756 =00405 =01406 
00066 =.3867 00556 =01347 
.0090 =03973 .0956 =.1262 
.0122 =04163 .0869 =.1044 
.0132 =04318 00442 =.0816 
.0127 =.4527 =00027 =00444 
.0122 =04634 =.0047 =.0185 





























TABLE 21 (Continued) EFF~CT OF 0(0 ON VALUE~ OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELL-lPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC . 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
~ - H~Eerbolic Paraboloids 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw ko:- k ko-: kcr;: . k' *' k . "'k kw ko;:: ko;- kc;;:- ko;;:- ko-;-: k~ Nl """'M N2 . M2 o-'N12· ~i2 Nl . M1 N2 M2 N12 Ml2 1 
c) 0<0 g;; .005 
'( ~ =1.0 r g;; 100 
0 0 0 0 ~.4984 =.1557' 01538 00052 0 '0 0 -.2246 ~~5~14 -.2067 .0158 
'.025 . =00007 =00092 .0004 =.4863 =.0896 01546 .0122 =00021 =00185 .0012 =.2408 -.1684 =02052 00290 
.050 =.0023 ,,0010 .0014 =04741 -.0417 01545 .0155 -.0059 =.0804 00035 =.2569 .0219 ..;.1989 .0273 
.075 =.0044 .u190 00026 =04620 =00130 01530 .0165 = 00096 = 0 138'6 00057 =02725 00905 =01880 .0202 
010 =00066 00383 00039 =04500 00014 01500 00164 =00122 =01762 00072 =02873 00937' =01742 00128 
o 15 =00108 00711 00064 =04268 00084 .1400 00152 =00149 =01933 000S8 =03135 00437 =.1439 00038 
.20 . =00148 .0951 .0087 =04053 00084 01259 00139 =00157 =01736 00093 =03349 00090·=.1157 00014 
030 . ';'00.215 01298 00127 =.3699 00129 . '00889 .010S =00164 =01345 00097 =.3656 00003 =00695 00012 
-'.40 =00261 .1521 00155 =03471 00181 .0434 00053 =00169 =01169 00100 =03828 00024 =00310 .0007 
050 =00278 .1599 00164 =03393· 00199 «) 0 =00171 =01116 00101 =03883 00023 0 0 
( ~. ,., "2.0 Y ~ 200 
0 0 ·0 0 =03445 =02522 .2072 010071 0 0 0 -00683 =04483 =02183 -00118 
.025 =00009 001 00005 =03283 =00636 02063 00121 =.0016 =00413 00009 =00854 =00698 =02150 .0.173 
.050 =.0025 00528 00015 =03121 .0124 02021 .0111 =00039 =01182 00023 "'01023 00589 =02057 00127 
0075 =00040 00872 00024 =02962 00268 .1953 00090 =00055 -.1672 00033 =01185 00674 '?01926 00074 
010 =00052 01080 00031 =.2809 .0196 01868 .0074 =00065 =01845 00039 =01336 00414 =01781 00041 
015 =00071 .1262 .0042 =.2522 00049 01675 00062 =00074 =01752 .0044 =01604 00054 =01499 00023 
020 =.0087 01370 .0051 =02267 00031 .0058 =00080 =01593 00048 =01829 00007 =01244 00022 
.30 =00115 01568 .0068 =01861 00059 .0994 00042 =.0091 =01416 00054 =02164 00027 = 0 (()7~'l .0015 
040 =.0 00079 =.1609.0072 .0474 .0021 =00097 =01320 .0057 =02359 00025 =00356 00007 
050 =001,39 . 1737 00082 =01524 00076 0 0 =00099 =01288 00059 =02423 00024 0 0 







TABLE 21 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL ,SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND~HE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
,> • Hyperbolic Paraboloids ElliEtic Paraboloids 
( kw kcr:: kcr;; ko-:- kcr: k * k * ~ ko::- ko-;;- kif. ko;;- ka-;: k~ N1 HI N2 H2 ~12 <rf1 Nl HI N2 H2 N12 M12 12 
"!:: -0.5 
d) 0(0 :: .01 
{ :: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 -1.043 =.2617 .1140 .0100 0 0 0 -.6729 -1.072 -.2778 .0356 
0025 "'.0013 =. 0132~ .0008 -1.034 =.2386 .1151 .0287 -.0047 .0132 .0028 =.6947 =.6079 -.2788 .0833 
.050 ~o0051 =.0179 .0030 -1.025 -.2081 .1165 .0451 -.0158 -.0153 .0093 -.7166 =.2686 -.2776 .1044 
.075 =.0111 =.0158 .0066 =1.016 -.1741 .1177 .0588 .... 0296 ",.0641 .0175 -.7384 =.0359 -.2726 .1073 
.10 =.0189 =.0084 .0112 =1.010 =.1392 .1184 .0697 -.0438 =.1183 .0260 =.7598 .1104 =.2633 .0986 
.15 =.0385 00163 .0228 "" .9881=.0725 .1169 .0836 -.0680 =.2095 .0403 =.8002 02222 =.2336 .0662 
.20 =.0611 . 0472~ .036:( .., .9699 =.0141 .1107 .0881 =.0833 =.2573 .0493 =.8354 .2003 -.1946 00331 
.30 '7.1062 .1059 .0629 "" . 9379 .... 0747 .0841 .0742 =00918 =.2458 .0543 =.8868 .0661 =.1135 .0034 
,,40 =.1392 .1449 .0824 .... 9161 ~ .1288 .0426 .0392 -.0883 .... 1905 .0523 =.9142 =.0116 -.0473 .0070 
.50 =.1513 .1582 .0896 .., .9083 "'01474· 0 0 .... 0861 -.1658 .0510 =.9226 ..,.0299 0 0 
1: -1.0 ( ::: 100 
0 0 0 0 -.9893 "".4588 .2984 .0160 0 0 0 ~,4265 -1.149 -.3927 .0365 
.025 -.0021 =.0244 .0013 =.9659 =.3135 .3004 00406 "".0048 .0023 .0029 =.4574 -.5419 -.3928 .0790 
.050 =.0075 ~.0158 .00~4 -.9423 -.1939 .3016 .0559 -.0153 "".0656 .0091 =.4882 =.1460 =.3877 .0905 
.075 .... 0149 .0117' .0088 -.9186 =.1043 .3007 .0641 "".0273 -.1544 .0162 -.5187 .0809 -.3756 .0842 
.10 -.0234 .0477' .0139 =.8950 -.0420 .2969 .0674 -.0385 =.2362 .0228 -.5482 .1863 =.3570 .0695 
.15 =.0413 .1221 .0245 =.8489 .0227 .2806 .0657 =.0547 -.3372 .0324 -.6024 .1959 -.3071 .0374 
.20 =.0584 .1837 .0346 "".8057 .0445 .2540 .0593 -.0630 =.3580 .0373 =.6485 o116J'''''.2511 .0158 
.30 -.0866 .2638 .0513 -.7341 .0585 .1794 .0424 -.0676 ""03000 .0400 "".7148 .014 -.1488 .0024 
.40 =.1051 .3069 .0623 =.6883 .0725 .0873 .0213 =00686 =02494 .0406 =.7514 .0026 =.0655 .0014 
.50 -.1117 .3213 .0661 -.6726 .0792 0 0 -.0690 =.2346 .0409 =.7631 .0060 0 0 





TABLE 21 (Continued) KFFEC'1' OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAl, SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids / ), _ _.~_11ipti.c Paraboloids _ 
~ kw k~ kerM ka-;: ko-M k~ * kcr;; *' kw ko-N ko-;' k· kcr:;; ko-: ko;: 1: 1 NZ N12 M12 Ml "N MZ N12 M12 1. 2 1 2 
d) cl..o ~ .01 Y ~ =200 r ~ 200 
0 0 0 0 = 06835 = 05996 04014 0,0187 0 0 0 = 01281 = 09524 =04166 00281 
.025 -00025 =00057 .0015 = 06520 = 02612 - .4018 .0392 =00037 =00245 00022 = .1608 = .3197 =.4147 00532 
0050 =.0077 00499 00045 = 06204 = .0609 03979 00440 =00108 =01300 00064 = 01933 00128 =04045 00522 
0075 =00135 01181 00080 = .5892 00337 .3886 00413 =00177 =02342 .0105 = 02251 01405 =03861 00412 
010 -.0190 .1768 00112 = 05586 00634 03747 00363 =00232 =03063 00137 = .2554 01551 =03620 00290 
.15 =00280 02485 00166 = 05011 00476 03380 .0278 =.0296 =.3537 .0115 ~ .3102 00798 =.3073 00132 
020 =00350 .2807 00207 = 04497 00251 02949 00232 =00326 =03356 .0193 = 03563 00225 =02536 .0078 
030 = .3157 .02 = 03680 00221 01996 .0167 =.0363 =02879 00215 = .0065 =01582 .0056 
.40 =00533 .3401 00316 = .3 .0288 .0953 00083 =00387 =02674 .0229 = .4638 00099 "'00722 .0027 
050 =00558 03488 .0331 = 03003 00307 0 0 =00395 =02613 00234 = 04768 00099 0 0 
e) ()(o ~ 002 
1 ~ =005 "( : 0.5 
0 0 0 0 =20030 =1.202 .2288 .0446 0 0 0 =1.250 =2.339 =05244 00812 
0025 =.0059 =00245 .0035 -20012 =10006 .2307 01236 =00108 ~ .0462 00064 =10291 =1.563 =.5280 .2039 
0050 =00223 =00300 .0132 =10 = 08221 023131 01881 =00378 00366 00224 =10332 = 09434 =.5309 .2780 
.075 =00472 =00218 00280 =10975 = .6526 02348 .2394 =00747 =00089 00442 =10 = 04640 =05302 03145 
<> 10 =00790 =00038 .0468 =10957 = 02351 02785 =01164 =00748 00689 =1. = 01066 =05243 03228 
.15 =01566 .0483 00927 =1.920 = .2297 .3245 =.2005 =02242 01187 -1.497 .3158 =.4950 .2865 
020 =.2439 01078 01444 =10885 = .0127 02151 =02722 = 01612 =10573 .4621 =.4,440 .2175 
030 "" .1 02119 .2446 -10823 02979 01599 02739 =03594 - 02128 =10697 .3521 =.3011 .0863 
.2752 03165 =1.781 =03891 =1.772 01369 =.1401 .0193 
.50 =.5781 .2957 0 =1.767 0 0 =05076 02335 =10797 .0473 0 0 
* The shearing stresses are tabulated at ( ~ 000125~ 000375~ 000625~ 000875 9 Oo1125~ 001625~ 002125 9 O.312S~ 






TABLE 21 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~ ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH-TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids E11ietic Paraboloids 
~ kw kG":: kG: kc:: ko:- ktr:; *' kG":: *' ~ ka-;;: ko-i k~ ko;;: kcl, k~ Nl M1 N2 ~ N12 M12 N1 M1 N2 Mz N12 M12 
e) 0<.0 :: .02 
y:: -1.0 "( :: 1.0 
0 0 0 0 -10928 =1.397 05644 00502 0 0 0 =.7859 =2.469 =.7235 .0833 
0025 =00067 ""00546 .0039 =10884 -10053 .5687 .1329 =00110 .0449 .0065 ""08428 =1.486 =.7271 .2000 
.050 -00243 =00556 00144 -1.839 - .. 7535 .5731 .1921 "".0376 =.0072 .0222 -.8999 - .7469 =07265 .2586 
.075 =.0498 =.0205 .0295 -1.794 - .. 5037 .5747 .2317 =.0719 -.1103 .0426 =.9569 = .2218 -.7178 .2761 
.10 =.0805 .0365 .0477 =1.749 = 03023 05718 .2554 =.1085 -.2319 .0642 -1.013 01259 -06996 02662 
o 15 =.1497 .1775 .0887 -10660 "" 00238 .5497 .2686 =.1756 =04543 01040 -10121 .4379 "".63'64 .2055 
020 =.2203 .3162 .1305 -1.575 .1337 .5053 .2529 =02253 -.5958 .1334 =1.218 .4500 =.5475 .1334 
.30 =.3416 05196 .2023 -1.432 .2652 .3633 .1813 =.2734 -.6504 .1619 -1.366 .2167 -.3438 .0360 
.40 = .4198 .6231 .2486 -1.339 ,,3103 01776 .0881 =.2842 -05818 .1683 10451 00498 =01523 .0041 
050 -.4466 .6538 .2645 =1.307 .3240 0 0 =02851 =05444 .1688 1. 478 .0040 0 0 
( :: -200 1:: 2.0 
0 0 0 0 -1.338 -1.466 .7594 00491 0 0 0 -.2320 =20030 =.7738 .0652 
.025 -.0065 -.0452 00039 -10278 - .8627 .7630 01169 =00086 .0170 00051 -.2928 -1.009 .... 7751 .1445 
0050 -00220 .0092 .0130 -1.218 - 04218 .7623 01500 =00278 =.0935 .0165 -.3537 = .3276 -.7678 01702 
.075 =.0419 .1098 .0248 -1.158 = .1291 .7536 01602 -.0504 =.2472 .0298 -04140 .0765 =.7484 .1642 
010 =.0632 02222 .0374 -1.099 .0454 07362 01566 =00722 -.3951 00427 =.4728 02771 =07173 .1425 
.15 =01033 .4160 00612 = .9857 01701 06778 .1326 =.1064 =.5952 .0630 -.5823 .3306 -.6303 .0896 
.20 =.1367 .5399 00809 - 08822 .1611 05972 01064 =.1272 =.6626 .0753 -.6773 .2175 =.5277 .0505 
.30 =.1847 .6470 .1094 - .7167 .1106 04036 .0670 =01460 =.6129 .0864 -.8189 .0524 =.3267 .0193 
.40 ""02135 .6871 01264 = .6146 01128 .1917 .0326 =01540 =.5505 .0912 -.9000 .0299 -.1475 .0091 
.50 -.2234 .7007 .1323 = .5801 01206 0 0 -.1568 -.5320 .0929 -.9264 .0344 0 0 







TABLE Zl (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON ~aLUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
- ===-=-~-----------------------------------------------Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
'( kw k~ k~ kcr; ko-;:: kcr.: '* kc-: '* lew kcr:: k~ kch ka-:;; kcr.: kcr;:' 
Nl Ml NZ MZ N1Z M1Z Nl Ml NZ M2 N12 M1Z 
000 
0025 = 00326 =00504 
0050 - 01219 
0075 = 02567 
010 = 04267 







0050 = 01110 
0075 = 02319 
010 = 03825 





































































































































































































































*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ( g 000125, 000375» 000625, 000875~ 001125» 001625~ 002125~ 003125~ 





TABLE 21 (Continued) EFFECT OF ~o ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids IE11iptic Paraboloids 
( kw kI.'J ko-: ker: ka;- ker;: '* ko: '* ~ ko-:: k(r, k(h: kcr; ko-: ko-;:' Nl Ml NZ Mz NIZ M1Z Nl M1 N2 Mz N12 M12 
f) ao :: .05 ( :: -2.0 "I :: 2.0 
0 0 0 0 =3.024 -4.956 1.620 .1760 0 0 0 = .4630 -5.533 -10615 .1913 
.025 = .0233 = .1518 .0138 -2.897 =3.590 10632 .4~79 =00254 .1305 .0150 = .5899 -30650 =1.626 .4780 
0050 = .0841 = 01436 .0498 -2.768 =2.449 1.643 06502 -.0888 .0769 .0526 = .7175 -2.163 -1.632 .6479 
0075 = 01703 - .0305 01009 -20639 -1.526 1.646 .7701 =.1747 = .0870 .1034 - .8457 -1.035 -1.625 .7291 
.10 = .2725 .1446 .1613 -2.510 = 08037 10635 .8332 =.2714 = .3064 .1607 - .9733 = .2170 -1.601 .7462 
o 15 - 04961 05639 .2938 -2.255 01479 10563 .8417 =.4658 - .7694 .2758 -10221 .6972 =1.498 .6645 
.20 = 07149 .9609 .4233 -2.015 .6268 1.427 .7584 =06327 -1.141 .374"1 -1.451 .9746 = 1. 332 .5177 
.30 =10068 1.499 06322 -10612 .8772 1.010 04980 =.8490 -1.492 .5027 -1.820 .7428 = 08928 .2444 
.40 -10277 1.731 .7564 -1.354 .8454 .4881 .2271 =09422 =1.522 .5580 -2.044 .3963 = .4142 .0830 
.50 -1.346 1.790 .7970 -1.266 .8193 0 0 =.9664 -10500 .5723 -20118 .2705 0 0 
g) ~ IS 10 o . 
r ~ =0 Q 5 ( :: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 -5.373 -17.029 06164 .6262 0 0 0 -3.408 -16.450 -1.455 .6013 
.025 .., .0831 = 00636 .0492 =5.325 -13.869 .6214 10715 =.0798 .1701 .0472 =3.522 -13.141 -10468 1.633 
0050 - 03106 .., .0735 01839 -5.276 -11.055 06272 20584 =.2964 .2390 .1755 =30638 -100241 -1.487 20438 
0075 = .6533 .., .0457 03868 -50227 .., 8.555 .6308 30256 -.6197 .2266 .3670 -30754 - 7.708 =1.505 3.043 
.10 -1.085 .0076 .6425 =5.177 = 6.338 .6302 3.753 -1.023 .1501 .6060 -3.873 - 5.507 -1.516 3.476 
015 =2.126 .1540 1.259 -5.079 = 2.644 .6121 4.305 -1.983 =.1366 1.174 =4.111 = 1.962 =1.508 3.913 
.20 -3.280 .3129 1.942 ... 4.984 .2228 .5691 40375 =3.026 =.5236 1.792 -4.346 - .. 6388 = 1.441 3.906 
.30 -5.472 .5729 30241 -4.821 4.062 .4171 3.497 =4.961 -1.333 2.938 =4.766 3.806 =10115 3.028 
040 =7.012 .7169 4.152 -4.714 60055 02060 1.792 -6.284 =1.924 3.721 =5.057 5.232 .... 57"25 1.521 
.50 -7.560 .7601 4.477 =4.677 6.670 0 0 =60749 -2.136 3.996 -5.161 5.629 0 0 







TABLE 21 (Continued) EFFECT OF 0( ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC o ' , 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ kw ko.: ko. k(h' kcr;;: k *' k '* kw k~ ko-.;; kcr: kch k k~ 
N1 HI NZ H2 ~12 ~12 N1 HI N2 H2 ~12 Ml2 
g) 0(0 ;'; 010 
Y ~ =10 to r ~ 100 
0 0 0 0 =50549 =150657 10558 057'+7 0 0 0 =20251 =14.079 =20073 05404 
.025 = 00762 = 01703 00451 =50427 =12.671 10571 10570 = .0717 .2326 .0424 =2.414 =110633 =2.091 10454 
0050 = 02844 = 02174 01684 =5.303 =100018 1.588 2.357 = .2645 03084 01566 =2.578 8.823 =2.115 20147 
.075 = 05970 = 01725 .3535 =50179 = 70672 10602 2.959 = .5493 .2636 03253 =2.744 = 60412 =2.136 2.651 
010 = 09895 = .0615 05859 =5.053 = 50606 1.606 3.400 = .9008 .1291 05334 =2.912 = 4.359 =20146 2.993 
015 =10931 .2800 10143 =40801 = 20209 10577 30871 =10722 = .3117 1.020 =3.249 = 10180 =2.116 3.292 
.20 =2.966 .6872 10756 =40556 .3677 1.485 30907 =2.595 = 08595 10537 =3.578 .9971 =20003 3.212 
030 =4.916 10438 20911 =40127 3.695 10117 30088 =40162 =1.913 2.465 =40158 30314 =10521 20391 
.40 =6.271 1.924 30714 =3,,838 50 .562,3 l. 570 -50196 =2.620 3.077 =40552 40118 = .7703 1.169 
n 050 =6.751 20086 30998 =30737 5.835 «) (1) =5.552 =20863 3.288 =4.692 40291 0 0 'tV N 
0'\ 
B 
'Y g =200 "I g 200 
0 0 0 0 =40669 =110923 2.417 .4327 0 0 0 = 06825 ~11. 519 =2.462 .4120 
0025 = .0574 = 02564 =4.419 = 90299 20437 10163 = 00546 02534 00324 = 08759 = ~L 558 =2.482 10084 
0050 = .2117 = 03106 01253 =40288 - 70017 2.462 10714 = 01984 02910 01175 =10071 = 60063 =20504 10560 
0075 = 04390 = 02183 .2600 =4.094 = 50057 20479 20111 = 04054 01755 02401 =10261 = 30999 =20518 10874 
010 = 07190 = 00242 04258 =30900 = 30396 20481 20378 = 06540 = 00427 03873 =1.465 = 20323 =20515 20057 
015 =10 1 05332 .8117 =30511 = 08538 20420 20603 =10210 = 06369 07165 =1.858 .0442 =20439 20131 
020 =20060 10161 10220 0131 08523 2.263 20529 =1.767 =10275 10046 =20236 10399 =20264 10956 
030 ~<L 291 20242 10949 -2.487 20618 1.676 10873 =20682 =20294 1.588 =2.882 20297 =10652 1.298 
040 =40101 20883 20428 =20055 30222 08349 09140 =30221 =20838 10911 =3.306 2.213 = .8134 05845 
.50 =40379 30088 20593 =10904, :30356 0 0 =30403 =2.998 20015 =:L453 20093 a 0 
*The shearing stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ 000125 i D. , 000625& 000875& 0.1125~ 001625, 002125 i 003125, O.4125~ 0.50 
TABLE 22. EFFECT OF me ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL 
SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
p :: -Po Sin m TCS mc :: 1.0 Y:: 0 ~ - w formulation with N :: 40 and 
higher order approximation on w for points near the boundary 
4 
w :: kw x 10 ... 4 x Po (a~m) Sin m rr.S rr krr . )2 
Nl Nl -2 (alm Sin m ""S 
= x 10 x Po h2 Oif kOM 1 1 
2 
"N k "Ii l2 _ l.!!.L.& Co s m 11: S 12 10 2 x Po 2 
:: X h 
cr: kCj112 Ml2 
~ k~2 
=2 p Sin m r:·S 
2 
x 10 }( a I: 
~2 k<112 
"( . Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids kw ker.: k<h' ko. kcr::- k * k '* kw k~ k k<r.: k(h ko-: k{h 0-: cr.: . (JM N1 MI N2 MZ Nl2 Ml2 NI I N2 M2 N12 Ml2 
a) me = 0.5 
( :;: -0.5 7 :l: 0.5 
0 0 0 0 -.8288 -1.128 01795 .0207 0 0 0 =.6374 -1.238 =.2078 .0224 
0025 =.0014 -.0065 .0008 =08218 "" .9180 01797 .0568 =00015 00069 00009 =.6455 <= .9580 =.2081 00600 
0050 =00051 0 .0030 =.8147 = .7274 .1797 .0853 =00055 -00022 .0032 =.6537 - .7142 -.2080 .0881 
.075 =.0108 .0167 .0064 =08077 ... 05564 01791 .1072 =.0113 =.0233 .0067 =.6619 = .5050 -.2071 .1079 
.10 =00179 .0411 .0106 =.8006 = .4043 01775 .1231 -00185 =00533 00109 =.6700 .... 3279 -.2050 .1208 
.15 =00349 .1043 00207 =.7868 = 01530 .1706 .1397 =.0350 =.1291 .0207 =.6860 = .0592 =.1964 .1302 
.20 =.0536 ,.1762 .0317 <=.7736 .0362 01582 .1403 -.0521 =.2123 .0309 =.7011 01153 =.1813 .1242 
.30 =.0884 .3108 .0524 =.7510 02714 .1169 .1095 ""00819 =.3612 .0485 =.7270 02733 =.1329 .0881 
.40 =01124 .4019 00666 =.7359 .3787 00585 .0552 ",.1007 =.4564 .0596 =.7441 .3025 -.0660 .0415 
050 =01208 .4335 .0715 -07306 04087 0 0 ""01070 =04885 00634 =07501 .3012 0 0 
*The steariOg stresses are tabulated at ( : 000125, 000375~ 000625, 000875~ 0.1125~ 0.1625, 0.2125, 0.3125, 






TABLE 22 (Continued) EFFECT OF m~ ON VALUES OF STRESSES, AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIFTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOS lTE EDGES S IMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
n 
HypeI'boli~ Pa:t'aboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw k<r: ka: koc kcr.;:' kcr;;:. '* ko-;:' '* kw ko;;: ko:;: k ko;;:- k- key,(. l ~ 0--; Nl Ml NZ MZ N12 M12 Nl Ml 2 M2 NI2 M12 
a) m~ ~ 005 
1 ~ =100 "( El 100 
0 0 0 0 = 0 5977 <=10062 02584 00190 (() (() 0 ~03802 =10166 =02617 00205 
0025 =.0013 -00057 00001 =05875 = 02586 00498 =00014 oO([]39 00008 =03905 = 08211 =02618 00528 
0050 =00046 00122 0002'1 = 02581 00713 = oO([]49 = 0 0184 00029 =04008 = 05360 =02611 0~H38 
0(075 =00093 00055 =05672 = 02563 00852 =oiOltQJ9.8 =00581 00058 =04111 = 03070 =02588 00859 
010 = 00912 00088 =05572 =01951 02527 otQJ929 =00154 =01081 00091 =04212 = 01281 =02546 00909 
o 15 =002 00162 = 00250 =00275 =021.82 00163 = 01008 =02396 o (Q)868 
020 =oa397 o (()2J,5 = 0 5 01448 o218~ o (Qi852 = 0 0386 = 0 3,2;01 00228 =04594 02035 =02164 00723 
030 = 04515 00,352 = 0 4882 02081 01555 o (()54J =00543 = 00321 =04898 02031 =01513 00382 
= 0 On)] =04684 00758 =00617 =05 00365 = 0 5(09fO 01268 =00726 00131 0 0 0 N 
050 = 05570 =04615 01674 0 «) =00631 =.5319 00377 =05155 00901 0 0 N nn 
y § =200 r g; 200 
0 a 0 0 =02975 =07960 02359 00136 0 ({) 0 =01363 c 08525 =02317 00144 
0(025 = 0 0009 00028 oO(()05 =02882 = 02358 =00010 =00048 00006 =01454 = 05172 =02315 00347 
005(0 = 0 0031 00018 =02790 =02702 00438 =oO(()33 = 00019 =01545 = .2627 =02299 o04S0 
00'75 =oO(()60 00867 oO(()36 =0 =01028 =00062 = .0037 =01635 = 00804 ='02261 00482 
010 =00092 014,33 .0121 =00094 = 00414 =02199 00466 
015 =00152 02504 oO((JJ9(() = 00091=01893 01521 =02012 
020 =00201 0(»119 = 01831 0028(0 =00197 = =02046 01576 =01757 
030 =00256 04053 olD152 = 00827 01227 olDl11 =00239 =03968 00142 =02288 00762 = 0 lESS 00064 
040 =00276 04179 00164 = 005 olOJOJJ =03926 00141 = 0 2,432 00176 =00533 000lO7 
oS(() =00281 00166 = o (Q)208 0 «) =o02S(() 0 03856 00148 =02480 oa017 0 0 
*The stresses are tabulated at ~ g; Oo0125 i 0 75 9 Ooa625, 000875& 001125 9 001625& 0.2125 9 0.3125 8 004125~ O.So 
*The shearing str~sses are tabulated at ( ~ Oo0125 s 000375» Oo0625~ 000875 9 001125» 001625 9 002125 9 003125~ 
004125» 0050 
TABLE 22 (Continued) EFFECT OF me ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABO~o.IDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE RE~-AINING TWO FIXED 
1 Hyperbolic Paraboloids ElliEtic Paraboloids kw k6'; k~ kcr.: ko:- ko-: '* ka;;: '* kw k~ ka-;:- ko-;;: kav; ko,;: ko:; Nl 1 NZ M2 NIl MIZ Nl MI NZ MZ N12 M12 
b) me ~200 
"( :; =200 "( :;: 200 
0 0 0 0 =10196 =00162 01954 00033 0 0 0 =00964 -10002 =05427 00476 
0025 =00009 =.0549 .0005 =10166 =.0750 02040 00151 =00126 =01336 00075 =01817 =.~0196 =.5218 .0507 
0050 ~o0049 =.0660 .0029 =10134 =00538 02143 .0236 =00261 =02942 00154 =02637 01359=04756 00293 
0075 =00111 =00531 0(\)066 =10100 =00327 02227 00287 =0(Q)338 =03321 00200 =03384 00765 ""04234 00173 
010 =00188 =.0339 00111 =10065 = 0 022,4 02280 
oj 
00322 =00384 =03082 .0227 =04049 00252 =03750 010133 
.15 =00366 00037 00217 = 09929 =0(\)13(i11i: 02297 00370 =.(\)452 =02427 00268 =05159 00054 =02940 00113 
020 =00565 0(0392 00335 = 09213 0 00036 02202 00389 =00509 =01979 00301 =06029 00069 =02286 .0092 
030 =00966 01027 00572 = .7929: 00154 01699 00335 =00591 =01390 00350 =07213 00055 =01289 00054 
=01268 01465 00751 = 01044 00292 00870 00181 =00635 =01076 00376 =07841 00045 =00551 00024 
oSlO =01379 01621 00817 = '06729 00342 «) ({) =.0650 =00978 o 0385 OJ < BQ 17 00042 (\) ({) 







TABLE l3" EFFECT OF POISSON'S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELI.8S WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING TWO FIXED 
p :;; =Po Sin m1C.S ~ ~ .01 mc ~ 100 'f> = w formulation with N ~ 40 
and higher order approximation on w for points near the boundary 
4 
w gg kw x 10=4 x Po (a~m) Sin m Tt) "N1 k CJN 2 1 =2 (aIm) ~ x 10 x Po h2 Sin m 7tS i~l ko-M ~2 k~2 2 1 
gg 
x 10-2 x Po (a~~) Sin m]t. 5 
~z k~2 G':' ~ . N12 1 2 
=2 (aIm) ~ x 10 x Po h2 Cos m TC.S 
a:': kOj1 M12 1 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
~ ~A1 k.1':' k· ko:: k(T.;" ka;;: '* kcr;: '* kw kiT.: kcr:; k~ ka;;-. k~ ko-: Nl o-M NZ Hl NIl M12 N1 M1 N2 M2 N12 M12 1 
a) y ~ 0015 
r ~ -005 Y ~ 005 
0 0 =01510 =00686 ~10007 =04575 00325 0(1)8 10 =00969 =01496 =06463 =.9974 -03110 00282 
0025 =00021 -01468 =00482 =10004 =":3295 00440 00358 =00044 =00725 =00828 =06708 =05689 =03053 00662 
0050 =00077 =01300 =00296 =10001 =02273 00542 00510 =00147 =00879 =00295 =06947 =02538 =02984 00832 
0075 =00157 =01064 =00131 = 09963 =01478 00626 00610 =00277 =01234 00106 =07182 =00363 =02887 00858 
010 =00252 =00799 00015 = 09914 =00872 00689 00669 =0(Ql411 =01653 00390 =07409 01017 =02758 00793 
015 = 0 Ot~66 = 0 0278 00258 = 09802 =00077 00752 00707 =00641 =02367 00686 = 0782,9 02100 =02411 00541 
020 =00685 00158 00453 = 09684 00374 00744 00678 =00788 =02717 00746 =08192 01933 =01994 00280 
030 =01075 00723 00751 = 09466 00862 ,,0574 00512 =00877 =02506 00615 =08718 00717 =01161 =00014 
040 =01339 00991 00948· = 09318 01155 00289 00260 =00852 =01947 00493 =08998 =00005 =00485 =00050 
050 = 01£*32 01069 01019 = 09266 01266 0 0 =00833 =01704 00456 =09084 =00178 (() (() 
'*The shearin~·stresses are tabulated at ?' ~ 000125~ '000375~ 000625~ 000875~ Oo1125 s 001625» 002125~ OoJ125~ 






TABLE 23 (Continu@d) EFFECT OF POISSONug RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC 
AND HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE 










































Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
k<!r'Nl "SIt . * k(f"M k"N ko-M, k"N kcrM 1 2 2 12 12 kw k(S"Nl kcrM ko-N k6""'M k<rN 1 2 2 12 
.3.) )J g (L 15 






~o0995 =09746 =06632 
=00574 =09569 =03941 














00005 =09188 =00703 
00179 =08989 00071 
,0379 =08595 00661 
00481 =08224 00692 
0«)621 =07607 
00735 "0 07214 0 
00780 =07079 00815 o 
'Y g =200 
=01024 =01167 =06825 
"0 00923 =00452 =06533 
"0 00096 =00021 =06235 
00826 00195 =05936 
0157j 00277 =05643 
02415 00285 =05088 
02730 00277 =04592 
03037 00334 =03806 
03271 00389 =03320 
03355 00407 =03155 





























r ~ 100 
o =00644 =01568 =04295 ~~045 =03927 
~o0044 =00518 =00724 =04604 =04998 =03886 
=00140 =01042 =00129 =04909 =01405 =03804 
=00251 =01774 00248 =052~8 00680 =03665 
=0035~ =02460 00457 =05496 01671 =03472 
=00510 =03307 00568 =06023 01821 =02978 
=00592 =03462 00513 =06469 01137 =02435 
=00645 =02904 00406 =01113 00216 =01447 
=00660 =02425 00398 =01468 00107 =00637 
=00666 =02283 00406 =07582 00135 0 
( ~ 200 
~O =00244 "0 01330 =01628 
=00035 =00406 =00434 =01940 
=00101 =01331 00070 =02249 
=00167 =02263 00289 =02550 
=00219 =02912 00344 =02837 
=00283 =03~40 00280 =03355 
=00314 =03111 00220 =03791 
=00353 =02721 00220 =04436 
-=00378 =02532 00239 =04810 







































TABLE 23 (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSON'S RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC AND 
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND THE REMAINING 
TWO FIXED 
"? 
Hyperbolic Paraboloids Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw ~CTNI , ko-'M1 k~ kC1M k~ * k~* ky . ko-'N kcr'M ka-N k~ k~ kcrM 2 2 N12 12 .. 1 1 2 2 12 12 
b) )I :: 0.,30 
-y:: =005 "( ~ 005 
0 0 =02850 =01900 =09500 =06335 =00391 00152 (() =01834 =02741 =06112 =09138 =03290 00213 
0025 =00029 =02641 =01211 =09531 =04088 =00183 00317 =00040 =01488 =01554 =06310 =05254 =03174 00503 
0050 =00100 =02277 =00668 =09545 =02407 =00004 00511 =00136 =01510 =00640 =06620 =02378 =03055 00635 
0075 =00197 =01849 =00253 =09545 =01196 00141 00578 =00256 =01126 00025 =06860 =00377 =02919 00658 
010 =00307 =01416 00058 =09534 =00359 00252 00601 =00380 =,,2(1)13 00477 =07089 G0906 =02161 00612 
015 =00533 =,,0651 00450 =09488 00543 00383 00570 =00596 =02516 00906 =07509 01948 =02384 00426 
020 =00742 =00114 00658 =09426 00861 00420 00495 =00738 =02739 ,,0949 =07867 01837 =01959 00229 
030 =01069 00424 00864 =09300 00959 00336 00325 ~olO83J =02451 00678 =08382 00764 =~1138 00003 
040 =01267 00582 00986 =09214 01010 00167 00155 =00818 =01909 00473 =08658 00105 =00478 _00031 
050 =01335 00613 01034 =09184 01049 0 0 =00804 =01680 00416 =08743 -00056 ,,0 (() 
y ~ =100 7 t8 100 
0 0 =02812 -02570 =09372 =08567 01523 00197 0 =01267 =02814 =04223 =09381 =03833 00210 
0025 =00037 -02686 =01383 =09253 =04678 01734 00455 ?00040 ·01042 =01347 =04524 =Q4560 =03752 00461 
0050 =00123 =02089 =00535 =09116 =02006 01898 00566 =00127 =01400 ~ .. 0336 =04818 =01350 =03642 00537 
0075 =00231 =01323 00022 =08967 =00342 02002 00587 =00229 =01959 > ,0286 =05105 00542 =03488 00509 
010 =00342 =00568 00356 =0881lO 00573 02046 00559 =00325 =02498 -"0615 =05379 01466 =03292 00432 
015 =00544 00618 00622 =08489 01094 01991 00454 =00471 =03164 00755 =05878 01669 =02814 00252 
020 =00707 01319 00662 =08183 00931 01807 00J58 =00553 =03263 00627 =06300 01096 =02301 00125 
,p 30 =00939 01907 00705 =07676 00663 01261 00232 =00613 =02740 00417 =069(()9 00288 =01371 00035 
040 =01084 02152 00810 =07355 00753 00610 00117 =00634 =02299 00396 =07246 00183 =00604 00016 
050 =01135 02241 00860 =07245 00827 0 0 =00641 =02167 00407 =01354 00207 0 0 
*The $h~aring stresses are tabulated at ~ ~ 000125~ 000J15~ Oo0625® Oo0875~ 001125~ Oo162S~ Oo2125~ 003125~ 






TABLE 2l (Continued) EFFECT OF POISSON Us RATIO ON VALUES OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPllIC l\.ND 





k~.. kcr;; ko;; ko;: '* ka;; t; 
Ml N2 ~. N12 Ml2 
Elliptic Paraboloids 
kw kcr;; k(h" k~ ka;;- ko-::- ko::-Nl HI N2 ~ Nl2 Ml2 











y ~ 0200 
10 ""01999 =02864 =06664 =09547 
=000l8 =01742 =01074 0 0 6402 0 03649 
=00115 =00671 =00056 =06129 =00392 
=00195 00459 -b0403 =05853 00993 
=00266 01345 00534 =05519 01301 
=00310 o228~ 00444 =05060 00815 
=00443 02579 00351 =04596 00375 
=00554 028",: 00392 =03862 00312 
°00628- o JoJ.31 ' 00460 ""ol40B ,,0406 





















r ~ 200 
o =Q0560 =02430 =01866 =08100 -03720 
=00032 °00625 =00831 =02158 =02826 =03671 
=00093 =01385 00053 =02447 00008 =03562 
=00155 =02172 00426 =02726 01143 =03392 
=00205 ~o2726 00506 =02993 01120 =03178 
0 0 0267 =03090 00368 0 0 3473 00746 =02698 
=00300 0 0 29)6 00245 ~03878 00278 =02229 
=00341 =02532 00226 =04477 00142 =01392 
=00368 =02352 00250 =04824 00173 0 00635 











~e shearing $tr~$S~8 ar~ talb1lJlla(tedl at '? g ({loOl~Stl l(L(!)315" 000625~ 000875 9 ((Ll125» 001625» {(L2125& OoJ125;) 






(a) Positive y 
z 
x 
(b) Negative y 
z 
x 
(c) y :: 0 




rIG. 2 HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID BOUNDED BY CHARACTERISTICS 
y, v, Py 




(b) Mom e nts and Transverse Shears 
FIG. J SIGM CONVENTION FOR FORCIS AND DISPLAC!HlMIS 
Cio = 0.01579441 
c = 1.0 
v = 0.25 




FIG. 4 HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH CURVED BOUNDARIES CONS IDERED 
IN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 








































FIG. 5 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESUL~NTS AND DISPLACEMENTS OBTAINED 
BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE DIFFERENCE HETHODS ...... Typicdl 










N, = KNI (po R2 ) sin 1T~ 
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FIG. 5 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS ... "" 
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FIG. 5 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIlI!D lINITE DIFFERENCE HETHODS ...... 
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FIG. 5 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION or STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE DIFFERENCE MEtHODS"'''' 
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FIG. 6 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS OBTAINED 
BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED lIMITE DIFFERENCE METHODS·-
Typical Shell with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and 
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FIG. 6 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION or RESULtANTS AND 
OBTADmD BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODD'I!D rmITE DIFFIRENCE METHODS--
Typicdl with Two and 
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FICe 6 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION or STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODllIED liNIT! DIFFERENCE METHODS ...... 
Typical Shell with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and the 
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fIG. 6 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION 01 STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY AND MODIFI!D lINIT! DIFfERENCE METHODS·-
Typical Sbell witb Two Opposite Simply and 
Remaining Two lree 
Exact 
----- Lagrangian Multiplier 
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(c) N2 At Midspan At 7] = 0.5 
FIG. 7 CONVERGENCE OF STRESS RESULTANTS AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF 
APPROX~\TION FUNCTIONS USED--Typical Shell with Two Opposite 







------- Variational Technique 
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FIG. 7 (Continued) CONVERGENCE OF STRESS RESULTANTS AS A FUNCTION OF 
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rIG~ 8 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS OBTAINED 
BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED 'INITE DIFFERENCE METHODS ...... 
Typical Shell with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and 
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N, = KN, (po R2 ) sin ."., 
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FIG. 8 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACIHEMTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED FINITE DIFFERENCE MEtHODS", ... 
Typical Shell with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and the 
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M, = KM, x IO-2( Po 0 2 )sin 1Te-
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FIG. 8 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND DISPLrlC!HlNTS 
OBTAINED BY CONVENTIONAL AND MODUIED FINITE DU'F!RENCE METHODS ...... 
Typical Shell with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported and the 
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(g) 12 At End 
J! IG. 8 (Continued) OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND D ISPIACIH!NTS 
OBtAINED BY AND MOD DIED l 1M rm 
Typical Shell 
Remaining Two Fixed 
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F IC. 9 CONVERGENCE 01 STRESS RESULT,-\NTS AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER or 
A PPROX Db. I ION FUNCTIONS US!D--Typical Sbell with Two Opposite 
Edges Simply Supported and the Remaining Two Fixed 
Exact 
----- Lagrangian Multiplier 
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lIG. 9 (Continued) CONVERGENCE OF STRESS RESULIANTS AS A FUNCTION 
NUMBER OF APPROXlMA.TION 'UNCTIONS USED-""Typical Shell with Two 









Higher Order Approximation At Boundary. 
Conventional Boundary Formu la On 'IN. 
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(c) w Along DO 
FIGe 10 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS OBIAINED BY 
MODUnD FINITE DIFFERENCES AND HIGHER ORDER APPROXIMATION AT THE 









---- Higher Order Approximation At Boundary. 
------ Conventional Boundary Formula On w. 
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FIG. 10 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION or STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY MODUIED FINITE AND HIGHER ORDER APPROXI-













---- Higher Order Approximation At Boundary. D 
------- Conventional Boundary Formula On w. 
tl 
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rIG& 10 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBTAINED BY MODIlliD FINITE DIfFERENCES AND HIGHER ORDER APPROXIMA-
TION AT THE BOUNDARY-uilliptic Paraboloid with All Edges lixed 
L 
---Higher Order Approximation At Boundary. o 
------ Conventional Boundary Formula On w. 
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FIG. ~O (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULtANTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
OBT1~INED BY MODIFIED FINITE DIlllRlNCES AND HIGHER ORDER APPROXI-
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rIG. 11 DISTRIBUTION or STRESS RESULTANTS IN ELLIPTIC PARABOLOIDAL 
SHELL WITH ALL !DGES FIXED 
... 259-
b) 
rIG. 11 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION or STRESS RESULtANTS IN ELLIPTIC 
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FIG. 11 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS IN ELLIPTIC 
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FIG. 11 (Continued) DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS RESULTANTS IN ELLIPTIC 
PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH ALL EDGES FIXED 
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FIG. 12 EFFECT OF ao ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS 
IN HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH ALL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
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FIG. 12 (Continued) EFFECT OF ao ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES AND 
DISPLACEMENTS IN HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH ALL EDGES 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
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FIG. 12 (Continued) EFFECT OF a 0 ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES AND 
DISPLACEMENTS IN HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH ALL EDGES 
S IMPLY SUPPORTED 
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FIG. 12 (Continued) EFFECT OF a 0 ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES 
AND DISPLACEMENTS IN HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDAL SHELL WITH 
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F IGe 13 (Continued) EFFECT OF a 0 ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES AND 
DISPLACEMENTS IN ELLIPTIC PARABOLOID4L SHELL WITH ALL EDGES 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
w = Kw x 10-4[po(a~)4 ]Sin m7Te-
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FORMULAS AND NUMERICAL VALUES OF VARIOUS INTEGRALS 
INVOLVING THE APPROXIMATION FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 
10 Trigonometric Functions 













sin 1t 1") 
cos 2 n T) 
sin 3 it 'l 






Po('l1) ::::::: 1 ... 21') 
P1('l1) = cos 1t T} 
P 2 (I) =: sin 2 n 1) 
P3 (,.,) :::; cos 3 n 1) 
P4('r) ::::::: sin 4 1t T) 
\JVP4 
In the following v the integration formulas for these functions are 
given 0 Also v numerical values of the various integrals for symmetric 
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::;: 0 v m odd 
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= 0 v n even 
1 2m 
sin mn'q cos nIT'll d'r) = n. (22) Im=n! is odd 
m =n 
~" 0 /m=nl e'lren 
1 
sin mnT) sin n rt1) d 'lj ~ J cos m'ltT) cos n ii:'r) d 1') 
o 
the Kronecker del'tao defined as follows g 
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mn 
<.~ for m ::::; n 
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II <> Cosine Polynomials 
This set of functions is defined as followsz 
Symmetric functions Antis:ymmetrlc functions 
So(Yl) = 1 = cos 2nl1 So (-1'1) - cos 11':..1) = cos 31~·'l1 
SI (1)) ;::::; cos 2n"1= cos 4:1111 81 (1'"1) :;::; cos :3 11 cos 5n'Y) 
S2( Tl) :: cos 411.1") = cos 6Ttr) S2(tl) - cos 5 111) = cos 7n11 




These functions are periodic with a period equal to 1 for symmetric functions 
and equals 2 for antisymmetric functionso 
All the functions satisfy the conditionsg 
s o 
In the following g integration formulas for these functions are 
given 0 Alsov the numerical values of the various integrals involving the 
S~functions and their derivatives v as well as combinations of the P and S 
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Appendix B 
Flow Diagrams of Computer Programs 




Read in the Input Data 
Set Coefficient Matrix = 0 
Yes 
11..-==_----' ___ __ 
No 
u """ Equation ? 
12 
Yes No 




~=axis of the shell 
20----,--~--------~ 
Write u = Equation 
17----~~------~ 
l Determine location on . ~~s of the shell 
40,-· ___ ......4-____ ......, 
Write v = Equation 
10--· ,-.....Il..-------r 
l Solve E4uations for u v V9 W 
------,--------.1 126--~ 






rraxis of the shell 
o -----''--------, 
viti te w <= Equation 
*These numbers refer to the corresponding Fortran statement numbers .. 
=319= 
Bo2 Program for Shells with Two Opposite Edges Simply Supported== 
Lagrange Multiplier Method 
Start 
t 
I Read in Input Data 
I Evaluate Integrals 
I Set Coefficient Matrix - 0 I 
Yes _ ~-equation? No 
Yes <P terms in 4>-Eq.? w-equation? 





-lv 2 bjf 
terms 
I. Solve Equations for AUs v CUs and LW s 
Write 
eqf 









Bo) Program for Shells with All Edges Fixed == Finite Differences 
Determine Location 
on the ~ and 1) 
axes of the shell 




Read in the Input Data 
Set Coefficient Matrix = 0 
¢.." Equation ? 





on the ~ and 1) 
axes of the shell 
Write w = Equation 
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